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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE

Introduction
The problem of Indian education has taken on a new look the past two
decades with the increasing number of Indian students enrolling in the
Minnesota public schools.
The Federal government began to use public schools for the instruction
of Indian students as early as 1890 but such schools were not in reach of
all students.

Today this policy has expanded to the extent that there is

only one Federal Indian Service school remaining in Minnesota and two
mission schools.
The study of Indian education has been limited in the past and little
research has been concentrated on the Indian himself to better understand
and to help him with his problems.
In order to understand the educational, social, economic and cultural
backgrounds of the Indian people, it is necessary to live among them and
visit them frequently.

From this first hand experience one can get a

better picture of the needs and desires from an educational viewpoint.

The Problem
The main purpose of this study was to (1) survey the educational
background of an Indian community and its resources; (2) discover and show
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the early development of the community; (3) determine how such information
would prove helpful in the future educational policy of the school; (it)
present the needs of the students and the desires of the parents as revealed through an interview and questionnaire

study; and (5>) evaluate and

present the findings in the form of conclusions and recommendations.

Definitions
Educational background.

Used in this stucfy in tracing the education

within the community or area back far enough for the purpose of comparisons
with the present to denote the direction of the change for evaluation
purposes.
Indian education.

Used to indicate the type of education given in

the schools where the majority of the students were of Indian blood whether
on a reservation or not.
Survey.

Used with reference to making a stucfy of, doing research, or

investigating the past and the present for the purpose of comparison or
determining trends.
Indian students.

Used to differentiate students who are one-fourth

or more Indian blood and recognized as Indians in the community in which
they live or attend school.
Indian.

Used to identify a person that is enrolled in an Indian

agency or recognized as an Indian in the community in which he lives.
Indian schools.

Rarely used in Minnesota today but when used it applies

to a public school with the majority of the students being Indian and the
budget of the school balanced from the Indian Education Fund.

All Indian
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schools in Minnesota today are budgeted schools except Pipestone.
budgeted schools.

Public schools enrolling both Indian and white stu

dents, either of which may be in the majority, and whose budgets are bal
anced b y the Indian Education Fund.

There are about forty-eight such

schools in sixteen counties of Minnesota today.
Mission schools.

A parochial school, usually Catholic in this study,

enrolling Indian students and which are self-supporting today}

there are

two such schools in Minnesota, one in White Earth and the other at Red
Lake.
Community-school,

A school that has its curriculum planned for the

edtication of students and adults of the community.
Hand.

Used to identify a particular group of Chippewa Indians living

on a designated reservation, as the Grand Portage Band of Chippewa Indians.

Importance of tl>e StudyMany teachers, principals and superintendents enter an Indian community
and begin their task of teaching or continuing in the educational school
system with little regard to what has been done in the past and what could
be done in the future.
It is important that the head of the school, upon entering the
community, familiarize himself with the community as a whole, survey the
entire educational picture from the past to the present, and determine the
needs of the children and the community for the future.

With such a survey

one could get a clear picture of the community and its needs and have a
foundation upon which to build or modify the school program or curriculum.
A good school person should know what has been done in his school

k
system and know where to go in the future.

Therefore, it is apparent that

such information can only be secured through a survey and that a philosophy
of education be built upon the findings and the future outlook.

Progress

in education is baaed on findings in the past.
The problem of educating Indian students in the Minnesota public
schools of today is of great importance also because of the increased en
rollment of both Indian and white students.

Need for the Stucty
Since the beginning of the development of the United States, the
American Indians have been mistreated and robbed of their home lands until
finally the government gave them a haven on reservations.

The American

Indians also have suffered setbacks for more than two and a half centuries
with little or no regard given them for their educational and cultural,
heritage.

They wandered around hopelessly in a state of fear, uneasiness,

fighting wars with pioneers, and having untold sufferings without having
any recognition or help with their problems.

Is it any wonder why today

they are regarded as a backward race?
In order to get at the problem of Indian education it is, therefore,
necessary to make a stuefcr of the educational, social, and economic back
grounds of these people with reference to the community in which they live.
The Indians have passed through a series of transitional influences
up to the present day and there is need to trace this path.

It is also

interesting to note that some of the so-called Indian schools (especially
in Minnesota) were among some of the first to take part in the educational
trend known as the "Community School".

Under this plan the teachers were

hired mostly on a twelve month basis and carried on a program that was
broader in scope than in many other schools and more attention was given
to the needs and desires of the students and community*
With this in mind one can readily see the need for research centering
around the problem involved and to evaluate the work being done in these
communities.
The Indians are also citizens and are classed among the minority
groups or races and there is further need for study to determine if their
rights to a free education are being satisfied.

Delimitations
This stucfy was limited to thirty-three families mostly Indians of
Chippewa origin, in 1938 the time of the initial study, and to forty-six
families in 195>3, the concluding stucty-.

Supplemental surveys were also made

in 191*0, 19lil, and 19l*2.
The stuefy is further limited in that it was made on the Grand Portage
Indian Reservation, one of the most remote sections in the United States.
The closest railroad is 126 miles army.
of life must be trucked

All food and other necessities

from Duluth which is 150 miles to the southwest.

Narrative studies are presented for the years 19l£-19l6» 1938 and
19?3«

These periods were selected for major consideration as the intervals

would show sufficient trends to justify any conclusions reached.

The 191£-

1916 narrative survey was presented to give a brief background for the
succeeding studies or surveys.

Method of Investigation
This study was conducted by using the normative-survey method which
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employed the Interview procedure since the writer personally interviewed
all the families on the reservation.
obtain the desired data.

A prepared questionnaire was used to

This was an important control in the procedure

.as it was not known if all the parents could read, write or speak English.
By using the personal interview an interpretation of the questions could
be made and more uniform information received.

More confidential informa

tion was also obtained by using this procedure and the opinions of the
parents from questions raised.

From two to four hours were spent at each

home and arrangements were made beforehand as to the purpose of the initial
visit and the time.

The 19$3 survey was unscheduled and visits made during

the day.
Another important control factor was that many questions in the ques
tionnaire could b e answered during the course of the visit and by observation
and there was no need to ask them at the time.

Nearly 100 per cent answers

to every question was obtained through this method.
A partial historical approach was used to gather information about
the history of the region and relative to the educational background of
the school and community for the purpose of making comparisons and to note
the trend or direction of change.

This was used for evaluation purposes

and to guide future growth.

Related studies
Not much research has been done in connection with the direct educa
tion of Indian students in which a person actually visited the homes of the
Indian parents and questioned them as to the needs of their children, and
if they were satisfied with the present curriculum of education being offered
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to their children.
A search through the Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature for the
past ten years revealed only about ten good articles on Indian education
that were related in some form and these were mostly made b y salaried men
in the field of Indian education and not trachers at the time the articles
were written.

Most were based on reports or findings existing in the Indian

educational picture.
In an article in the Elementary School Journal, Peterson^- summarized
the effectiveness of the schools maintained by the Federal Indian Service
in his report on a three-year program of testing and achievement of Indian
children in the federal, public, and mission schools.

A comparison is

made with work of the Indian children with that of non-Indian rural public
pupils and summarized as follows:
The Indian Service is not competing with the public school
system. Wherever public schools exist, the Indian Service has
taken advantage of public education and placed the Indian children
in the public schools. Where public schools or education has not
been able to accept the responsibility of educating Indian children,
the Federal schools have performed an effective job as indicated by
the findings of this survey. The data available prove that Indian
education has progressed far towards its goal which combines an
understanding of and respect for the Indian tribal lore and art
with the full educational opportunities of the non-Indian.
In another article in the same magazine Tyler

2

had this to say,

Indians of the reservations are being sent off to boarding
schools and forced to stay until they have completed their educa
tion (if they stay that long) and then after completing their

^-Peterson, Shailer, "How Well are Indian Children Educated?", 191:8,
Reviewed in the Elementary School Journal, 50:63-5, October, 191:9•
^Tyler, R. W., "Indian Education as an Example for All Schools",
Elementary School Journal, 1*61 68-9, October, 191:5.
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education find that they are not absorbed into the industrial
life of our nation. They, therefore, have no alternative but
to return to the Indian country or reservation and become mis
fits in the adult life of their communities.
Six theses have been written on Indian education at the University of
North Dakota as far as could be located.

One b y Arthur Pack in 1937 on "The

United States Government Policy" has little relation.

George Hoff in

19h3

wrote a master’s thesis on "Indian School Education in North Dakota" and
since these schools are nearly all Federal schools not a great deal could
be used for any comparison.

Kenneth Dale wrote on "The Navajo Indian

Education Administration" which was a doctor's thesis in 19li9.
Trent, in

19h5»

Lloyd

touched on a part of Indian education in the Cass Lake

Schools in his thesis "A Supervisory Survey of a Small School System".
The thesis written by Gunvald Leland in 19U* had the closest relation
to this stucfy in that it was a study of the Indian Education in Minnesota
from 1937 to 19l;2 and covered the first five year period the Indian
schools were taken over b y that state.

He gives a very good narrative

summaiy for the five years plus much statistical information.

However,

much has happened since and another study should be done along the same
plan to bring the stuc^r up to date.

The title of Leland's master’s thesis

is "Recent Education of Indians in Minnesota with Special Emphasis on the
Chippewas".
Another good study relating to Indian Education in Minnesota was made
by Gordon Ose at the University of Minnesota in 19ii7•

His study was "A

Survey of Four Major Problems of Indian Education in the State of Minnesota".
These problems werei Attendance, 'iransportation and Boarding, Financial
and Curriculum.

CHAPTER II
A GUIDING PHIID SOPHY FOR THE EDUCATION OF
INDIAN STUDENTS IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Introduction
An attempt wi 11 be made to summarize a guiding philosophy for educating
Indian students in our public schools of today as reflected from e arly
policies of the federal government, bulletins, Indian School Service manuals,
conferences on Indian problems, interviews, field notes, quotations,
committee reports and other s ource material available.

Early Indian Education
Perhaps no people have gone through more periods of transition in
education than the American Indian.

It is known from our history that with

the coming of the white man the Indian has had to assimilate, associate,
arbitrate, and barter with many nationalities for his very existance.

The

inf lienee of the Spanish, French and the English all had their place in the
early transition of a once sovereign people.
As the early settlers pushed westward and the fur traders entered In
dian country another influence formed another transitional period.
was the corning of the missionaries and the missionary societies.

This
Besides the

religious teachings, many attempts were made to start schools and give what
education they could in the limited time they could spend with each tribe,
9
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band or group.
Following the early missionaries and the mission schools was the
federal philosophy of the day and boarding schools.

A Federal Philosophy in Transition
One might consider for the moment the philosophy of the Federal Govern
ment in dealing with the Indian people from the time of the early explorers
and settlers up to recent years.

The Indians were actually independent,

sovereign people before the coming of the white man and the framers of our
Constitution, when our national government was formed, had to recognize
this sovereignty and dealt with the Indian accordingly through treaties.
Thus, for close to 100 years after the establishment of the Federal
Government Indian tribes maintained a relationship with the Federal Govern
ment which was exclusive of the relationships with the states which formed
around them.

Members of Indian tribes under t; is arrangement had somewhat

the status of nationals of foreign countries as far as the individual states
were concerned.
Gradually through the years acts and treaties with the Indians caused
them to move into a kind of political no-man's land with the Federal Govern
ment attempting to control every phase of Indian life - their resources, the
providing of services to them, acting as trustees for Indian property,
and even controlling their coming and going from the reservations until
recent years.

All this was done without even consulting the Indian people

and the states in which they lived.

Soon the Indian people and the states

found themselves with problems difficult to solve.
Today these problems are gradually being settled by the Federal govern-

n
raent contracting with the states for the care of the Indians within their
boundaries.

Basic Federal Laws Affecting Indians
While there are over 5000 treaties and federallaws dealing with Indians,
many of which apply to specific groups, tie most important and basic nieces
of legislation are comparatively f e w in number.

Those which relate directly

to existing problems in Indian administration arei
1. Constitution of the United States, Article I, Section 8,
which expressly conferred power upon Congress of the United States
"to regulate commerce with the Indian Tribes."
2. Act of June 30, 183JU (It Stat. 735) establishing the Department
of Indian Affairs, which has since become known as the U. S. Bureau
of Indian Affairs in the Department of the interior.
3. Act of ’arch 3* 1871 (16 Stat. 5hb, 566), which brought to an end
the procedure of dealing with Indian tribes through treaties.
1*. Act of February 8, 1887 (General Allotment Act, 2lt Stat. 388),
which authorized the President of the United States to divide any
Indian reservation into individual allotments, on which a 25-year
trust period was to be imposed, and surplus lands not allotted were
authorized to be sold.
5. Act of June 2, 192ij (Ii3 Stat. 253)» which bestowed citizenship
upon all non-citizen Indians b o m within the territorial limits of
the United States.
6. Act of April 16, 193h (Johnson-0'Hallty Act, lt8 Stat. 1021),
which authorized the Secretary of the Interior to enter into con
tracts with states or territories for various social services for
Indians in such state or territory through the qualified agencies
of such state or territory. (These services include the fields
of education, health and social service)•
7. Act of June 18, 193U (Wheeler-ftoward or Indian Reorganization
Act, U8 Stat. 98It), which served to revitalize Indian local selfgovernment and to establish machinery through which the tribes
could assume increasing control over their own resources.
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A Federal Philosophy of Indian Education
In a bulletin Rules for the Indian School Service, Department of In
terior, United States Indian Service, for 1913, the following quotations
are taken that reflect a policy and trend as well as a philosophy:
The administration of the Indian school service is vested in the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, subject to the direction of the
Secretary of Interior.
It is the purpose of the Federal plan of Indian education to
prepare Indian youth for the duties, privileges, and responsibil
ities of American citizenship. This implies establishment of pood
habits, formation of character, reasonable knowledge of civic
rights and duties, development of moral and intellectual facul
ties and training in industrial arts.
Every Indian school in an Indian community is to be a center of
positive encouragement in industrial development and physical
and moral well-being.
In all positions in the Indian service which Indians are competent
to fill they shall be employed in oreference to other persons.
(Acts of July 1*, 1881, 23 Stat. L., 97j August 15, 189k, Stat. L.,
313.)
All healthy Indian children between the ages of six and eighteen
should b e in some school - day, reservation boarding, public, or
private.
In enrolling pupils, preference shall always be given in propor
tion to degree of Indian blood. In all cases satisfactory evidence
of Indian blood and of the degree must be obtained by the superin
tendent before he enrolls children as Indians in any school.
’The Commissioner of Indian Affairs, subject to the direction of
the Secretary of the Interior, is authorized and directed to make
and enforce by proper means such regulations and rules as will
secure the attendance of Indian children of suitable age and
health at schools established and maintained for their benefit.’
It is the duty of parents who are not citizens and other persons
who have custody of Indian children to compel their children to
attend regularly either a government or other school for whom ade
quate facilities exist or to present to the head of the school a
reasonable excuse for nonattendance.
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As children of Indians who are citizens are subject to the laws
of their states concerning attendance at school, their duties in
relation to the education of their children are indicated by the
laws of their states. Superintendents will notify proper state
authorities if citizen Indian fails to comply with the school
laws of his state.
Before a child is admitted to m y school, day or boarding, he must
be personally examined b y a physician and certified as free from
incurable, infectious, or contagious diseases which might affect
other pupils or which might be seriously aggravated by confinement
incident to wchool work. The results of this examination must be
entered upon cards which shall become part of the office records
of the school.

Physical Welfare
At every school systematic physical training must be made of the
utmost importance, reaching all pupils.
Adequate and separate playground must be provided for both boys
and girls and supplied with apparatus. Provision is to be made,
however, that under proper supervision boys and girls may enjoy
each other's society and acquire habits of politeness, consideration,
and self-possession.
Every precaution must be taken to prevent the spread of infectious
diseases. Ary evidence of disease in any pupil should be promptly
reported to the physician.
Pupils must be supervised to see that tiiey properly clean their
teeth each morning and each evening, using tooth powder at least
once a day, and that they receive adequate dental attention.
Dishes must be sterilised with scalding water. Rooms used by
students must be constantly supplied with an abundance of fresh
air.

Industrial Training
Industrial training must be a distinguishing feature of instruction
in Indian schools. All activities of .every school are to be made
means to this end. All pupils are to taught how to raise vegetables,
how to use and care for tools, implements, and machinery, and the
value and possibilities of forest and orchard culture; and emphasis
is to be given to information concerning location, construction, and
maintenance of sanitary and inexpensive houses. Boys are to be
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taught how to rear and care for farm stock, and to b e trained
more regular farming operations. Girls must be systematically
trained in every branch of housekeeping, including sanitation,
the nutritive value of foods, their cost and preparation, making
and mending of garments, nursing the sick and care of children.

Course of Stucfcr
Unless a course of study is outlined by the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, each Indian school shall adopt a course of academic in
struction as nearly similar as practicable to that provided for
the public schools of the state, adapting the grades, however, to
the larger amount of industrial instruction required in Indian
schools and to the capabilities of Indian pupils. Pupils are,
therefore, not expected to complete a grade in the same time or
dinarily taken for the same grades in public schools.
Teachers in Indian schools are expected to keep in touch with
the latest improved methods of instruction, and, so f ar as possible,
with the educational activities in connection with the local public
schools.
The term of Indian schools shall begin on the first Monday in
September and continue for a period of ten months with a vacation
of five days at Christmas.
At the beginning of the school year a calendar is to be prepared
for the entire year showing the proposed events for each day as
socials, assemblies, lectures, temperance and health talks, att>letic contest, religious services, entertainments, and the like.
(See Appendix B , page 166 ).
In each school there should be a definite daily program for all
class-room exercises and industrial work with definite assignments
for each pupil.
At the beginning of a school year each teacher is to have prepared
detailed outlines of instruction for at least two months in the
subjects which are taught, and must keep these outlines prepared
at least two months in advance throughout the year.
Pupils shall be required to converse with employees in English.
All employees must be able to speak English fluently. All employees
must use English alone when on duty.
Instruction in singing is to be given in all schools, and singing
shall be a part of the exercises of each school session (day).

In order to give proper instruction in personal morality a series
of books on the authorized list should be in the hands of those
employees whose duty it is to give boys and girls frank and care
ful information concerning their physical welfare and sex rela
tionships; this duty devolves upon the head matron or the teacher
of housekeeping for girls and the physician or Industrial teacher
for boys, unless some other employees are designated by the
superintendent•
Practical sanitation and hygiene, and the cause, prevention,
and treatment of tuberculosis and of trachoma are to be taught
in every school.
For each student enrolled in an Indian school there must be pre
pared a folder (Cumulative record) for 'Record of pupils', blank
5-197* In this folder are to be placed blanks 5-186 (data and
progress record), blank 5-187 (
), blank h-2hS (weight
and height) and blank 5-35U (pupils health and case record).
With these all record blanks of pupils, such as applications for
enrollment, physician's certificate of health, pictures, official
letters, clippings, samples of work and copies of physician's
record of illnesses should be kept. The record should be kept
current even after the pupil has left school.

Miscellaneous
All disciplinary measures shall be devised with reference to
local and individual needs and on the principle that discipline is
reformative. There shall b e no cruel or degrading methods of pun
ishment employed nor shall abusive language or ridicule be vised.
No Indian child shall be sent from any Indian reservation to a
school not in the state without the written consent of the parents
or guardian.
Superintendents of day schools may, if the occasion warrants, dis
continue school for a period of three weeks in any school in addition
to the holidays allowed. Such occasion might be for epidemics and
and other conditions in the best interest of the Indians,
Employees of Indian schools may be allowed, in addition to annual
leave not to exceed fifteen days per calendar year for educational
leave for attendance at educational gatherings, conventions, in
stitutions, or training schools, if the interest of the service
requires it. No additional salaries or expenses on account of
this leave of absence shall be required.
Vaccinations of each pupil and employee are required.
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All employees shall have a thorough physical examination at the
time of entrance upon duty and when proposed for transfer.
The day schools are to give academic and industrial instruc
tion suited to the age and qualifications of the pupils enrolled.
Where authority has been granted to serve a noonday luncheon, the
housekeeper shall prepare the luncheon -with the assistance of the
girls of appropriate age, using the preparation and service of
the luncheon as means of instruction.
At all day schools
instruct the girls
be useful in their
community in every
homes.

where there is a housekeeper it is her duty to
in domestic attainments and habits, mfoich will
homes, and to encourage the Indian women of the
possible way to improve the condition of their

Superintendents having day schools in their charge should furnish
each day-school teacher with a suitable school journal which dis
cusses methods of primary instruction.
Indian children for idiom there are adequate free-school facilities
are not to b e enrolled in Indian schools.
Approved, July Hi, 1913
Cato Sells
Commissioner of Indian Affairs
In the Fourty-Second Annual Report of the Board of Indian Commissioners
to the Secretary of Interior, 1911, the following was said:
The most hopeful feature of Indian education seems to us to be
the great increase in the number of Indian pupils in the public
schools of the country. The policy of the Indian Office to, so far
as practical, ‘make the course of study for each Indian school con
form to the course of s tucfy adopted b y the state or county in which
it is situated’ is a step in the right direction, as in the increase
in the amount of elementary instruction in agriculture and in the
arts and trades.
An educational policy which will provide suitable schools for
all Indian children, which schools shall as soon as practicable be
come a part of the pifclic school system, should be another aim of
Indian education.
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The Minnesota Plan for Indian Education, 1937-A State Philosophy
1936-1937
When Minnesota first took over Indian education on July 11, 1936, the
State Department of Education appointed James Shields as their first Direc
tor of Indian Education.

His first task was to prepare a plan for Indian

Education approved by the State Department and send it to all schools en
rolling Indian students.

This plan had some points worthy of mention,

namely:
Under the Minnesota Plan for Indian education begun in 1936-37,
the State Board of Education under contract with the United States
Department of Interior, administers a special Indian aid fund for
the education of Indians in the public schools of the state. This
fund supplements all other aids in defraying the actual cost to
local districts of the schooling of Indian students of quarter or
more of Indian blood, residing on non-taxable land.
The aim of The Program of the Minnesota plan is to insure
Indian children the best education possible with the funds available.
As rapidly as possible, all Indian schools will be qualified as
accredited schools* In addition, wherever personnel and physical
facilities permit, superior advantages will b e offered in the form
of training in handicraft, home economics, agriculture, and community
activities, in some communities, special activities for the adults
will b e included.
The program of the Indian school should be planned to meet
the children's immediate needs and interests, as well as supposed
future ones. These children are living now, not just getting
ready for life. The social aesthetic, and physical experiences of
each school day are as much a part of the child's learning process
as the subject matter studied. It is vital that the school progran be varied and flexable from day to day and throughout each day
to permit a wide scope of experiences for each child.
This means less rigid subject time schedules and much use of
integrated units of work such as Transportation, Wool, Man's Tools,
Weather, Gardens, etc. In programing and time scheduling, proper
adjustment of essential activities is more important than adjustment
as among formal subjects of the curriculum.
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Curriculum
The broad objectives set forth in the various bulletins of
the Minnesota State Course of Stucfcr should b e followed and form the
basic guide in planning the detailed program in the Indian schools.
Much work is needed in incorporating within the elementary
school program for Indians' activities in the arts and crafts,
betterment of homes, and gardening.

Activities of the Community
The Indian school should be a community-centered school as well
as a child-centered school. Thevast majority of Indian students do
not now remain in school beyond the elementary grades. Most of
them continue to reside in the same community after leaving school.
In any case, the highest aim of the educative process is to enable
the individual to make the most of his environment and to become an
effective agent for the betterment of that environment for himself
and for his fellows.

The Teacher
The success of any educational program lies with the teacher's
interest and efficiencyThe Minnesota program for Indian education requires the full
services and interest of the best teachers obtainable. In addition
to the formal state requirement for standard certification, the
special needs for successful work in this field are:
1.

Genuine interest in children.

2.

The patience and tact necessary to gain the respect
and confidence of Indian parents.

3.

Self sufficiency to thrive under long months of physical
isolation in some communities.

lu

Professional resourcefulness and imagination in utiliz
ing to the full community life and conditions In the
working out of the best possible educational program.

5*

Willingness, strength, and ability to encourage and
personally participate in worthwhile community activ
ities such as: lt-H Clubs, Scouting, community gardening,
fairs, pageants, musicals, athletic events, parent-
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teacher organizations, and other adult gatherings
6.

Facility in establishing co-operative relations with
Federal and State field staff and all other persons
exercising responsibility for community service.

Education and Social Welfare in Minnesota
The path of responsibility of Indian welfare services including
education in Minnesota today is as follows*
Federal responsibility has existed and still exists in Minne
sota since the conquest of the Indians and subsequent treaties.
State responsibility was assumed when Federal assistance proved
inadequate and when the local communities were unwilling or
financially unable to meet the problem. County and township
responsibility was assumed when legal or court interpretation
so required.l
To aid in this responsibility the Federal Government contributes
annually to the State of Minnesota for special social services to the In
dians.

The following table 2 is a summary of the amount spent by the

Federal Government (Table I, page 20).
From the Research Report on Minnesota Indians as prepared by the Minne
sota Legislative Research Committee dated March, 1950 the following quota
tions are worthy of mention:
The Indian will continue to live in his present manner until
he changes his environment, habits and desires, and endeavors to
better his economic position. He has the same problem as many
non-Indians, plus others of his own which are part of his past
(page i).

*The Indian in Minnesota.
sota, Revised. 19^2, page itl.

2

Governor’s interracial Commission of Minne

Data prepared by the D. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Minneapolis Area
Office, November 26, 193>1 •

TABIE I
FEDERAL AID THROUGH THE BUREAU CF INDIAN AFFAIRS
TO MINNESOTA FOR THE SOCIAL WELFARE OF INDIANS

1951 2
*
Education

Health

(under contract with the State
Department of Education)
for the care of tubercular patients
(under contract with the State
Division of Social Welfare)

14,000

for public health nursing services
(Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel,
2 public health nurses)

9,290

273,638

for public health services
(other than nursing) and dental care
Indian Service personnel

57,361

for general hospital care (specialist
services not available in Indian
service facilities)

10,000

Operation of Pipestone Boarding School
(all children in this institution are
welfare cases

Law Enforcement
Placement

230,000

for public health nursing services
(under contract with State Department
of Health)

for general medical services
(through U Indian Service hospital
facilities at Red Lake, Cass lake,
Cloquet, and White Earth)

Welfare

$ 310,000

liiljOOO
16,200

help Indian in off-reservation jobs

15,353

Roads
(These roads are used by the public
TOTAL FEDERAL EXPENDITURES
Revenue if Indian lands were taxed
State's financial advantage - existing plan

81 66)4

,

1,1149,306
368,909
780,397
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Indians are very social people and enjoy living among their many
friends and relatives. However, in a very realistic sense they must
accept the challenge and adjust themselves to an environment other
than that in their own communities (p.UO).
Indians tend to remain or return to the reservation for several
reasons*
'vested interest in land and claims', 'life on reserva
tions is economical', 'many enjoy the life they live. The love of
hunting and fishing, the pleasant surroundings of the woods, the
absence of the time clock and deadliness, and the freedom to do what
they want when they want to are not only attractive to the Indians
but to non-Indians also. Man works to satisfy his desires for
material or spiritual things. If these desires are limited and
easily satisfied, there is little incentive to advance or go else
where.' (pp. Ii0-ul).
The following recommendations were made in the Report of the Senate
Interim Committee on Indian Affairs to the 1951 Legislature, dated Decem
ber, 1950 *

Education
It is recommended that Indian leaders impress upon their
people the yalue of adequate education.
It is recommended that additional Federal funds be provided
to meet the increased costs of Indian education.
It is recommended that a more realistic elementary and
secondary education be provided for Indian children, with greater
emphasis on vocational education.
It is recommended that the Federal Government provide scholar
ships to capable Indians to encourage attendance at schools of
high learning.
It is recommended that in addition to the use of intelligence
and aptitude tests to determine those who will receive advanced
vocational and higher educational benefits mentioned previously,
that candidates for such benefits b e screened b y a representative
group of Indians to determine that those chosen will ultimately
make full use of the benefits provided (pp. 9-10).
The first Governors' Interstate Indian conference was called by
Governor Luther W. Youngdahl of Minnesota on March 1*, 1950 to discuss In
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dian problems and lay the groundwork for the future of the Indian.

The

following quotations briefly summarize the conference:
Within the limits of my authority, I pledge the support of the
state of Minnesota in working for the goals and program which will
be formulated by this Interstate Indian conference. (Governor
Youngdahl)
An Indian cannot even go out and cut firewood from his own land
without first securing a permit from the Federal Government. (John
R. Nichols, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington)
Commissioner Nichols also said that the primary objectives of our
Indian schools may be summed up as follows:
. . . to teach students though their own participation in
school and community government to become constructive citizens
of their communitiesj to aid students in analyzing the economic
resources of their reservations and planning more effective ways
of utilizing these resources for the improvement of standards of
living; to teach, through actual demonstration, intelligent conser
vation of natural resources; to give students firsthand experience
in livestock management, cooperative marketing, farm mechanics and
other vocational skills needed to earn a livelihood both on and
off the reservations. The students are encouraged to enroll in
academic subjects in these schools which will prepare them for
college entrance.
Indians should not be a segregated group. We should move
as rapidly as possible in providing health, education, employment,
etc., to absorb them into the population, preserving, however, the
great values of the Indian culture as far as we can. (George
Keith, Director of Public Assistance, Wisconsin)
If we want to solve the Indian problem we will have to do
it quickly, because the Indians are solving it themselves. (Ed.
Rogers)
If we are to civilize the Indians, get them into civilization.
(Ed. Rogers, Cass Comity attorney, Walker, Minnesota)
The improvement of the economic condition of the Indian is
up to the individual Indian. (Mrs. Elizabeth Rock, secretary,
First Daughters of America, Cass lake, Minnesota)
Representatives to the Minnesota Indian Conference at Bemidji on
April 11, 1950 had this to say about education and Indian welfare:
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Our children must be educated as far as possible that they
may compete in the methods and ways of the present civilization.
Education, tre believe is the only real salvation for the Indians.
(Peter Graves, Red Lake)
Our children can only get as far as high school. The Indian
can’t pay his way through college or a university. (William
Morrel)
We need scholarships for higher education for Indians. If
thus helped, many Indians will go into professions, as scientific,
and other technical fields. We need doctors, nurses, scientists,
dentists and teachers. If we want to become educated, we must go
to school and associate with educated people. (Ed. Rogers, Indian
representative and attorney for Walker, Minnesota)
Any real and lasting progress the Indians make must be made
on their own. The greatest need of them all is education. (Eliza
beth Rock, Cass lake)
Commissioner Nichols of the Office of Indian Affairs stated in 1950
that there were fourteen states that had negotiated contracts with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs for the education of Indian children within their
states«

Indian Education in Transition, 1953
Indian education in Minnesota has passed through several periods of
transition, namely, the influence of the early settlers and fur traders,
the influence of the early missionaries and mission schools, the federal
influence of the reservation and non-reservation day and boarding school,
the influence of the State Department of Education, and last the county
or local influence.

Each one of these periods has left its scars and today

we find these people in our public schools, a place where they should have
been years ago.
The Indian Division, which was incorporated as part of the Rural
Division of the State Department of

duration when the contract was signed
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was signed in 1936, is now a part of the High School Division of the State
Department of Education.
Congress appropriates about $310,000 (1952) for the education of In
dian students in the Minnesota public schools.

One noj>-reservation board

ing school at Pipestone is yet under federal supervision.

Two mission

schools are yet inexistence in Minnesota, one at White Earth and the
other at Red Lake, but these are self-supporting and no government funds
are received by these schools.
There are about forty-eight schools in sixteen counties that receive
funds to balance their budgets from the federal contract fund according
to the records of the Supervisor and Director of Indian Education in Minne
sota.
According to a report* by the Supervisor of Indian Education in 1952,
there were 2,626 Indian pupils enrolled in the Minnesota public schools
for the year 1951-1952 that received assistance from federal contract funds.
The per cent of attendance was 88.6 for elementary pupils and 86.lj per cent
for secondary pupils.

There were 611 hi$i school students enrolled in

191*8-191*9, 61*9 were enrolled in 191*9-1950, and 71*8 in 1950-1951.

In the

spring of 1953, there were seventy-one Indian students graduating from
high school and fifteen were enrolled in the colleges of the state.
Perhaps one of the greatest transitional influence of today is the re
organisation plan in which the Supervisor and Director^ of Indian Education
use every effort possible to eliminate the smaller segregated (mostly2
*

*P. J. Broen, Supervisor of Indian Education

2

Roy H. Larson, Director of Indian Education.
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Indians enrolled) schools in Minnesota.

Ten such schools have been closed

in recent years and the students transported to larger schools where nonIndians are in the majority.

It is the opinion and experience of the Super

visor and Director that these segregated schools provide an inferior type
of education and the students later do not make successful transfers to
high schools.
The report further states that lunches are served in all budgeted
schools which is likely the best balanced meal received b y the Indian
children.

M o d e m , well equipped bus transportation is furnished.

Teacher-

ages are provided wherever possible and every effort is made to get the
best qualified teachers who are properly certified.
Other evidence of progress in the Minnesota public schools for Indian
education as reported by the Supervisor and Director is that well planned
excursions are taken to all parts of the state and are encouraged.
ucational workshops are held.

Ed

Summer recreation programs are conducted

annually in several of the isolated communities.

Sodium fluoride treat

ments for the Indian children have been given for the third year to grades
two, five and eight.
The results of standard achievement tests given in many of the schools
Indians attend indicate the children are making normal progress in their
elementary subjects.
An age-grade stuefcr showed that the Indian children are making the
sane normal progress as white children.

Fifteen years ago they were far

below normal.
Many new schools have been built in communities where many Indian
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children attend.

The schools are -well cared for and in good repair.

Attendance, health, and pupil achievement are improved b y the excellent
noon lunch served to the students.
Indians people are serving on school boards in many communities and
one school has all six board members who are Indian.
Visual education is carried on in many of the schools and many educa
tional programs are given for both students and adults.
There is evidence that parents prefer to send their children to local
public school whenever they a re available.
In general, the plans for Indian education in Minnesota are encour
aging according to the Director-*- of Indian Education for Minnesota.

With

improved instruction, facilities, equipment, transportation and hot lunches
high standards should be maintained and improvement made upon the past.
activities needing improvement in the future are:
1.

Increased high school and college attendance with vocational

guidance for all students.
2.

More financial help and encouragement for potential leaders.

3.

Program of education for all out-of-school people, old and young

alike.
It.

Planned wh ole some recreation for the youth and adults.

5.

Teachers for all schools who are not only fully qualified but

thoroughly interested in the welfare of all Indian people.
6.

Improved visual education.

7.

Wider and better use of all community resources.

8.

Preservation of desirable and needed arts and crafts.

^Roy H. Larson, Report on Indian Tducation, 1950.

Come
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9.

Better all-around training of Indian people in order that most

of them may ultimately leave the reservation aid make their living in
white communities in a manner that is pleasant, congenial, profitable and
wholesome.
10.

Satisfactory boarding homes (not schools) for rural students who

cannot be transported to high school.
The school is the center for leadership. Keep a strong
faculty, together with the excellent school board, and all other
organizations will give the best cooperation. (Harold SearIs,
Principal, Naytahwaush Bchool)
Our schools have close relationship. What happens in one
school is of real interest to pupils, staff and community in every
other school having Indian enrollments. With each report of
achievement, accomplishment or activity there is a fostering of new
ideas, greater incentive, better coordination of effort in the
cause of Indian education. (P. J. Broen, Supervisor of Indian
Education, Bulletin, 19^3).

CHAPTER III
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF THE REGION

Grand Portage^, an Indian settlement, is located around a bay of the
same name.

2

Gilfillan

says that Grand Portage Bay is called Kitclii Qnigutn,

or great portage, an Indian name translated into the French and now known
as Grand Portage.
"Grand Portage, which is the name of the Bay and Village, is also
applied to the ancient and now somewhat abandoned overland trail from the
bay to the Pigeon River above the falls (now known as Partrich Falls), a
distance of about nine miles, running in a northwesterly direction from
the lake to the river."

The Indians undoubtedly knew of this route for a

long tine which was later used to bring furs from the North.

This historic

trail was cleared in 1937 and 1938 by the CCC-ID unit stationed at Grand
Portage.

The trail has since been used by hikers and tourists.

In 19I>1

conferences with the National park Service and representatives of the
Minnesota Chippewa Tribal Council and the Grand Portage Band of Indians
led to the designation, by the Secretary of Interior, of the old trail and
the Bites on either end as GRAND PORTAGE NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE.

A cooper

ative agreement was also signed, for the preservation, development, and in-

■^Culkin, William E., North Shore Place Names, pamphlet b y the ExecutivePresident, St. Louis County Historical Society, 1931, pages 73-89. ScottMitchell Publishing Company, St. Paul, Minnesota.
‘Authority on Indian and French names.
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terpretation of these significant historic features for the benefit and
inspiration of the people.
La Verendryo\ who with his three sons explored much of the West,
writes in 1729 about the Pigeon River route to Rainy Lake.

At that time

La Verendrye was at a French post on Lake Nipigon in Canada and contemplated
a trip west b y way of Grand Portage.

Different Indians traced three dis

tinct routes and made similar statements that there were three routes of
rivers which lead to the great river of the West.
lieved, must be the

estern Sea).

(This, La Verendrye be

With the aid of the Indians he was able

to chart the number of travel days on each route, lakes, portages, rapids,
the sides on which the portages must be made and the he:ghts of the land.
La Verendrye, who was the French Officer in charge of the Lake Superior
region from 1730 to 17U5> had a great ambition to discover the great
"Western Sea" which the Indian tales convinced him was not far
west.

to the

He also wished to erect a series of forts through this wild region

as protection for the French fur traders to the west.

Such forts were later

established and one was near the present site of international Falls called
Fort St. Pierre.

Another was located where Winnipeg now stands and one

called Fort Charles was located near Lake of the Woods on what we now know
as the Northwest Angle.
The first white settlement In Minnesota was established at Grand
Portage b y La Verendrye, August 26, 1731*

He found that the portage long

had been used b y the Indians and would serve as an excellent outlet for

■^La Verendrye, Pierre De, French Officer and early explorer, Clark,
Lindquist, and others, A Ilistor;/ of Minnesota, Chapter 16, pages 279-28U,
Charles Scribner’s Sons, Chicago, TTl., 19
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trade between the Northwest and the East.

From this time down to the French

surrender of the region to the British in 1763, there was a constant seepage
of trade to Grand Portage from Montreal.

Fur traders caae and went, meet

ing the Indians and bartering for their furs.

The British took possession

in 1781* and the Northwest Fur Trading Company was organized from among the
many competing groups of traders and had a very important fur trading post
established.

It appears from most records that likely the year 1785 marked

the building of the fur trading post at Grand Portage and what is known
of it forms ono of the most facinating histories of the Midwest frontier.
Although Grand Portage was American soil and had been since 1783,
trading operations continued under the British flag until 1817 when the
Northwest Company moved beyond the Pigeon River to Fort William on Thunder
Bay.

Yearly rendezvous wore held at Grand Portage and there was an inter

change of furs and supplies.

Here the accounts were settled by representa

tives from the fur companies, snd the pelts were scraped, assorted, pressed
and packed.

There were shops, French fashions, drinking places and even

police.
As early as 1767 Grand Portage had been a great center of exchange,
and in 1778 its fur trade employed 500 persons and was valued at more than
$200,000 yearly or about 1*0,000 pounds.

During the twenty years following

the organization of the Northwestems, Grand Portage was that company’s cen
tral post and the "metropolis” of the Northwest.
of its glory in the decade 1790-1800.

It reached the height

What a welcome sight it must have

been to the canoe men who spent long weary weeks paddling from the Gulf of
the St. Lawrence or the Pacific.

Sixteen cedar and white spruce log build
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ings surrounded by high palisade stockage twenty-four by thirty rods in
8ij;c formed the ooet built by the Northwest Company in 1785 on the semi
circular shore of Grand Portage B«y.

Here were lodgings for officers and

clerks in the flourishing fur trade.

Six of the structures were used to

store the year's catch of furs to be shipped to Montreal and Quebec, and
the supplies (food, clothing, and goods for barter) that had been sent
from the East.

At the water's edge was a canoe yard that accommodated 160

large canoes and contracted to build seventy more new ones annually for
use in the trade.

A low wide dock at which the craft from the lake could

be loaded and unloaded extended into the bey.

The population numbered

several hundred white men engaged in various phases of the fur trade, and
about 700 Indian women (number may have included men also) who scraped and
cleaned the pelts.

It was garrisoned with fifty men, and at times, during

the feasts or rendezvous, there were from 1000 to 3000 persons at the
settlement.

There even was a herd of cattle.

The gates were shut at sun

down and watch set.
John 7'acDonnel^ gives one of the best contemporary discrlptlons of
Grand Portage in the year 1793.

He says:

The beach was covered with spectators to s ee us arrive, our canoe
Trent well and the crew sung paddling songs in a vociferous manner.
Grand Portage had a natural entrance as it is situated in

the bottom

of a shallow bay perhaps three miles deep and about one league and a half
wide at its mouth from Point Aux Chapeaux to Point La Frombois having a
small island just opposite the fort about half way from one of these points*

*A partner in the Northwest Company in charge of settling accounts
with fur traders. Sait to Grand Portage.
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to the other on a low spot which rises gently from the lake.

The pickets

are not above fifteen to twenty paces from the water's edge.

Immediately

back of the fort is a lofty sugar loaf mountain (now known as Mt, Rose or
Rose Hill) the base of which comes close to the pickets on the northwest
side,

between 1ft. Rose and the stockade is located the road that now serves

as an entrance to Grand Portage by land from the southwest.
During the fall, winter, and spring, the Grand Portage Trading post
was a very quiet place.

It saw its greatest activity in July.

Then the

Montreal fleet arrived and with it came the company heads to settle accounts
with their traders and to furnish theta with blankets, traps, pork, hominy,
tea, whiskey, guns, powder, and shot to take back to t h e fur country.
At about this same time, the traders from the Northwest arrived at
Fort Charlotte"*’ with their canoes loaded with precious fursj from the land
ing there they carried many packs of beaver furs, otter furs, and fisher
skins over the long portage trail through the woods to the store house in
the Grand Portage Stockade.

Thus, they made portages back and forth be

tween the Falls of the Pigeon River and Lake Superior until all furs were
in the storehouses and all trading goods for the next year's use were at
the landing above the falls.

These men were short, averaging five feet six

inches, so they did not take up too much precious space in their canoes.
However, they wore strong, carrying more than

1$0

pounds and sometimes as

much as 180 pounds (two bundles weighing about ninety pounds apiece) over
the portage and could make a round trip over the Grand Portage Trail with

"*"A fort or store house on the Pigeon River above the Falls now known
as Partrich Falls. For furs and supplies built by the X Y Company in 1797
but used earlier.
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a load in eight hours.

These traders or voyageurs did not always walk.

They hurried along in a stumbling dog trot, singing as they went.

On the

longer portages they would r est shortly about each quarter of a mile and then
continue on again.

Long before they w e r e seen these voyageurs could be

heard singing] they were a happy-go-lucky lot that took pride in vocal
abilities.
voyageur.

In fact, a good voice practically was a prerequisite of a
Much is written about the voyageur and everyone interested should

read the book entitled "The Voyageur" written by Grace Lee Nute of the Minne
sota Historical Society.
Grand Portage prepared for this annual onslaught.

The Indians

pitched their tepees beyond the enclosure, as did the canoe men from Montreal
and the interior.

A snail brook (now known as Grand Portage Creek) flowed

between the post and those c a m s .

Business was conducted during the day

and banquets were held in the mess hall whose puncheon floor was sixty feet
long.

The tables were loaded with delicacies almost unknown to the men from

the northwest •—

bread, salt, pork, beef, ham, fish, venison, butter, peas,

c o m , potatoes, tea and wine.
and flute lasted for days.

Dancing to the music of bagpipe, violin

All of this activity was going on at the very

time of the Declaration of Independence.

Today one can visit a replica of

the same building and sit down and order a meal or view the museum collec
tion made by the Indians in cooperation with the Minnesota and Cook County
Historical societies and T . P. A., much different than the years gone by.
The dayB of pleasure came to an end each year and after about two car
three weeks the nortiuaen or traders must leave for tiieir trading stations.
They would have to hurry or the lakes and rivers would b e frozen over before

3h
they could get to their cabins among the Indians in the Northwest.
The partners and their clerks were also ready to go.

As soon as the

traders should leave t hey would also set out for Montreal In their canoes
loaded with furs.

They ordered the traders to start on their journeys to

their winter camps, then, eagerly the partners and clerks set out for their
own homes by the St. Lawrence River.
The northmen or traders left the stockade at Grand Portage and made
their last portage over the nine-mile trail to the canoe landing above the
falls of the Pigeon River.

They carried their canoes to the water’s edge

and placed twenty-three packs of trader's goods and twelve packs of supplies
in each case.
each canoe.
back end.

A foreman or captain took his place in the forward end of
Another man, the steersman, took his place in the s t e m or

Between the foreman and the steersman, the paddlers knelt holding

their paddles ready for action.

Then seventy canoes were pushed out upon

the stream, one after the other, and were paddled westward against the
swift current of the Pigeon River.

After paddling two miles, the travelers

or traders had to land and carry their goods, supplies, and canoes up the
steep hill and around the high waterfall.

This was the first of the many

portages they would have to make as from Fart Charlotte to Lake Winnipeg
(from which point the voyageurs or traders scattered to their respective
trading post at the Hudson Bay and other points westward) included no less
than seventy-two portages.

Thirty-five of these were west of the Rainy

Region and thirty-seven east.
The glory that was Grand Portage later waned and today it is only an
Indian village —

a reminder of the days that have gone.

Being the first

Lake
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town and trading post in what is now the commonwealth of Minnesota, its
activities preceded the next oldest place in Minnesota by two generations.
The old stockade of the Northwest Company, which rotted away, was re
constructed between 1937 and 1939 by the CCC-ID unit.

The Grand Portage

Trail has been designated as a National Historical Site in 1951.
Today we find a trading post, postoffice, lodge, ranger station,
Catholic church, a new log school with recreational building adjoining and
scattered Indian homes surrounding the original site of the historical
"stockade".

Tourist cabins are available to the many tourists who visit

Grand Portage in the summer or otherwise and boat service is available to
Isle Royal.
The Indians lived a very simple life at Grand Portage before the
coming of the white man.

They fed themselves with the abundance of wild

game and forest products and berries.

large flocks of caribou, moose, and

deer were common and many fur bearing animals.

Now little trace is left

of the caribou and moose, and the fur bearing animals are limited.

Deer

still exist in sufficient number and a few moose to supply some of the meat
consumed.
Very few, if any, full-blooded Indians exist here at the present time.
The larger per cent are of nixed blood, mostly Indian and French as a re
sult of their long contact with the early fur traders.
Arts and crafts resulted in some way as a human need and perhaps was
stimulated when the Indians found out they had some exchange or trade-in
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value.

Some handicraft is still being done by the older Indians, mostly

women, from native materials.

Other Historical Sourcest
Minnesota Historical Society, Volume on Grand Portage.
Cook County Historical Society, Early documents and letters.
St. Louis County Historical Society, Documents
Historical Maps and Tdterature.

CHAPTER IV

GENERAL NARRATIVE SURVEY
GRAND PORTAGE INDIAN RESERVATION

Annual Narrative Report 1915-1916
In order that the reader may better understand and have a background
for the surveys to follow, a brief summary of the annual narrative reports
as made by the agents in charge of this reservation will be quoted*
In the Annual. Narrative Report for 1915 to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, Frank^ stated:
It is cold here and the winters are long. The principal sources
of income are from fishing, hunting and trapping, some from general
labor.
The water system, which is started, s hould be completed this
fiscal year.
The Indians are law abiding and all marraiges are in accordance
with laws of the State of Minnesota . . .
The children under this jourisdiction attend Indian Day school
at this agency, public schools of the States and Canada, Catholic
Missions and boarding schools . . . With the settlement of the reserve,
one public school has been established and another will be built
this fall to accommodate the growing population. The time is at
hand to establish a public school at this reserve. The work of the
Day school has been very efficient and has met all the requirements
as to course of study provided by the State as well as those of the
Indian Office.
No timber operations are in progress on this reservation.
Little timber is left as about half of the reserve has burned over.

'S’ranlc, Amos R., Superintendent of the Grand Portage Sub-Agency from
1911 to 1915.
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Conditions were very discouraging on ray entrance on duty
here June 6, 1911. Indians dirty and without any desire to do
anything, "any sick for want of food and proper living conditions.
You could find whiskey bottles everywhere. Lumber Jacks made their
annual pilgrimage of lust and licentiousness with Indian women. In
short, I had no idea such a place existed on Lake Superior in the
midst of an enlightened people.
After four years of effort you can come here and find the
reservation with clean homes and a people with a wish to do some
thing and everyone is doing something. Whiskey and other evils
have gone and I trust for good. You will find the reserve clean.
The agents or superintendents in charge of the reservations were
deputized as Special Officers and had great powers in enforcing laws on the
reservation.
In the Annual narrative Report for the year 1916 to the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, Archiquette"1" stated:
All the Indians under this jurisdiction excepting three
families are under the tutelage of the Catholic church.
Liquor traffic has been practically under control during
the fiscal year 1916.
There were epidemics during the winter of whooping cough
among the children and*influenza* among the older people.
Tuberculosis cases are being treated but it appears they
are (tying off which is perhaps due to the disease having been
too far advanced before treatment was given.
It is my opinion that the best and only program to be carried
out for the advancement of these Indians industrially and morally
is to declare them full citizens and withdraw Government super
vision.
It would be more profitable for the Indians to lease their
lands, if anybody would lease them, than attempt to work them.

Narrative Report for the Years 1938-1953
The Grand Portage Indian Reservation was proclaimed by Treaty of 1855

^Archiquette, M. D., Superintendent of the Grand Portage Sub-Agency
from 1916 to 1919,
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for the Grand Portage Band of Chippewa Indians.

It is located in the extreme

northeast portion of the State of Minnesota and classed as one of the most
remote sections in the United States.

It is bounded on the west by Reserva

tion River and Swamp Lakej on the north by Pigeon River which marks the
boundary between the United States and Canadaj on the east from Hat Point
to the Pigeon River and on the south by Lake Superior.

It embraces an area

of about 1*2,885 acres of which 13*2*05 acres are Tribal lands, 11,1*61 acres
in the form of trust allotments, 208 acres designated as administrative
landj 9*277 acres of the 15»3U8 acres of Alienated land has been assigned
as ceded Tribal Land.
land.

The remaining 6,071 acres is alienated or private

Throughout the past years, the government has purchased alienated

lands within the boundary and immediately Treat of Reservation River and the
eastern tip of Minnesota called Pigeon Point in an attempt to transfer as
much of the area as possible back to Indian ownership.

An additional 2,1*63

acres was purchased from all sources up to about 191*5.

In 1950, 31»751i

acres were classed as Tribal lands (seventy-four per cent), ll,05l acres
as trust allotments (25.8 per cent), and eighty acres as government owned
land.
The topography of the Grand Portage Indian Reservation is rough or may
be classed as semi-mountainous terrane.

The elevation ranges from 602 feet

(lake level) to 1771 feet (elevation of Lookout Mountain located about one
and a fourth miles north of Mineral Center).

Other prominent hills ares

Mt. Sophia (Sophie), near Trout Lake on the west boundary, Mt. Maude situ
ated one-fourth mile due east of Lookout Mountain, and Mt. Josephine on the
east boundary.

Steep bluffs are found and outcrops of rocks are common.

Uo
In places the rivers and creeks cut through the rocky hills leaving deep
canyons.

As a whole, the soil is not suited for farming purposes.

During

wet weather, numerous streams run from the hills in all directions.

Other

than the rivers stated as bordering the reservation, the principal streams
are: Grand Portage Creek which empties into Grand Portage Bay; and Hollow
Rock Creek, the mouth of which is about four miles southeast of Grand
Portage Village.
whole year.

The rivers and these streams contain water throughout the

The west central oortion of the reservation contains numerous

small lakes most important of which ares Speckled Trout Lake, Loon Lake,
and Ghonish Lake.

Swamp Take, referred to herein as being on the west

boundary, is the largest lake on the reservation and is the source of
Reservation River.

Dutchman's Lake is located approximately three and a

half miles northwest of Grand Portage Village.

Springs, which are numerous

throughout the reservation, feed the lakes.

Climate Conditions
The climate of this reservation may be classed as moderately warm to
moderately cold since it is influenced b y Grand Portage Bay and Lake
Superior.

The winds are prevailing northwest to north with parts near and

about 1ft. Maude subject to very high winds.

The moderately warm climate

only during the summer months offers a very short growing season.

Rains,

which cover the entire reservation, are fairly well distributed throughout
the summer.

However, the area is subject to irregular dry spells and when

these occur in either May, September or October, the fire hazard is serious
and careful watch is necessary.
inches.

The annual rainfall is about thirty-two

The region around the b a y is also subject to fog and haze tfiIch

Ul
occurs on many days clearing near noon.

In general, Grand Portage has a

pleasing climate in comparison with the rest of the reservation.

Travel and Transportation
Since most of the Grand Portage reservation is designated as a wild
area, roads and car travel are very limited.

A county road, in poor con

dition, from ?/dneral Center furnishes route of travel to the village of
Grand Portage, some six miles distant.

The county road continues from

Grand Portage on around the bay for about one and a half miles to Hat Point.
Other minor roads are reasonably passable during the summer months and when
it is not too wet.
The nearest railroad connections from Grand Portage are at Two Harbors,
a distance of 126 miles to the southwest.

All freight, food, and necessities

of life must be trucked up from Duluth, a distance of

VjO

miles.

The Grey

hound bus furnishes people transportation from Duluth to Mineral Center
(closest location to Grand Portage which is six miles) and then continues
on north to the Pigeon River Bridge located on the boundary.
offices are also located there.

The customs

Private car transportation must be used

from Mineral Center to Grand Portage.

The mail comes to Grand Portage by-

star route from Grand Marais a distance of forty miles.

A transportation

analysis of the Grand Portage Indian Reservation is shown in Table II on
the following page.

Light and Power
There is no commercial light and power service fbr the Grand Portage
Indian Reservation.

The local public school, ranger station and quarters,

and the resort each have their own power plants.

The Indians and others

1*2

TABLE I I
TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS
GRAND PORTAGE INDIAN RESERVATION

Route of Travel

1930

1953
(in miles)

Paved roads (Black top)

None

1U

20

20

All-season dirt roads

7

32

Dry-weather dirt roads

6

1

Horse and foot trails

62

62

Waterways for canoe transportation

30

30

125

150

Graveled roads

TOTAL

living here still must use other methods of lighting.
appliances are thus found on the reservation.

Few electrical

Work is under way to have

R. E. A. enter the reservation and the area of Grand Portage b y the fall of
1953.

Communication
The Indian Forestry Service controls twenty-five miles of metallic
(this was grounded circuit in 1938) telephone lines on the reservation.
These connect all the look-out towers, the fire patrol cabin in the north
east portion of the reservation, Mineral Center, and the Grand Portage
ranger station.

This is for fire protection mostly.

The Bell telephone

system has been in existance for some time (twenty-five or thirty years) to

give direct contact to Grand T/arais.

This unit has now increased to connect

the public school, ranger's quarters, resort or lodge, ranger station,
Oberg's landing at Hat Point and Mineral Center.

Population
An area of approximately 19,000 acres in the northwestern portion of
the reservation was designated as the "Fort Charlotte Wild Area" by the
Secretaxy of the Interior in October, 1937.

At the same time, an area of

approximately 11,000 acres in the northeast portion of the reservation was
designated as the "Grand Portage Wild Area".

The remaining 10,000

acres

is potential forest land lying in the southeast portion of the reservation.
Throughout the Grand Portage area live between 250 and 300 people the past
two decades.

Many come and go from the reservation and many have gone else

where to live and work so that an accurate population count is not stable
from month to month.

Many Indians belonging to this reservation live and

have lived in Chippewa Village, about one nile east of Grand Marais, for
many years.

They usually are counted on the Cook county census as Indians

and about twenty per cent is the portion that live near Grand Marais.

In

1938, about 100 Indians belonging to the Grand Portage Indian Reservation
were living in Grand Marais.

About fifty to sixty live there in 1953•

In

1938# there were 199 Indians and thirty-one white people living on the Grand
Portage Indian Reservation.

Most of them were living in the village of

Grand Portage and a few around Mineral Center.

In July 1953, there were

actually in residence 265 people of which 203 were Indian (ninety-eight
adults and 105 children) and sixty-two were white people (thirty-six adults
and twenty-six children) •

Most of these were living around the Grand

Portage area and some near and about Mineral Carter.

Many others had gone

to Duluth, Minneapolis, Cloquet, and otter places along the North Shore to
live and work.

This is true mostly of the younger generation who have had

the advantage of a better education and more contacts with the outside
world.

The 195>0 Cook County census was 2li6 Indians.

Industry
Because of the topography, forested area, and soil conditions, only
a bare subsistence can be obtained on this reservation.

There is nrac-

tically no agricultural land of any value and farming, which is the chief
source of livelihood for most people, promises very little for this com
munity.

This is chiefly due to the short growing season, hills and valleys,

light soil, and the abundance of loose rock which makes the land difficult
to cultivate.

The few farms have proven to be a failure in the past.

chief industries are commercial fishing and forest products.

The

Other sources

of income are obtained from hunting, trapping, guiding, Indian arts and
crafts, and tanning hides.
and blueberry areas.

A small income is obtained from the sugar bush

Since few Indians fish, forest products enterprise

work and employment elsewhere will have to furnish the livelihood for most
families.

Economically, the reservation is too poor to support any growing

population.

(See Tables IXX, XX, XXI, and XXII, pages i£8, lf>9, 160, l6l.

in Appendix A for sources of income for 1912, 1918, 1938, and 1953 for
comparison).

Soil Conditions
The soil on this reservation as a whole and in this community is very

poor.

It is light and difficult to work because of the abundance of loose

rock on or near the surface.

Its composition is chiefly a sandy soil with

approximately fifty per cent of red and blue clay.
swamp Boil is of some productive value.
limited areas.

In some places peat

Hay and oats grow very well in

The soil also yields a fair potato crop.

There is

>rac-

tically no soil erosion from either wind or water.

Water supply
The water supply on this reservation and in this community for human
consumption was a serious problem evon up to the year 1938,
drilled wells in existence prior to that time.

There were no

One well (a flowing well

was obtained at the old CCC-ID camp location about four miles from Grand
Portage.

The other well was drilled in 1938 at the new location for the

public school which was built.
proved very unsatisfactory.

The other wells in use were dug wells and

Springs are numerous and furnished some water

but many were not properly drained and protected.

Many Indians used the

lake (TakB Superior) for their source of water supply.

A reservoir built

up in the hills and pipes leading to a central outlet also served as a
source of water supply for some time.

Since about 191*0 five good drilled

wells are in use so that the water supply for local consumption is satis
factory yet not convenient for all.

Forests and Forest

Culture

(Note: Much of the forest data was received from Associate Forester
A. W. Mollison and Forester lyle Chisholm of the Consolidated Chippewa
Agency, Cass Lake, Minnesota)
The forested areas of the semi-mountainous terrane of Grand Portage

h6
re s e rv a tio n o ffe rs much in th e way o f scenic grand eur.

W ith i t s lo c a tio n

on tho shores o f Lake S u p e rio r, i t s co o l p leasa n t c lim a te , i t s h is to r ic
background, much can be o ffe re d to v is ito r s o r to u ris ts in te re s te d in h is 
to r ic and scenic h ik in g and th e a rc h a e o lo g is t o r tr a v e le r in te re s te d in
e a r ly ’.Minnesota H is to ry and developm ent.

Tim ber Lands.
The b est known tim b ered p a rts on th e re s e rv a tio n a re lo c a te d in th e
w ild ern es s a re a s .

Lack o f means o f tra n s p o rta tio n makes i t p r a c tic a lly

im possible f o r p r o fita b le developm ent.

The Pigeon R iv e r may serve as an

o u tle t f o r any m a te ria l cu t along th e n o rth p a rt o f th e a re a b u t th e re is
a t o l l charge f o r tim b er d riv e n down th e r iv e r .

F o re s t F ir e s .
P ast records show th a t a serio u s fo r e s t f i r e

swept over ao p ro xlm ately

10.000 acres in the southern half of the Grand Portage Reservation during
the year 1917.

This area, which was formally covered with balsam, jack

pine, cedar, and spruce, now supports an inferior stand of birch and aspen.

No income can be o b tain ed from th is area fo r same tim e u n t il th e s o il has
f u l l y been b u ilt up and tre e s re p la n te d .
fo r some tim e .)

(T re e p la n tin g has been a p ro je c t

About 12,000 acres are thus a ffe c te d in c lu d in g ap p ro xim ately

2 .0 0 0 acres burned eve r in 1902 n o rth and e a s t o f Grand Portage v illa g e .
f i r e near Swamp Lake in 19U0 burned over about It00 a c re s .
were re p o rte d s in c e .

A

No serio u s f ir e s

A w e ll e s ta b lis h e d f i r e fig h tin g u n it is organized

now.

Timber C u ttin g Records.
Records show th a t tim b e r has been c u t from T r ib a l, a llo t t e d , and ceded

U7
lands between 190li and 1930.

The last cutting being done in 1929-30.

During

this la8t cutting, some 9,2^0 cords of pulp wood (largely spruce) was re
moved.

The following table gives an analysis:

TABLE I I I
SUMMARY OF ALL CUTTING TO 1930

Kind of Timber

Amount Cut

Unit

Green pine

8,000,000

feet

70,000

feet

Spruce

1,200,000

feet

Poplar

3 0 0 ,0 0 0

feet

1,500,000

feet

Dry

pine

Cedar
Pulp

1 3 ,0 0 0

cords

Pilings

U2,000

lineal feet

Poles

20,000

Cedar ties

26,000

Tamarack

30,000

Very little, if any, cutting was done from the period 1930 on until
about 19l*0.

From 19lj.fi to 1952 records indicate that approximately 3,000,000

feet of white pine and white spruce was cut in the northwest portion of the
Grand Portage Indian Reservation on Tribal land under the direction of the
Consolidated Chippewa Agency.

Summary as follows:

$6 0 ,0 0 0 - Approximate amount received from sales.
6,000 - Amount of sales (ten per cent) Trent for administration.

U8
$15,000 - Amount of sales (twenty-five per cent) went into Forest
Culture work fund for Indians.
$39,000 - Amount of sales (sixty-five per cent) goes into the General
Tribal fund for the Minnesota Band of Chippewa Indians under the Consolidated
Chippewa Agency.

The Forest Management Plan.
Under the direction of the Consolidated Chippewa Agency, over 800 acres
of potential forest land has been replanted on the Grand Portage Reservation
principally with red pine, white pine and jack pine since 19li3•
A Forester and Forest Guard are on duty at the Grand Portage ranger
station under the direction of the Forestry Department of the Consolidated
Chippewa Agency.

Two tower men are employed during the fire season and

patrol the forest area.

A fire unit is well organised for duty when needed.

Approximately $3,000 per year is spent for Indian labor in the blister
rust control plan.

This is a disease of the white pine and controlled by

pulling the gooseberry bushes growing in the region of the white pine.
In July, 1953, it is estimated that the potential volume of forest
resources on the Grand Portage Reservation is 50,000,000 feet (board measure)•
This is very important to the Grand Portage Indians as it will serve as a
source of income for Indian labor for son* time to come with good manage
ment and especially since this is their principal industry for the future.

The Grand Portage Forest Products interprise.
This is an operation organized solely and independently hy the Grand
Portage Band of Chippewa Indians about 1952.

A sunaaary of their activities

U9
is listed in the following table.

TABLE IV
SUMMARY OP FOREST PRODUCTS ENTERPRISE

Amount

Purpose

$ 3h,000

Amount borrowed from the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe
to begin operations.

17,000

Amount spent for equipment and supplies.

17,000

Amount for capital and labor to start operations.

250,000

75

18,750
600

6 0 ,0 0 0

Approximate board feet of lumber cut and sold
(varied from about $35 to $21*0 per M.)
by the enterprise which consisted principally
of spruce, balsam, and birch.
Average estimate per M (1000 feet board measure)
received for lumber sold.
Estimated income from sales for year 1952.
Estimated cords of pulp wood produced and sold for
approximately $15 per cord.
Estimate lineal feet of pilings produced and sold
at an average of 15 cents per lineal foot.

9*000

Estimated sales from Pulp wood.

9,000

Estimated income from sales of pilings.

36,750

Intimated income from all sales, 1952.

Results:
1.

Operated at a loss Tierhaps due to:
a. Lack of roads in wilderness area
b. Distance from Market

5o
c. Management
d. labor problems as absenteeism etc.
e. lack of records to account for loss
2.

Operating in 1953 under new management
a. Disposii^ of heavy and costly machinery
b. Concentrating on cutting pulp and pilings principally —
ties — no saw timber

some

c. Solving labor problems by having cutting done by the stick
d. Putting the operation on a business basis

Pulp Wood
With the burned over oorticns of the reservation replaced with growths
of aspen, spruce, balsam, and other timber suitable for pulp, there is a
possible future in this industry as the pulp growth comprises about forty
per cent of the entire stand of timber.

A n approximate estimate is that

about 20,000,000 feet (board measure) or about ii0,000 cords is of marketable
size as follows*

TABIE V
ESTIMATED PULP WOOD RESERVE - 1953
GRAND PORTAGE INDIAN RESER
VATION

Type of Timber

Balsam

Cords

F ee t (Board Measure)

2li,000

12,000,000

Black spruce

8,000

1,000,000

White spruce

2,000

1,000,000

Aspen and others

6,000

3,000,000

Birch - 281Ut Acres
Generally, the birch is of good duality associated with balsam, aspen,
and sometimes white spruce.

A somewhat inferior type is found in nure

stands or associated with aspen on the burned southern half of the reser
vation.

Birch is an asset to this community as much birch bark is gathered

by the Indians for use in Indian handicraft.

Balsam -

$82h

Acres

Pure stands of balsam range from sixty to twenty per cent.

It is

generally found on low well drained sites associated with spruce (white),
birch, cedar, and aspen.

Often it is found distributed throughout the mixed

hardwoods and maple trees.

Its chief value is probably only as pulp wood.

White Spruce - 103 Acres
The stand is very limited and fcmnd associated with balsam and aspen
type.

Cedar - 8 I1O Acres
’tost cedar is found associated chiefly with black spruce and is only
of a fair or medium quality.

It is perhaps of little value to this community

except for some cedar poles up to twenty or thirty feet, for cedar posts,
and ties.

However, transportation is a problem.

Black Spruce -

10kl

Acres

Black spruce generally occurs as a pure stand and in places associated
with cedar.

The best stands reach a diameter of sixteen to eighteen inches

and heights up to sixty or seventy feet.

The best stands are found north

$2
and west of Swamp Lake.

Other stands on the reservation seldom reach a di

ameter of eight inches.

White Pine - 1073 Acres
The stand of white pine is estimated to he over-mature and about fifty
per cent defective.

Therefore, it is no asset to the community and should

be logged off.

Jack Pine - 30 Acres
Jack pine is mostly grouped in pure stands.

Its use is only as wood

pulp or box material.

Norway Pine
Only a few scattered trees may be found of this type.

Mixed Hardwoods - 100 Acres
Mixed hardwoods consist of such species as mountain maple, basswood,
ash and birch.

Birch

may

be the only one to be considered as a timber crop

and seems to be the kind cut chiefly for fuel in this community.

A good

practice of selective cutting could maintain the stands.

Maple - 695 Acres
Sugar maple occurs on most well drained sites and is associated with
birch, balsam, aspen, and an occasional spruce.

Its future value depends

largely on the extent to which the maple sugar and syrup industry is
developed.

Mary of the Indian families visit the sugar bush each spring and

gather maple syrup mostly for their own use.
women and children.

This is done mostly by the
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Fuel (for local

ubb)

It is estimated that about between 200 and 300 cords of wood are used
for fuel for all purposes.

Undeveloped Resources
There is a possibility of some future development of wood pulp, saw
timber, poles and pilings, and white pine.
at the present time.

Small operations are going on

However, tie Grand Portage Reservation has the largest

potential estimated volume (about 50,000,000 feet) of timber reserve of any
of the reservations under the jurisdiction of the Consolidated Chippewa
Agency.
The diamond willow trees could be utilized in the making of furniture
but tools, transportation, marketing, seasoning of the vrood all present
problems.
There is a good prospect for the future development of the resort area
since the creation of the Historic Sites.

In order to succeed it must be

put under good sound management with an outside manager brought in and
using as much Indian labor as will be required.

An improved road condition

from Mineral Center to Grand Portage would greatly aid in this development.

Other Surface Resources
A little slate rock and granite rock is developed locally for building
purposes.

It has a very pleasing rustic appearance and makes excellent

foundation stone.
problem.

To develop this locally would involve a transportation

The local school, power house and community building has founda

tions built from this stone.

There are practically no known resources -which exist under the sur
face.

However, some iron ore exists but with a very low percentage.

Old

timers still believe minerals exist in the vicinity or area around Mineral
Center.

Housing; Conditions
The housing conditions in the Grand Portage community were very poor
in 1938.

There were twenty-two families that needed new or rebuilt homes

and were in line for then under the 1938-39 rehabilitation program.

Under

this program, five new houses (four-room) were built at a cost of approx
imately $1000.00 for materials and WPA labor was furnished.

At a cost of

about $700.00 for materials, an additional six or seven homes were rebuilt
for Indian families.

Since 19lt0 two new homes were built and about six

additional heroes rebuilt by the individuals themselves.

The new and rebuilt

homes are made entirely of wood structure and are covered with some siding
as shingles or asphalt material.
storm windows and doors.

Host have a good chimney, screens and

Only about six houses remain that are covered with

tar p*per and about five per cent are in bad need of repairs.

In general

the housing on this reservation surpasses that on other reservations as
judged from the 1953 survey.

Recreation
The recreation in this community was very limited prior to 1938,

This

might b e due to the fact that there was no organization and leadership nor
facilities.

There was also the handicap of no community or recreation hall

for occasional social gatherings.

However, some native festivals were held
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in the summer as, moccasin games and now-wows.

Some informal gatherings

as dances, bingo parties, rummage sales, and play parties were held in the
school.

Other activities held in the summer were softball and occasional

movies.
A community building was completed for the community in May, 1939 and
it became part of the school plant to be used for all purposes of the school
and community.

Since 1939 community gatherings, shows weekly, sewing cli±>s,

dances, young peoples club, and b o y scouts have all had their place in the
use of the building.

Supervised recreation and leadership is still lacking

and a suitable olace for outside play as the recreational grounds still
haven't been landscaped as observed in 1953*

Clothing
As a whole, the people and children in this community dress very well
and have for many years.

Nearly all or about ninety to ninety-five per

cent of the clothing is purchased ready to wear.
per cent is made from purchased cloth.

The remaining five to ten

A few moose hide jackets and some

moose hide moccasins are produced locally.

Nearly all purchases of clothing

are made from mail order houses and much buying is done on the C.O.D. basis.
There is no local clothing store but a few items are kept in stock.

Many

go to Grand Marais, forty miles away, for some purchases.
Much clothing was issued by Government agencies and some charitable
organizations prior to 19h0.

Very little has been received since that time.

Food
Most of tlie food in this community must be purchased since there is

practically no agricultural land available.
potatoes are raised locally.

A few garden vegetables and

Over seventy per cent in 1938 and over ninety

per cent in 1953 of the food consumed was purchased.

The school carried

on garden projects by the students from 1939 to 19lt2 but these have been
discontinued since.
exist.

The 1953 survey showed only one garden known to

People say that no plots are available and no horses and means of

plowing are available.

The two acre school garden plot cleared in 19l*0 and

used two years has grown up in brush.

Deer and moose meat and some fish

supply about twenty per cent of the meat they consume.
Education
The history of education of the Grand Portage Indian Reservation will
be treated in another chapter in this vaulting.

However, the 1938 survey

revealed that two public schools served the entire reservation.

One was

located a little east of Ifovland, Minnesota on Highway 6l and had about
twenty students of which seventeen were white and three were Indian stu
dents.

The other was at Grand Portage (new school built by the Indian De

partment in 1938) with an enrollment of forty students.
nine were Indian students and one was white.

Of these, thirty-

Since about 19l*0 or 19l*2 the

Grand Portage school has served most of the reservation.

Students vary

from forty to sixty.
The Indians have generally a good attitude towards the school and
cooperate fairly well.

They seen to orefer the public schools in preference

to federal schools or boarding schools*

Most all students graduate from

the eighth grade.
The survey in 1938 revealed that only three or four known persons had
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ever graduated from high school in the history of the reservation that could
be traced.

These were Rose Clark from Minneapolis high school, Marcella

Clark from Grand Marais and Minneapolis high school, and Christina Naganub
in Nebraska.

A number had gone on to high school in various places for a

short time but left to cone back to live.
ing some high school in the year 1938*

About five students were attend

The nearest high school to serve

this reservation was Grand Marais, a distance of forty miles.

Poor roads,

no system of bus transportation, and lack of interest and promotion on the
part of the school perhaps chiefly accounted for the situation at that time.
However, bus arrangements with Grand Marais in 19l*0 resulted in sending all
high school students to that school.

This was the best solution but the

students must travel eighty miles each day.

Since 1939 there are nine

known graduates that have graduated from the Grand Marais high school.
(Marjorie Louis in 19lil, Arnold Braraer in 19li2, Barbara Bramer in 19ii3»
Betty Lou Hervig and Donna Mae Bramer in 191*8, Donald LeGarde in 19l*9, Irene
Olson in 1950, Gordon LeGarde in 1951* and Shirley Hendrickson in 1952.
There were no graduates in 1953)•

In the last ten years twenty per cent of

the Grand Portage eighth grade graduates graduate from high school.
The only adult activity project in progress in 1938 was a Y*?A handicraft
project in cooperation with the Cook County Historical Society.

The local

Indians made almost every kind of Indian handicraft for exhibit in the
museum, which was built within the Historical Stockade In 1939.

A young

people's study club and sewing club were organized in 19l*l and continued for
a few years.
on since.

Few, if any, adult educational activities have been carried

Leadership is lacking as well as Interest.
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Health Conditions
In general, the health conditions of the Indian families are fair.
However, the Indians have little or no resistance to communicable diseases,
colds, and epidemics seem to spread rapidly.

This is perhaps due to the

fact that methods of isolation are not used or that f e w realize the impor
tance.
Community cleanliness, as a whole, is fairly good but much could be
done in the way of personal health and cleanliness in some families.
Refuse is disposed openly or burned in some cases.

Burning would be

the best suggested disposal in this community but not all realize the im
portance,

The school can continue to do its oart to educate the children

in proper methods of disposal and continue the practice of cleanup day at
the homes.
This community is at a loss as far as the availability of a doctor,
nurse, or hospital is concerned.

One doctor and one county nurse serve the

entire reservation and they reside in Grand Marais, a distance of forty
miles.

A visit is made to this community each Monday by both the doctor and

nurse and their services are rendered to aiyone needing attention.

Visits

are also made to the school by both which is perhaps better arrangements
than many other communities or schools have today.

The Indians cooperate

very well and do not hesitate to come for these clinics each week.
Certain diseases were very prevalent in this community in the past
such as pneumonia, tuberculosis, impetigo and perhaps some venereal disease.
Past records show that a large per cent of the deaths occur from pneumonia
and tuberculosis perhaps due to the housing conditions.

Very few deaths
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occured from these causes the past ten or fifteen years and no cases of
venereal disease are known to have existed.

Impetigo is also kept under

control and head lice need to be treated occasionally in a few families.
Two doctors, one nurse, and two dentists, all residents of Grand
Marais, could be available for this community.
The nearest hospital to serve this community is at Two Harbors, Minne
sota, 126 miles away.

The nearest hospital to serve the Indians is at

Cloquet, Minnesota, a distance of 175 miles.

The only method of travel would

have to b e b y private car since the nearest railroad is at Two Harbors.
Very fenr, if any, Indians still use native medicine herbs.

Medicine

has been dispensed for years to the Indians by the visiting doctor and
supplied b y the Indian Department.

Some is still dispensed free to the

needy.

Economics of the Region
The chief reservation activities engaged in b y the Indians in the
past and present are* commercial fishing, Indian handicraft, trapping,
hunting, guiding (hunters, fisherman, tourists), CCC-ID projects, TCPA
projects, forestry culttire projects (blister rust control and tree planting),
timber cutting, and forest products enterprise.

Commercial fishing
Only a small per cent of the Indians are engaged in this industry.

The

chief fish caugrt are lake trout and herring which are sold directly to
buyers from Duluth who run trucking lines to Grand Portage.
fish is sold locally to consumers.

Very little

It is estimated that $1,000 was obtained
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from this industry b y the Indians in 1938 and about ^ , 0 0 0 to $10,000 in
1952.

Lack of capital and losses from the stormy waters of Lake Superior

account for the little fishing by the Indians*

Hunting
Hunting in this region is not only a source of food supply for the In
dians and an added income but also is an excellent sport in the form of
recreation.

Little hunting has been done the past years by most of the In

dians but some supply themselves with some of the meat they consume.

The

chief wild game and birds hunted are: deer, moose, bear, rabbit, porcupine,
partridge, and ducks.

Trapping
This region supports a number of fur-bearing animals which serve as a
source of income.
and foxes.

The chief bur-bearing animals are: mink, weasels, wolf,

Very little trapping has been done the past few years.

Guiding
Only a few Indians engage in guiding tourists as this work is seasonal
and little income is obtained from this source.

This should be developed.

OTA1 and CCC-ID2 projects
These projects were carried on during the late thirties and continued
to about 19U2.

It was estimated that approximately $8,500 was received b y

the Indians on work relief in the year 1938.

About thirty per cent of this

^ ’iorks Project Administration

2
Civilian Conservation Corps - Indian Department
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amount ($255o) was wages from WPA projects and seventy per cent ($5950) was
received as wages from CCC-ID proje cts.

This means that over half of the

total income of the Indians in 1938 was received from work relief, a
supposedly temporary adjustment.

(See TableXXI

pagel60

for complete

summary) •
The WPA projects in operation in 1938-39 were: the construction of a
community building adjoining the school which was completed in May, 1939 and
a museum collection project which consisted of all forms of Indian 1:handicraft
and diaramas of an Indian camp*

Only Indians worked on this project so as

to keep the products genuine chippewa made.

The WPA also furnished the

labor for the rehabilitation program which began in the spring after the
community building was completed.

There was also the possibility of getting

the school playground landscaped but this project never materialized.
A WPA recreational director and librarian were also appointed to
cooperate in the school and community adult educational activity program
being planned at that time.
The following projects were completed try the CCC-ID program* construc
tion of a ranger station, forestry towers, bridges, truck trails, scenic
trails, tree planting, forest culture work, and rebuilding the Historical
Stockade and museum building.

Indian handicraft and curios
The local Indians receive approximately $650 to $3*000 per year from
their arts and crafts activities made in their own homes and b y working as
a band project.

The following is a summary of this activity*

Birchbark articles.

Curios of all sizes, bird houses, baskets, por-
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Beaded work.

Head bands, bracelets, rabbit charms, belts, fobs,

coin purses, billfolds, watch bands, and good luck turtles.
Hides.

Deer skin jackets, purses, moccasins, dolls, belts, drums,

and rabbit skin blankets.
Needle work.
food.

Hooked rugs of Indian design, chair sets, and quilts.

Diamond willow furniture, carvings, bows and arrows, canoe

paddles.
Others.

Indian games, snow shoes, hatchets, toboggans, bone knives,

fish hooks, needles, punches, and paddles of all sizes.
'.'useum. pieces.

All forms of handicraft made by Indians and a complete

diaramas of an Indian camp including a canoe about twenty-eight feet long.
Also Indian garments.

(These are now on display in the museum.)

There is little evidence that the Indians might increase their economic
welfare through additional reservation activities.

A larger outlet for

their Indian handicraft and cooperative development and marketing of them
would help some.

Agriculture, fishing, berries, maple sugar, and vriLld life

activities promise little and most are seasonal.

The forest is their only

salvation.

Religion of the Region
At the present time very little, if any, native religious observances
exist.

It is true that at one time there was a strong or firm belief in

them b y the Indians.

But since the establishment of the Mission over ll£

years ago and the Missionary Church about eighty-eight years ago, much has
been done by the missionaries and visiting priests so that it is safe to
say that from seventy-five to ninety per cent of the Indians are Christians,
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mostly Catholic.

Perhaps about five per cent still cling to the old pagan

beliefs but it appears evident that in time to come the entire community
will belong to some Christian church although only a Catholic church exists
here at the present time.
The first known missionary to land at Grand Portage was Rev. Father
Charles Mesaiger, S. J. who apparently came with or followed the French
traders and explorers led by Pierre De La Verendrye August 26, 1731*
Next, came Rev. Father Frederic Baraga by canoe to Grand Portage
perhaps from Wisconsin in October, 1837.

He stayed long enough to baptize

seven persons and then Trent on to other villages along the North Shore be
fore returning.
The Catholic Mission and mission school was established and the first
chapel blessed by Rev. l ather Francis Pierz on July 23, I 8 3 C.

Far

nine

months he taught the people reading, singing and religion, and baptized
sixty-four Indians.
May, 1839*

Since he had to return, he abandoned the mission in

However, he returned in 181*2 and opened a mission on the Pigeon

River for the same group.

He was recalled in the fall of 181*2.

The following is a brief history of the establishment of the mission
at Grand Portage taken from the Indian Sentinel'1' for October, 1938 1
One summer's day a Blackrobe seated in a birch canoe, which
flew his missionary flag, a red cross set in a white field, approached
a quiet cove on the northern shore of Lake Superior. The Blackrobe
missionary was Fatter Francis Pierz. His destination was Grand
Portage, long a famous trading post in those parts and a rendezvous
of tte chippewa hunters. The date was July 23, 1938.
Tte hundredth birthday of the mission which he established,
tte oldest of the near existing Indian Missions in the State of
Minnesota, was commemorated in a fitting manner on Sunday, August

^"Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions, Washington, D. C.
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2 8 , 1938. numerous C a th o lic s from the neighboring tow ns, delega
tio n s o f K nights o f Columbus from D uluth and F o rt W illia m , and
re p re s e n ta tiv e s o f h is t o r ic a l s o c ie tie s jo in e d th e lo c a l In d ia n s
in th e solemn and c o lo r fu l c e le b ra tio n , <.'hat e v e n tfu l changes
have taken p lace in th ese hundred years.
The pioneer missionary himself, Father Pierz, told the story
of the birth of the mission in a German letter to his friends in
Europe,
•As I approached Grand Portage*, he wrote, ’the shore was
lined with Indians. One of them waded out in the deep water so as
to be the first to grasp my hand.*
•They all received me with joy, as I stepped from my canoe. After
a while they took me to a new birch wickiup that had a deer skin
hanging before the entrance. This is your home, • they said,
’And here I lived.*
'All of them were moved by my first instructions, except one
old fellow who had murdered his parents, his wife and child. On the
feast of St. James I blessed the chapel, which in the meantime the
Indians had made of birch bark like their own homes. Here I
preached to them every morning and evening and held school for
them the rest of the day, which every one under fifty faithfully
attended.'
'I taught four different group in turn every day, reading,
singing and religion. I found those simple people of the forest so
interesting and intelligent that after a couple of months a third
of them could read and use Father Baraga's Chippewa prayer book to
say their prayers from.'
•At the aid of September I baptized and married the chief and
his -wife, I conferred the Sacraments upon them with all possible
prompt.'
During his stay of nine months, Father Pierz instructed and
baptized sixty-four Indians at frand Portage. Father, later
Bishop Baraga, the zealous missionary from LaPoint (LaPointe,
Wisconsin), had indeed prepared the way for him b y paying a short
visit to these Indians the year before.
Father Pierz *s lieart was in this mission. He wanted to settle
down and teach the Indians to be self supporting, as he had done to
those at his mission in Michigan (evidence as Father Pierz was
noted for his teaching of agriculture). But this could not be as
he could only obtain permission to be away several times.

When th e J e s u its cane to F o rt W illia m , in 18U7, th ey took
charge o f all the In dians on the N orth Shore,
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In 181*8, three Jesuit Fathers (likely Fathers DuRanyuet and Specht and
another) reopened the mission on the Pigeon River, started b y Father Francis
Pierz in 181*2 which he abandoned that same year, and continued it •until
the next year 181*9, when they moved it to the site of Fort William.

How

ever they continued to visit the Indians for the next fifty years and the
intrepid Fathers Du Ranquet and Specht traveled from one Indian village to
another, by canoe in the summer and b y dog sled in the winter.
In 1063, (one source puts It 1865, while another says 1855, and still
another says twenty years after the founding of the mission at Grand Portage
which was in 1838.

Apparently then the date is between 1855 and 1865) about

twenty or twenty-five years after the founding of the missies* b y Father
Pierz, the Holy Rosary Mission (Our Lady of the Rosary) church vras built
in Grand Portage of Norway logs and dedicated b y the Rev. Father Du Ranquet,
S. J., a Jesuit Missionary from Canada.
In 1907, the mission was transferred from the Canadian Jesuits to the
Benedictine's of St. John's Abbey at Collegeville, Minnesota.

From 1907 to

1933, the Rev. Fathers LaMarche, Simon Lampe, and Thomas Borgerdlng suc~
sessively served these North Shore missions and came monthly from Cloquet
to Grand Portage.
Since 1933* the Mission was attached to the parish of St. John the
Baptist in Grand Marais.

In 1935, Rev. Fattier Oswald Johannes, 0. S. B.

was appointed resident priest at Grand Marais, with Chippewa Village (near
Grand Marais) and Grand Portage as missions.

From this time on the mission

at Grand Portage has had regular and frequent services.
Lawrence

The Rev. Father

from Grand Marais is now serving the mission.
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Visiting Benedictine priests from St. John's Abbey usually are stationed steadily for about three months in the summer time.

Rev. Father

Virgil 0. S. B. is serving the Mission the summer of 1953.
The church still stands today and the sturdy log structure of Norway
pine can still b e viewed from the attic as the logs were covered with
siding in 191*0.
in 1956.

The interior of the church also has been newly decorated

CHAPTER V

HISTORICAL REVIEW OF EDUCATION ON
THE ORA!® PORTAOE INDIAN RESERVATION
1333-1953
SCHOOL LIBRARY
In tro d u c tio n
So f a r as research m a te ria l was a v a ila b le , n o th in g could be found
th a t would in d ic a te th a t some form o f edu cation was c a rrie d on d u rin g the
days o f th e flo u ris h in g fu r tra d e .

I t is known th a t Grand Portage was a

v e ry q u ie t p lace d u rin g the f a l l , w in te r , and s p rin g when a l l th e tra p p ers
o r tra d e rs were o u t g ath erin g fu rs to be brought to the tra d in g p o st in
th e summer about th e m iddle o f J u ly .

The c h ie f tra d e r and o n ly a few

h elp ers rem ained in Grand Portage the y e a r around.
There was l i t t l e work to do around th e f o r t in th e w in te r tim e and
th e few men found many id le moments to spend.

Some spent t h e ir tim e hunt

in g in the fo re s ts w h ile o th ers fis h e d o r read m a te ria l th a t had been
brought to them by th e p a rtn e rs o r o th e r tra d e rs .

T e llin g ta le s was con

sid ered a g re a t pass tin e in th e days o f th e fu r tra d e about 1760 to 1790
o r 1800 when i t was a t i t s
fu rs

g re a te s t.

The In d ia n s were a ls o out g a th e rin g

rnd having t h e ir fa m ilie s w ith then allo w ed no tim e fo r ed u catio n .
I t appears e v id e n t th a t v e ry l i t t l e

ed u cation was c a rrie d on u n t il

th e a r r iv a l o f F a th e r F re d e ric B araga, (L a te r Bishop Baraga) the zealous
m issio nary a t La P o in te , ’W isconsin, who had v is ite d th e In d ia n s a t Grand
Portage in 1337 and p a id a s h o rt v i s i t .

I t w as, in d eed , F a th e r Baraga

who had paved th e way fo r F a th e r F ra n c is Pier?, to c a rry on some form o f
ed u catio n and re lig io u s teach in g th e years fo llo w in g .
67
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Father Francis Pier?, established the first mission school at Grand
Portage on July 23, 1838.

Here he lived for the next nine months -while

carrying on his teaching and missionary work.

This was the first and

oldest known mission school to be established in Minnesota.
Thus, research bears out that education was carried on in this com
munity at intervals since 1838 with Father Francis Pierz as the first
missionary teacher in 1833.

He was followed by three Jesuit missionaries

from Canada in 131*7 and from that time on took charge of the North Shore
Indians for the next 50 years carrying on missionary work and teachings.
The first recorded fund for Indian education was $1*00 in 1855 but
no record was given as to how it was to be used.

Missionary societies

may have taken care of the teaching at Grand Portage as the first re
corded Government teacher was Timothy Hegney in 1857.
teachers continued to teach to about 1871.

Government appointed

From about 1871 to 1875 the

Missionary Association (Likely Catholic) was asked to furnish a teacher
because of the little accomplished by other teachers.

From 1875 or 1876

on, Government teachers and civil service appointees took charge of the
education at Grand Portage to about 1929.
In 1896, a larger school was built with a separate class room for
the students and quarters for mar, wife, and child.

It burned on July

16, 1907 and was rebuilt in 1908 with residence for teachers and a
large class room for the students.

It was modern and convenient.

This

school remained and was used as a school until 1938, when a new school
was built b y the Indian Department, and then turned over to the local
school district.

The old scliool was used for a nursery school in cooper-
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ation with WPA for one year and then abandoned.
About 1910, the homesteaders (people allowed to take up land on
the reservation that was not alloted to Indians under the allotment act
of 1687) built a public school a little southwest of Mineral Center on
the reservation and about 3 miles from Grand Portage,

Since there was

no objection, both whites and Indians attended if the latter were in
good health.

Many of the Indians preferred this public school in pref

erence to the government school.

The Indians started to move on their

allotments about this time and that accounted for them leaving the Grand
Portage area.

This school continued until about 19U2 to 19k5> and then

it was abandoned as nearly all the white people had moved away because
farming had proved a failure.
The Grand Portage school continued all this time even ttough there
were not many students at some times.

In the year 1929-1930 it was trans

ferred from under the Federal Indian Service supervision alone to also
under the supervision of the State Department of Education.

At this

time the first records and reports from the Grand Portage school appear
in the County Superintendents file at Grand Marais.

It apparently be

came a public school at this time.
After completion of the contract b y the Federal Indian Service and
the State Department of Education in 1936, Grand Portage school came
under the supervision of the State Department of Education alone.

In

1933, School District number two was divided and Grand Portage became
part of School District number seven.

In 19U9, under the re-organization

plan, Grand Portage became part of the Cook County Public School system
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with all schools under one Superintendent, a plan that is working very
well and with little opposition.

Sources of Educational Data
In order that the reader may understand the summary of the education
b y years, which is to follow, a review of sources of material and methods
of reporting will be presented.
Church records and missionary records furnish same of the missing
links in the early history.
The Annual Reports to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs as made by
Agents, Sub-Agents, Directors and Supervisors of Indian Education furnish
the main source.
The Annual Statistical Reports to tlie Commissioner of Indian Affairs
as made and suhiitted by the Superintendents of Agencies furnish another
link.
The Reports to the Comity Superintendents of Schools and local records
furnish another data.
Interviews and published reports furnish further material.

The

National Archives and Historical Societies of Cook County, St. Louis
County, and the State, furnish other connecting links.
Educational data from 1333 to 1865 came partly from missionary
reports and church records and from 1333 to 1909 from the Annual Reports
to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs,

(courtesy William Heritage, Re

gional Forester, Minneapolis, Minnesota aid Father Oswald Johannas, O.S.B.,
Grand Liarais, Minnesota).

From 1910 to 1929 the source was from the a c tu a l records on f i l e a t
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the Grand Portage Ranger Station and records of The Consolidated Chipp
ewa Agency, Cass Lake, Minnesota.
From 1930 on from the County Superintendent records and from the
Annual Reports by the Supervisor and Director of Indian Education to the
Conrtissioner of Indian Affairs.

Early Method of Reporting
Annual reports were submitted to the Commiestoner of Indian Affairs.
Thus, it was required that an annual report be sent to the head office
in Superior in the form of a letter or narrative by each teacher in
charge of Indian education.
In 1830, the Agent was located at Detroit, Michigan.
In 1839, the Sub-Agent, D. P. Bushuell, was stationed at LaPointe
which is located on Madeline Island, ?/isconsin.

The teachers in the

service sent their reports to the sub—agent and the sub-agent in turn
to the Agent at Detroit, Michigan.
In 1058, the Chippewa Agency vras inder the Superintendent at St.
Paul, Minnesota.

The agent was C. K. Drew.

Grand Portage apparently remained under the sub-agency of LaPointe,
Wisconsin from 1339 until 1911, whan it separated and became a sub-agency
of its own until 1919, then abolished.

From 1922 on, Grand Portage has

been under the direction of the Consolidated Chippewa Agency at Cass Lake,
Minnesota,

Statistical Summary by Years

1833

P o p u la tio n

- -

135 In d ia n s

Teacher --------- -

Father Francis Pier 7 , Missionary

Enrollment - ••

21
18
U
1

In d ia n
In d ia n
French
French

boys
g ir ls
boys
g ir l

10 A d u lt
9 A d u lt
8 A d u lt
h A d u lt

In d ia n
In d ia n
French
French

Men
women
men
women

Remarks:
The c a th o lic m ission school commenced on
August 1 , 1333*

The teach e r was F a th e r P ie r z .

Four d iff e r e n t groups w ere ta u g h t in tu rn each
d ay, and th e su b jects were re a d in g , s in g in g ,
and r e lig io n .

In s tru c tio n continued fo r n ine

months.
1339-191*7
Remarks:
The c a th o lic m ission school was abandoned
in May, 1839*

However, F a th e r P ie rz re tu rn e d

in 18U2 and s ta rte d a m ission on the Pigeon
R iv e r fo r th e same group o f In d ia n s b u t was
ag a in r e c a lle d in th e f a l l to A rbre Groche.
He could o n ly re c e iv e perm ission s e v e ra l
tim es to leave o r be absent from A rbre Groche
to spend a few months in Grand P o rtag e .

Some

teach in g l ik e ly was done besides m issio n ary
work as F a th e r P ie rz was noted fo r h is teach in g
o f re a d in g , s in g in g , and a g r ic u ltu re .

He v,'anted
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to siake these Indians self supporting.
1&7-1355
Remarks*

Ho record was given for this period but
in 131*7 the Jesuit Fathers cane to Fort ’U U i a e
and they took charge of all the Indians on the
Horth Shore.

In 131*3 they re-opened the mission

started by Father Piers an the Pigeon River far
about a year and then in 132# moved it to Fort
William, Canada.

For the next 50 years Fathers

DoRaoquet and Specht traveled from one Indian
village to anotSser, by canoe in the stsaaer and
dog sled in the winter.

Sorao cducati .m say have

been carried on as tlw» missionaries wars noted

far their teste ing of health, methods of living,
arri agriculture besides their religious teachings.
However, in the short visits little could be
accomplished.
1055

P o p u latio n - -

175 Indians

Teacher - - -

Sot given

Enrollment - -

Wot given

Remarks*

An od cational fund of 11*00.00 was obtained
for the education of the Indians*

This is the

first known fund received Iron Federal CoVermont
to educate Indians.

So record was given as to

how it should be spent.

7U

1856
Remarks *

The record stated, "Every Indian having a house
was supplied with a cook stove, table,

uffet, beds,

looking glass, usual cooking utensils, chairs, and
many other smaller articles of the household use.
Lots were surveyed out and each was given a place
to live."
1357

Population -• -Not given
Teacher --- - Ti othy Hegney
Enrollment -

Remarks*

21 boys
21 girls

12 adult men
7 adult women

Catherine Elliot was the pri-e student of
the year.

She was 7 years old and studied spell

ing one-syllable',

"middling" rating and had a

school credit of 230 days.
1858

Population -

Not given

Teacher - - - Timothy Hegney
Enrollment -

Remarks*
185?

9 adult men
10 adult women
There were 213 sctool days.

Population -

Not given

Teacher ---

Timothy Hegney

Enrollment -

Not given

Remarks:

Mrs. Hegney was also hired as a government
teacher at $100 per year.

(It is likely that she

acted as housekeeper and cleaned the school.

Such

teachers were also expected to teach the industrial

75
work to the girls.)
i860

Population - Mot given
Teacher - -

Mot given
Nothing given except that the Agent at St.

Remarks:

Paul reported,
"The Bands at Grand Portage raised over
3,000 bushels of potatoes. Some spec
imens were brought home weighing lii to
18 ounces each."
1862

Total enrollment of UO persons.

Remarks:

Total enrollment of U3 persons.

1863 Remarks:

School doing

fine.
1868

Remarks:

Population of Ul9 people.

1870

Remarks:

Agent reported that the school at Grand Portage
has accomplished scarsely nothing.

1871

Agent S. N. Clark hopes to get the Missionary

Remarks:

Association to send a missionary teacher.

This was

recommended because of the little accomplished by
the other Government teachers.
many

(It was known that

-ovemment teachers were appointed and sent

to -Wiese places without knowledge, experience or
training in the field of education.

Many appoint

ments were political appointments since all came
from Washington.)

(This perhaps is the saddest

chapter in the education of a minority group.)
187U

Remarks:

Agent I. L. Mahan states,
"The school at Grand Portage is taught
b y a Catholic and is in every way sat-

76
isfactory."

(It is likely that the Miss—

ionary Association sent a well qualified teacher as
requested in 1371 by the Agent.)

No record was given

for the years 1072, 1873 to indicate just when this
teacher started.)
1875

Remarks 1

The population is 262 and payments were made to
this number.

1876

Teacher -

John B. Gordon, a government teacher.

Remarks:

The largest classes were held during the summer
months.

1878

Population:
Remarks:

The Indians own 7 cows and 2 steers.

262
The agent recommended that the Band be moved to
some other area.

(A new Agent perhaps saw what little

was being accomplished and the extreme isolation and
remoteness which made it practically impossible to get
a good teacher to stay in such an environment for any
length of time.)
1883

1381;

Remarks:

None

Teacher -

L. E. Joe Uontferrand

Population - 258
Teacher -

L. E. Joe Montferrand.

S a l a r y ---$1;90.00 a ;year
1885

Population - 298
Teacher Remarks:

L. E. Joe Montferrand
The school attendance was very small.
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1886

Population - 301
Remarks!

1887

Population - 271
Remarks!

1888

None

None

Population - 290
Teacher ---

Dominic Bucharme

S a l a r y ---vk80.00
Remarks:
1889

a year
The average school attendance was $.

Population - 29k
Teacher ---

John A. McFarland

Enrollment - 10 students
Remarks:

The agent reports,
HThe teacher is a mixed blood — doing
good work and the scholars well advanced.”
(This is the year School District Number Two
was organized but it is believed a public school mayhave been built on the reservation by the homesteaders
about that time and that school may have been part of
this school district.

However, as near as could be

determined b y the records, a public school did not
appear until about 1911 or 1912 on the reservation.)
(This is the first year the National Archives
reports a teacher.

From here on to 1926 there were

conflicts as to the names of the teachers.

However,

the ones listed are believed to be more accurate
since they were taken from actual copies of the
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Annual Reports to the Commissioner.)
1890

1891

1892

1893

Population - 290
Teacher - -

John A. McFarland

Students -

7

Population - 323
Teacher - -

John A. McFarland

Students -

7

Population - 315
Teacher ---

Alfred Slater

Students -

7

Population - 317
Teacher - -

Moses Madwayosh (also Lledwayah)

S a l a r y ---$300.00 per year
Students 189U

1895

12

Population - 32U
Teacher - -

Moses Madwayosh

Students -

8

Population - 313
Teacher - -

Moses Madwayosh

Salary-- $1*00.00 per year
Students 1896

7

Population - 313
Teacher - -

Moses Madwayosh

Students - - 9
Remarks:

Proposed to build a large schoolhouse with
rooms for man, wife, and child.
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1897

Population - 317
Teacher - -

Moses Madwayosh

Students - - 11
Remarks:

The school at Grand Portage was built at a
cost of $1300.00.

Agent stated,

"The Day School at Grand Portage has
been conducted by an Indian m d but
little progress has been made. I
have recommended that a -white teacher
be furnished, a woman as a housekeeper,
and an Industrial teacher for the Indian
girls."
The school was built large enough so that the
pupils of Grand Marais were privileged to attend
at Grand Portage.
(About 100 Indians belonging to this reserva
tion reside at Grand Marais and haTP done so for many
years.

Many preferred to stay there and send their

children to the public school as they were accepted
as long as tney
1898

"ere in good health.)

Population - 323
Teacher ---

U.S.G. Plank (Ulysses 5.G.) (Likely named after
Ulysses S. Grant)

Housekeeper- Mrs. U.S.G. Plank
Salary - Remarks:

$600.00 and $300.00
The teachers salaries were set as listed above
and both taught the boys and girls.

Due to isolation

most of the year, both teachers were transferred after
their first year.
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(This was perhaps the beginning of the In
dustrial training given to the students of Grand
Portage.)

(The housekeeper was classed as a teacher

since she did actual teaching.)
1899

Population - 322
Teacher ---

A. F. Geraghty

Housekeeper -!aude M. Kirby
S a l a r y ----- $600.00 and $500.00
Remarksr
1900

Carried on the sane type of Industrial training.

Population - 330
Teacher - -

A. F. Geraghty

Housekeeper -Maude M. Kirby
S a l a r y ----- $600.00 and $500.00
Remarks*

Carried on the sane type of Industrial work.
Both ask for transfers.

1901

Population - 337
Students - - 20
Teachers --- Walter B. Phillips
Housekeeper -Hanna M. Phillips
Salary - - - $600.00 and $300.00
Remarks*

Nothing except that this year an epidemic of
small pox broke out in Grand iiarais and. the quaran
tine period was

306

dayB. (These teachers continued

for the next five years.)

1902

T e a c h e r s ---Same as above
Remarks *

None

1903

Population - 3hU
Students - - 22
Teachers --- W. B. Phillips and Hanna M. Phillips
Salary - - - Same

19QU

Population - 359
Students - - 13
Teachers - - W, B, Phillios and Hanna M. Phillips
S a l a r y ----- Same
Remarks:

The teachers requested a transfer but were
kept on another year.

1905

Population - 362
Students --- 10
Teachers - - ¥. B. Phillips and Hanna M. Phillips (Housekeeper)
Salary - - - Same

1906

Population - Not given
Students - - Not given
Teachers - - George H. Todd and Llaude F. Tocid (Housekeeper)
S a l a r y ----- $600.00 and $300.00

1907

Population - 365
Students --- Not given
Teachers --- George H. Todd and Maude F. Todd (Housekeeper)

1903

Teachers ---Same
Remarks:

Nothing further given.

The school burned

July 16, 1907 so perhaps no sohool was held this year.

02
1909

Population - Not given
Students - - 1$
Tea c h e r s ---Qeorge H, Todd and i-iaude F. Todd (Housekeeper)
Salary --- - #600.00 and #300.00
Remarkss

A new school was built to replace the one
destroyed by fire.

Improvements in this building

provided a residence for the teachers.
class roam for the students.

A separate

The buildings were

m o d e m and convenient.
1910

Population - Not given
Farmer - - - Luther Cox
Temporary
Teacher - Annabell Cox (Sept. 1909-Jan. 1910)
T e a c h e r ---Moses P. Standley (Feb. 1910 on)
S a l a r y ----- $600.00 per year
Students --- 16 (8 boys and 8 girls)
6 boys and 7 girls in first grade
0 boys and 2 girls in second grade
2 boys and 0 girls in third grade
0 boys and 1 girl in fourth grade
Remarks*

Luther Cox was appointed as apparently the first
Farmer in charge of agriculture and Annabell Cox, wife,
was temporary teacher until the arrival of permanent
teacher.

1911

Both transferred.

Population - 326
Farmer --- - -alter Baker, Salary $8i*0 (Jan. 6, 1911)

63
Teacher ---

Moses P. Standley, Salary $600.00 per year

Housekeeper -Mertie R. Deem, Salary $300*00 per year
Doctor - - - Dr. Frank B. Hicks, Salary $600 per year
Grand Marais, Minnesota, $123' per year travel
Students---13 (5 boys and o girls)
2 boys and 6 girls in first grades
1 boy and 1 girl in second grade
0 boy and 0 girl in third grade
2 boys and 0 girl in fourth grade
0 boy and 1 girl in fifth grade
Remarks;

This was the last year this reservation was
under direction of the LaPointe, Wisconsin SubAgency.

It became a sub-agency of its own.

It was known that a doctor served this reserv
ation for some time but this is the first year that
a record was found in the annual report.

The Grand Portage Sub-Agency
Grand Portage Indian Reservation
1911
The Indian Sub-Agency at Grand Portage was established on July 6,
1911 with Amos R. Frank assigned in charge.

He was transferred from the

Mesa Grande Indian School in California where he was Superintendent.

He

became the first Superintendent of Grand Portage Indian School and his
title was Superintendent of the Grand Portage Day School and Special Dis
bursing Agent (S.P.A.).
All funds and official business went through the LaPointe Indian

3.35363
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Agency, Ashland, Wisconsin, from 1039 to the tine of the establishing
of this Sub-Agency,

f rom this tine on or fron 1911 to July 1919, all

communications were direct to the Washington Office of Indian Affairs
and addressed to the Contnissloner.
Mentiran is made here because of the changed philosophy it may reflect.
1912

Population - 316 (lU3 males and 173 females)
Superintendent - Amos R. Frank, Salary $1200.00 per year
Temporary Teacher - May Frank, Salary $600.00 per year
Clerk - - -

May Frank in connection with other duties.

Housekeeper -Mertie R. Been, Salary $300.00 per .year
F a r m e r ----- Walter Baker, Salary $8ii0.00 per year
Add. Farmer -Freeman J. Adame, Salary SBIiO.OO per year
(Assigned July 6, 1911, transferred July 31)
Doctor --- - Dr. Frank B* Hicks (from Grand Marais)
Students - - 75 students eligible for school attendance.
12 to 15 attending Grand Portage school.
1

attending Carlisle In<Uan School, Pa.

55 attending public schools (Grand Marais and the
one reservation public school.)
U not in any school.
Remarks:

The school was very small with about an average
of six present daily.

The position of the teacher

was vacant and was filled temporarily b y May Frank,
wife of the Superintendent.
reports,

The Superintendent
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"It, does not Beam that the school will
work or amount to anything owing to the
fact that the Indians are moving on their
allotments, and as the homesteaders have
already started a public school, they are
sending their children to it which they
are encouraged to do. This will eventually
mean that all will be in public schools.
I recommend that May Frank be made financial
clerk at $720 per year and in connection
with the office work can look after the
few Indian pupils as there are no quarters
for a teacher. There is need of an Indus
trial teacher which was authorized butnone
sent. There was no trachoma reported but
the usual cases of tuberculosis (2 to U and
up to 8). Healtn and sanitation needs to
be taught in the school. Few students
get beyond the fifth grade."
"There are 300 Roman Catholic Christians
and four pagan here. Ninety percent of
the old Indians speak Chippewa and seventyfive percent of all Indians can read and
write English. There are 115 heads of
families and 21 births and 3 deaths
occured during the year."
"The morality among Indian women is the
greatest need here and much was done to
drive the white man away from the reserv
ation that brought in whiskey and came
for immoral purposes."
"Reccranend that mature timber be cut and
sold at once."
(A more clear picture is presented for the readers benefit for the
year 1912 on as more information was available.)
1913

Population - 309 (122 males and 187 females)
Superintendent - Amos R. Frank ($1200) per year
Financial Clerk - nay Frank ($600) Assigned 8/26/12
Temporary Teacher - Mertie Beam (Taught less than 2 months)
T e a c h e r ----- — Eva D. Thompson ($720) per year
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Housekeeper - Mertie Beeia and Charlotte Longbody ($300)
F a n n e r ----- Walter Baker (^81±0) per year
Physician - - Dr. Frank B. Hicks (v600) per year
S t u d e n t s ---16 (10 boys and 6 girls)
7 boys and

$

girls in first grade

1 boy and 1 girl in second grade
0 boy and 0 girl in third grade
2 boys and 0 girl in fourth grade
Additional

2 girls in fourth grade (white)

2 students at Idanah D a y School, '/is*
3 students at Tower Boarding School.
Remarkst

Two Forest Guards and an Indian police was
added as employees*

Mertie Bean was assigned as

temporary teacher until the arrival of Eva Thomp
son in October.

She was a civil service appointee

but a very capable teacher.
The Superintendent reported,
"The school was segregated from the la
Pointe Agency, Wisconsin at the beginning
of the fiscal year (July 1, 1912). The
farmer had been in charge before m y arrival
and handled the administration and few
records were kept."
"There is a great need for a matron for
this community to help the doctor and aid
the ladies. A water system for the school
and the village is needed badly. There
were 11 cases of tuberculosis and 5 of
these died. Gome f m i l i e s are liable to
be wiped out as they all live together in
the sane house. The death rate exceeds
the birth rate nearly two to one due to
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the want of care, proper food, no control
of passions, excessive use of liquors in
the past, and lack of control of tubercu
losis. There were 10 births and 17 deaths
during the year."
"The Indians have 7 gardens and raised 150
bushels of potatoes. Their income is low
as only §2229»9h waa received for irregular
employment. Fishing netted only about $30.
Other activities of their own about §1000,"
"The Indian Day School is small but well
attended. The students receive instruction
in regular academic work suitable for their
age. Instruction is given by the housekeeper
in sewing, cooking and general housework in
cidental to home life. The boys receive
training in gardening as well as the girls.
This is supervised by the teacher under the
guidance of the Farmer. There is no library
and no school lunch is served. The instruct
ion the students receive is all part of the
school work."
191U

Population - 312 (138 males and 17U females)
Superintendent - Amos R. Frank
Financial Clerk - May Frank
Teacher - - -

Eva B# Thompson

Employees - -

Housekeeper, Farmer, Police, Forest Guards, and
Dr. Hicks (Grand Garais).

St u d e n t s ---15 (7 beys and

(2

8

girls) Grand Portage

students were white)

70 in the public schools mostly at Grand Llarals.
(63 to 70 in all schools)
3 in the Tower Boarding School
1 attending Carlisle Indian School, Pa.
2 to 9 not in school, married or other reasons.
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Remarks*

There were 109 heads of families mentioned,
10 births and 7 deaths,

Listed were U9 catholic

Chippewas living in Canada,

16$

catholic Chippewas

living in Grand Marais, 10 pagan Chippewas living
in Grand Marais, and only 8 £ Grand Portage catholic
Chippewas living on the reservation.
The Superintendent recommended the teaching of
health and cleanliness to all Indians, proper feeding
of persons and its relation to right living, care of
the Sabbath Day and its relation to the church,
type or moral teaching).

(A

He also recommended another

team be made available for the Indians on this reserva
tion.
In his narrative report, the Superintendent stated,
"The Grand Portage school has a housekeeper
who teaches domestic science and sewing to
the pupils of the Day School and also does
a little sewing for the Indian women. She
lodges with the Superintendent and his wife
since no other quarters are available. She
receives 3)3 0 ,0 0 per month and it is recommended
that the position be combined with that of
field Matron and the salary be increased from
3)300 per year to $5U0 or $600 per annum. It
would help if the person qualified as a nurse
so she could help the physician in emergency
cases.”
"Four students returned from Government
Indian Schools at Genoa, Nebraska, One student
graduated from the Carlisle Indian Boarding
School in Pennsylvania.”
(It is likely that the student (Louise Bluesky) gradu
ated from the eighth grade as school went only as far
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the fifth grade in Grand Portage.

Good students could

be recommended for further education elsewhere if Gov
ernment school space was available and the parents
consented.)
1915

Population - 318 (II4O males and 178 females)
Superintendent - Amos R. Frank
Financial Clerk - May Frank
Teacher --------- Eva B. Thompson
Farraer - - ----- William C. Willahan
8 3 students eligible for school attendance.

Students -------

2h

students attending Grand Portage School
maintained through fifth grade.

Average

attendance 1U.5 for the year.
3

white students attending Grand Portage.

3

Indian students attending the Tower Boarding School.

3

attending Llssicn schools in Ontario, Canada.

2

attending day schools in Ontario, Canada.

39 attending public schools.
9 absent or other reasons.
Remarks:

The chief industries were fishing, trapping, handi
craft and some farming.
there were

h9

Eight Indians were farming and

gardens reported.

Ten acres of land was

cleared and some crops planted.

There was 590 bushels

of potatoes raised, corn f acre, wheat 4 acre, and
others

3/h

acre.

Two families liad milk cows.

About 20

90
acres were reported open to faming*

Frosts occur

in any month so only hardy crops could be raised.
There were U9 heads of families with
having wooden floors.

$0

houses all

Five males and eight females

were born and four deaths (two from tuberculosis)
occurred.

Only four cases of tuberculosis were

found to exist.

No other diseases were reported.

There were 79 Indian voters and all Indians are
citizens and spoke the English language.

The younger

group can all read and write tie English language.
& 10 U .20 was spent for seeds and furnished to the
Indians.

Three horses were available to Indians but

a good driver had to be used.
The Superintendent reported,
"There is no library available to the Indians
here and playground equipment is very limited."
(Reporting these things b y the Superintendent or
Agent generally gets results as the following year a
purchase of nearly $ 1 0 0 worth of athletic equipment
was made.)

(No purchases could be made of this kind

without authorization from the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs.)
1916

Population -319 (139 males and 180 femaLes)
Superintendent - M. D. Archiquette
Financial Cleric -Flora Archiquette
T e a c h e r ----- -- Eva B. Thompson
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Farmer - -

William C. vrillahan

Housekeeper-Six different local ladies.
Students -

84 eligible for school attendance
25 Indian students attending Grand Portage.
2 white students attending Grand Portage.
U Indian students attending Tomer school.
1 Attending Mountain Village Day School, Ontario, Canada.
35 attending public schools (Grand Marais and others)
17

Remarks*

absent for other reasons.
There were 73 heads of families and 3 births and

8 deaths occurred during the year.

Eight cases of

tuberculosis were reported and 4 of these died.
Listed were 301 catholic Indians and 18 pagans.

All

Indians speak the English language and 79 were voters.
Only 8 full blood Indians were listed and mention was
made that 134 Indians belonging to this reservation live
at Grand Marais.

Each pupil plaited a garden and eleven

Indians had gardens on their allotments.

Over 130

chickens were raised and $9 1 * 2 0 was spent for seeds for
the Indians.
Academic work was maintained through the sixth
grade and 7 pupils completed the third grade.

No library

was available except books in the school room.
The Superintendent reported,
"Six housekeepers were temporarily employed
during the year. Eaeh resigned outright as
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work was sewing, washing, cleaning school
room and giving the children Industrial
education. They took the job mainly to
accomodate the Agency and not because they
wanted the work.”
About $10,000 was earned b y the Indians from their
own activities as fishing, trapping, and labor.
1917

Population -321 (139 males and 182 feraales)
Superintendent - H. D. Archiquette
Financial Clerk - Flora Archiquette
Teacher --------- Eva B. Thompson
F a r m e r --------- ’"illian C. Willihan
Housekeeper----- Not given (Likely local women)
S t u d e n t s ----- -- -89 eligible for school attendance (!>-l8)
21 Indian students at Grand Portage.
U white students at Grand Portage.
2 Indians at Carlisle Boarding School.
7 attending at Tomah, Wisconsin.
1 attending Tower Boarding .School.
1 attending Mountain Village Day School, Ontario,
Canada.
1 attending St. Joseph Boarding School, Fort William,
Canada.
2 attending parochial school, Bayfield, Wisconsin.
%. attending public schools, Grand Marais and
elsewhere
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Remarks:

One police and two forest guards were an ployed as
usual.

The police gets $360 per annum and thB forest

guards each get $600 per year.

There were 80 Indian

voters and all the Indians are citizens.
310 catholic Indians,

8

Of the 321 Indians, 3 H

200

Listed was

pagans, and 3 Congregational.
speak the English language, and

can read and write.
Agriculture had been tried for several years and

with little success.

Only $22.55 was spent for seed

for all the Indians so little was apparently raised.
The Indians earned about $12,000 from all sources of
their own activities including labor.
1916

Population -333 (lUi males and 189 females)
Superintendent - M. D. Archiquette
Financial Clerk - Flora Archiquette

Teacher ----------- --- Eva B . Thompson and F lo ra A rch iq u ette
S tu d e n ts ---------------- 15 e n ro lle d at the Grand Portage S chool.
Remarks:

There were 75 heads o f fa m ilie s w ith
living in permanent homes.
7h and 332 were citizens.

7b fa m ilie s

The number of voters was
Listed was 15 births and 7

deaths with none from tuberculosis.

The doctor was

paid $720 per year plus traveling expenses from Grand
Marais.

There was no farning and only one ccw and 220

chickens were raised.
and about

1,000

However, 20 Indians had gardens

bushels of potatoes were raised.

9h
The school still had. no library and little play
ground equipment.

Eva B. Thompson -fcas transferred some

time during the year.
1919

Population -Not given
Superintendent - M. D. Archiquette
Cleric - - -----

Flora Archiquette

Teacher -------

Effie M. Falconer (Oct. 1913 assigned)

F a m e r -------

Position abolished Dec. 31» 1918)

Remarks*

Superintendent Archiquette made a request several times
since 1917 that the Sub-Agency be moved to Grand Marais
or be discontinued as it appeared he saw little hope that
any more could be done for the Indians here.

It was

practically impossible to get teachers to come and stay
any length of time and most of the appointments were
clerks or temporary teachers.
In a report to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
he stated,
"Miss Effie H. Falconer has accepted the
position of teacher for the balance of the
fiscal year beginning October 19, 1918.
Miss Falconer has been employed heretofore
and possesses exceptional ability and exper
ience. As before this employee is expected
to help in the office work in addition to
preforming the regular duties connected with
the position of teacher. She also helps the
housekeeper in attending the sick and in gen
eral field matron work."
"The position of Farmer here was abolished
December 31* 1918 and it is presumed that
the agency will be abolished as a superintendency in the near future so that govern—

9$
m m t supervision of the industries will be
discontinued and it appears to be a good
move."
The Agency was abolished July 1, 1919*
1920

Teacher - -Effie H. Falconer and William H« Ilasbarger
Remarks i

After the Agency was abolished at Graid Portage,
the supervision fell mostly on tlie teachers of the
Day School and it is likely that sons clerk hire was
allowed.

Very few records were available from this

time on to about 1930 and it could not be determined
where they were sent until the Consolidated Chippewa
Agency was established at Cass Lake, Minnesota in 1922.
It appears that Effie Falconer continued the teaching
until the arrival of William H. Hashbarger and then con
tinued as clerk and helped in the capacity as mentioned
in the year 1919*
1921

Teacher - -Andrew Lindberg
Students - Continued to vary between 15 and 20
Remarks:

Few records were available but those that were
indicated a concentration on academic subject matter
and during the following few years less was done in
the Industrial work perhaps because of the lack of
help to assist teachers.
At this time the appearance of activity work within
the class room such as art, handicraft, samples of pen
manship lessons and other work began to show up.
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1922

Teacher - -Mrs. Effie McLean (Effie Falconer)
Students - About the sane (15 to 20)
Remarks*

Some students continued to attend 'toe public school
which was located on the reservation and attended mostly
by white students.

However, Indian students in that area

were accepted without question if there was room and they
were in good health.
The appearance of the first Folder for Record of Pupil
individual folder and cumulative record of each student
was found.

In it was filed a data and progress record

card, height and weight chart, pupil’s health and case
record card, samples of handicraft work, art work, sam
ples of mathematics papers, written compositions, samples
of penmanship, samples of dictionary work, language lessons,
geography lessons, map making, lesson study of syllables,
applications for enrollment to other schools with phys
ician's certificate of HEALTH, pictures, official letters
pertaining to the child, and copies of report card.
These folders may have boen kept before as this was
one of the requirements as outlined in Rules For Indian
Schools, bulletin dated 1913*

However, dates on the

papers, etc., indicated this larger collection about
1920 and 1921.
1923

Teacher - -Milo Blowers
Students - Varied between 15 and 20 Indians
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Remarksi

The Consolidated Chippewa Agency at Cass Lake,
TTinnesota was established with jurisdiction over most
of the Chippewa Bands in Northern Minnesota at the be
ginning of the fiscal year July 1, 1922.

From this time

on all matters pertaining to the Grand Portage School and
reservation were handled thiouj^i the Cass Lake office.
192U

Teacher -

Hilo Blowers

Students - Not given but usually was about 20.
Remarks*

The Consolidated Chippewa Agency at Cass Lake,
Minnesota employed an Extension Agent, Fara Agent, and
an Educational Field Agent to coordinate the services
to the different reservations and to give assistance
to them when needed or directed by the Superintendent.
Just when these services were made available is not
known at this writing, but it is likely that about this
time or soon after such services were available.
The Educational Field Agent visited the reserva?tion schools, prepared budgets, aided in getting teachers,
made the arrangements to transfer students to other govern
ment schools, and generally coordinated the services be
tween the schools and the Federal Indian Service.

It is

likely that all reports were mads to him and he in turn
prepared a final summary report to the Office of Indian
Affairs.

He also aided and cooperated with the State

Department of Education in all matters concerning the
education of Chippewa Indians in Minnesota.

This was
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true especially after 1936 -when the State Department of
Education took over the education of Indians in Minnesota
under the terms of the contract.

Since 1936, the position

became less iis^portant as the State took over and gradually
in the middle of the 19U0*s it was abolished,
1925

Teacher - Rudolph Bartels (Salary 197*50 per month)
Assistant - Emma

1U

Bartels (viiQ.00 per month)

Police - -Alex Posey (£2*0.00 per month)
Students - Hot given
Remarks*

The Superintendent of tie Consolidated Chippewa
Agency was
Agent,

. R,

adswort • who also was Special Disbursing

The Beputy Disbursing A^ent wan F, J, Scott who

acted as Chief Clerk and also as Acting Superintend®t
after February, 1925*
The correspondence examined indicated that all
matters related to the school and the Indians at Qrand
Portage went through the teacher and the teacher handled
payments, disbursements, direction o f employees in addi
tion to teaching duties.
as an administrator and
1926

In reality, the teacher acted
gained valuable experiences.

Teaclier - Rudolph Bartels ($97*50 per month)
Assistant - Emma M. Bartels ($1*0.00 per month)
Police - Remarks*

Alex Posey ($2*0,00 per r-icnth)
The Superintendent of the Consolidated Chippewa
Agoncy was E. A. A l l ® .

Ship .ents of flour and other food

was made to G r m d Portage for distribution to the Indians.
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The position of Emma II. Bartels, wife of the teacher,
is not made clear.

She received a salary of $ii0.00 per

month and it is likely that she served as a clerk aiding
in the correspondence and records and also acted as house
keeper for the school.

She no doubt acted as assistant

teacher when Rudolph Bartel’s services were required else
where.
An annuity payment of $50 per capita was made December
6 , 1926 to all Indians.

1927

Teacher - Mrs. Effie McLean (190.00 per month)

1928
(Also a Mr. Small)

1929
Remarks r

Correspondence during the year 1926-1927 showed some
letters addressed to a Mr. Small and it was not clear if
he took charge for a short time or not.

His title on the

correspondence was Teacher, Grand Portage Day School.
Mrs. Effie McLean took charge some time during the year
19 2 7

and continued until 1 9 3 1 *
Mrs. Effie McLean carried on correspondence with the

County Agricultural Agent and asked cooperation in a pro
gram at Grand Portage during the year 1927.

This was the

first year indications showed the influence of the County
entering into the Indian program at Grand Portage.

A large

project in Junior Red Cross was carried out this year as
school activity.

A beginning ii-II Club was encouraged and

a
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the County Agricultural Agent made his first visit to aid
in the organization of the program.

A snow plow was par-

chased by the County this year and roads were kept open to
Grand Portage for the first tine.
1929

Teacher - Mrs. Effie McLean ($90.00 per month)

1930
1931

Remarks*

In 1929-1930, the Grand Portage School was transferred
from under tie supervision of tie Federal Indian Service
alone, to also be under tie supervision of the State De
partment of Education.

Tliis marks the first shift from

Federal to State influence.

From this period on, teacher's

reports appear in the files of the County Superintendent of
Schools at Grand Marais.
1931

Teacher - Violet Hulteen (£>90.00 per stonth)

1932

County Superintendent -

illiara Clinch

Grades - -Maintained through eighth
Students -Hi boys and 1 2

girls

Average daily attendance - 23.U percent
Remarks*

Efforts were made to increase the attendance and a
program of instruction through the eight grades.

1932

Teacher - Violet Hulteen (C75.00 per month)

1933 County Superintendent - William Clinch
Grades - -Through eighth
Students -l£ boys and ll*. girls
Average daily attendance - 22.U percent
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Remarksi

Enrollment was increasing and the teacher load
getting heavier with all eight grades.

It was hard for

a teacher to stay longer than a few years especially
with Indian students that needed so much individual help.
Isolation was also a factor.
1933

Teacher - Imogens L. Nelson ($75*00 per month)

193U

County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Grades - -Through eighth
Students -15 boys and 17 girl3
Average daily attendance - 23*5 percent
Remarks:

Enrollment increasing and more absences due to ill
ness and transportation due to roads.

193U

Teacher - Imogens L. Nelson

1935

County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Grades ---Through eighth
Students -17 boys and 23 girls
Percent of Attendance - 31.8
Remarks:

Conditions in the school were getting over crowded
and the load for one teacher getting burdensome to the
point where justice could not be done to all students.
Lighting also was poor, with no m o d e m lighting facilities.

1935

Teacher - Imogens L. Nelson

1936

County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Students -16 boys and 25 girls
Percent of Attendance - 77
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Remarks*

Attendance was low due to lack of interest and health
conditions.

Epidemics spread fast as measles, mtnps, and

whooping cough*

(Perhaps a result of over crowding.)

1936

Teacher - Helen O'Rourke ($100 per month)

1937

County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Grades - -Through eighth
Students -23 boys and 17 girls
Percent of attendance - 87
Remark s :

This is the last year the school was a one-room school
and taught b y one teacher.

Plans for the next year were

to get two teachers aid divide the load to give more in
dividual help because of the increased attendance.
The State Department of Education took over all the
Indian Schools In Minnesota but a few and plans at Grand
Portage were to build a new large school with modern facil
ities and with two classrooms and library.

A special approp

riation was received from the Indian Service for this project.
1937

Teachers -Helen O'Rourke ($120 per month)
Alice Olson ($90 per month)

1933

County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Grades - -Spring primary 3
Grades L-U, and grades 5-3
Students -30 boys and 27 girls
Percent of attendance - 90,7
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Remarksi

Increased activities for the students and the separ
ation of the large group as well as the noon hot lunch pro
gram greatly increased the percent of attendance*
The new log school was started with native rustic stone
used as the foundation.

The cedar logs were knotty western

red cedar fretn the west coast*

They were milled in Minne

apolis and trucked up to Grand Portage b y large transport
trucks as no railroads are within 1 2 6 miles.
1938

Teachers -Erwin F. Mittelholtz ($116 per month)
Alice Olson ($90 per month)

1939

County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Grades - -Primary l-U
Upper $ - 8
Students -22 boys and 21 girls
Percent of Attendance - 80*2 (two month epidemic)
Nursery School Teachers - Rosemarie Allen
Kathleen Kluck
Remarks*

School opened the first week in September, 1938 with
U 3 eager and curious boys and girls marching into tho class
rooms of the new log school the Indian Service had built
for them.

For once in their lives they could move around

at ease as the upper grades were separated from the lower
four grades.

The boys and girls had separate cloak rooms

for the first time and m o d e m toilets and wash rooms.
There was running water in the fountains and one located

ioU
on each end of the hall*

In the class rooms above them

was 1 2 0 0 watts of lights well distributed and a power
plant outside to furnish the power to Iir£it them when the
days became dull in the fall or winter.

There would be no

more gloomy days like they witnessed in the old school.
The old school had already been occupied in the early
fall with the establishment of a day nursery school in
cooperation with W.P.A.

It lasted one year and was then

abandoned as the cost was too great for the district to bear.
The Grand Portage school had the first drilled well in
the community of Grand Portage.

For the first time the

school had an adequate and safe water supply.

Showers were

available also for the first time.
A family survey was made in the fall to get background
material for the proposed community school program.

The

results and treatment will appear in the next chapter.
Work was begun on the community b uilding next to the
school in the fall of 1938.
the school plant.

This building was to serve

”'.P.A. furnished the labor and the In

dian Department the material.

The structure was also built

of logs to match the school and power plant house.
The curriculum followed the State pattern with some
exceptions relating to activity periods.
An epidemic of mumps and whooping cough caused nearly
every student to be absent nearly two months.

This greatly
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lowered the percent of attendance for the year.
Parents were very friendly and cooperation was excell
ent.

For the first time 100 percent mantoux testing in the

school was achieved.
In the year 1938, School District Number 7 was organ
ized by dividing District Number 2.

This allowed Grand

Portage to become part of School District Number 7 and
establishes.the first local control as it was an Independ
ent District.

For the first time it was possible for-an

Indian to become a board member and have a voice in the
operation of the school.
1939

Teachers -Erwin Mittelholtz ($130 per month)

19U0

Edna Bree^ie ($100 per month)
County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Grades - Primary 1—U
Upper 5*8
Students

-2k

boys and 23 girls

Percent of Attendance - 89.h
High school students
Remarks:

-9

(no graduates)

The community building was completed for use and
adult education activities were started.

This building

also served as a clinic each Monday for the doctor and
nurse who made their weekly visits.
The school organized a k—II Club with local ladies
assisting as local loaders.

A large school exhibit was
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prepared for the county fair in handicraft and other
departments.
The school sponsored its first achievement day in
the fall of 1 9 3 9 with the people of the community also
encouraged to exhibit articles of produce or handicraft.
19U0

Teachers -Erwin Mittelholtz ($130.00 per month)

19lil

Lilia Seagren

($90.00 per month)

County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Grades - -Primary 1—U
Upper 5-3
Students -27 boys and 23 girls
Percent of attendance - 83.3
High school students - 9
Remarks:

(One graduate)

Continued adult educational activities and built up a
large library collection of books and magazines for com
munity use.

Opened the school showers to the community

one night a week.

Organized a Young People's Study Club.

Musical activities were increased and students were
given tap dance lessons and free piano lessons at noon
and after school.
Visual education was started in the school and also
for the community.
A bus

arrangement was made -with Grand Marais and

all high school students from Grand Portage were sent
there for the first time.

The trip was 80 miles.
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The teachers received a great deal of assistance
from the County Superintendent of Schools and from the
County Agricultural Agent as both of these people were
interested in children’s activities and especially U-H
Clubs and fair exhibits.

Assistance was received from

the Farm Agent and the Extension Agent of the Consoli
dated Chippewa Agency.

Calf projects, seed potatoes

and ;;arden seed: wore secured with their assistance free
to the Indian children.

Records and reports were required.

Field trips were taken and excursions to the County
Fair.
The schooL-comaunity program was credited with making
the outstanding contribution to Indian education in the
State of Minnesota.
19U1

Teachers -Erwin Mittelholtz ($130.00 per month)

19U2

Mrs. Lilia Mittelholtz ($90.00 per month)
County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Grades -

Primary 1—it
Upper 5-8

Students -21 boys and 22 girls
Percent of attendance - 9^.1*
Teachers -i rs. Gertrude Linnell ($125.00 per month)
(From March 9, 19U2 on)

Mrs. Clinton Pierce ($90.00 per month)

High school students - 7 (one graduate)
Remarks:

Erwin and Lilia Mittelholtz were transferred from the
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Grand Portage Reservation and school to the Red Lake
High School on the Red Lake Indian Reservation on March
9, 19U2.

Two substitute teachers finished out the school

year.
No sunraer*s program was carried on this year.
The students continued to do well in school and many
continued on to high school for a few years.

A sharp drop

was noted after the ninth and tenth grade.
19U2

Teachers -LeRoy Frank ($130.00 per month)

19^3

Mary Ann Jacksha ($100.00 per month)
County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Grades - -Primary 1-ii
Upper 5-8
Students -19 boys and 26 girls
Percent of attendance - 91.5
High school students Remarks*

6

(one graduate)

Attendance remained good the past years and maintained
a steady climb.

The good balanced noon meal meant a great

deal to the students although the Indian children on the
Grand Portage Reservation eat better than most children
on some of the other reservations.

A great increase of

■weight was observed from fall to spring.
19U3
19UU

Teachers - Mary Ann Jacksha ($135.00 per month)
Lorraine Ertsgard ($115.00 per month)
County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
G r a d e s ---Primary 1—I4.
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Upper 5-8
Students - 17 boys and 27 girls
Percent of attendance - 90
High school students - 2 (no graduates)
Remarks:

Community school activities dropped off same in the
next few years perhaps because they were not carried on in
the summer time and interest was lost.

A good program of

academic instruction continued through these years.

The

Indian students read well and are known for their good pen
manship and art work.

Mathematics perhaps gave them their

most difficulty and were about two grades below normal.
A great m o u n t of individual help was required by each
student.

Most Indian students were good spellers and took

great pride in this work.
Teacher turn-over for several years also accounted
for less accomplishments in activity work and adult activ
ities.
19Ui
19U5

Teachers -Mrs. Bernice Cunnings (|jlu5*00 per month)
Minnie Ostroot (£1 2 5 . 0 0 per month)
County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Grades - -Primary 1-lt
Upper 5-8
Students -23 boys and 27 girls
Percent of attendance - 9iu9
High school students - 6 (no graduates)

no
Remarks:

Attendance was very good this year as there was
little sickness and continues encouragement on the part
of the teachers gave results.

Interesting activities,

motivation of work and the excellent noon lunch also
have their place in the attendance record as this was
the highest percent since 1 9 1 *1 - 19 1* 2 school year which
had 9 l*.l* percent.
192*5

Teachers -Mrs. Bernice Cummings ($13>.00 per month)

191*6

Marie Klask

($170.00 per month)

County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Grades -

Primary 1-1*
Upper 5-8

Students -26 boys and 20 girls
Percent of attendance - 89.8
High school students - 8
Remarks:

(no graduates)

A number of the students in a few families usually
went with their mothers in the spring to the sugar bush
gathering maple syrup.

192*6

Teachers -Edward Barber ($225.00 per month)

19l*7

Marie Klask ($195.00 per month)
County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Qrades -

Primary 1-1*
Upper 5-8

Students -31 boys and 23 girls
Percent of attendance - 95.3
High school students - 7

(no graduates)
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Remarks*

An all time high was achieved in attendance this
year.

Indian students in the Grand Portage area and also

the ■white students usually attend school regular if no
sickness occurs.

Rarely does one find any truancy because

there Just isn*t any place to "*0 or other things to attract
them as is evident in other towns or cities.

This is one

advantage of a wilderness area.

19h7

Teachers -Ray Cummings ($210 per month)

19U8

Mrs. Bernice Cummings ($195> per month)
County Superintendent - Olga Soderberg
Grades -

Primary l-i|
Upper £ - 8

Students -26 boys and 21 girls
High school students - 1 2

(2

graduates)

Substitute teacher - Elsie Palmer
Remarks*

An intensive campaign was started since 19U0 to en
courage all eighth ;p*ade graduates to continue their high
school training.

Each year the teachers and others worked

toward this end.

Although a large percent enter the ninth

grade at Grand Marais High School, only about 20 percent
of the eighth grade graduates ever graduate from high
school.

There is a sharp drop after the tenth grade.

Traveling 80 miles round trip each day for 170 days a
year over roads that are not too good part of the way
is commendable
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About this time a Boy Scout Troop was organised by
Ray Cummings and marks the first Boy Scout Troop to ever
be organized on this reservation.

(Mr. Cummings was a

former Superintendent and Customs Official).
Some time about 19ii7 the public school, built on the
reservation around 1912 a little south of Mineral Center,
was closed and all the students were sent to Grand Portage.
The exact date is not known at this writing, but since
about 19U0 the number of white students attending Grand
Portage increased from a low of 12 in the year of 19l*3-Ui
to a high of 27 in 1 9 U 8 -li9 .
19U8

Teachers -Ray Cummings (5270.00 per month)

19U9

Mrs. Bernice Cummings ($220.00 per month)
County Superintendent - Olga Soderborg
Grades -

Primary 1-U
Upper 5-8

Students -31 boys and 20 girls
Percent of attendance - 91.6
High school students - 3 (one graduate)
Remarkst

-'ork was started this year to organize the whole
county under one school system and put the administration
under one Superintendent*

The county is spread out ard

has a population of about 3 * 5 0 0 people which 1 0 percent
are Indians.

The assessed valuation is about $1,500,000

excluding Indian land*
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19^9

Teachers -Harold Taylor ($280.00 per month)

19f>0

Mrs. Eva Taylor ($255.53 per month)
County Head - Superintendent (Jordon Ose
Grades -

Primary L-ii
Upper 5-8

Students -3U boys and 20 girls
Percent of attendance - 9U.2
High school students - 9 (one graduate)
Remarkst

Under the re-organization plan, all the school
districts in the county were organized under one unit
called The Cook County Public Schools at the beginning
of the fiscal year July 1, 19U9.

Gordon D. Ose became

the first superintendent and replaced the former Super
intendent of the Grand Marais Public Schools and the
County Superintendent of Schools.
The County Superintendent, who had been in office
since 1 9 3 3 * continued to work for the re-organization
plan even though it was known that it would mean the
loss of a job.
Work was started soon after to plan a large high
school building at Grand Marais to accomodate all the
high school students of the county possible, and close
out the smaller schools.
Thus, Grand Portage aoain becomes part of a county
organization and the school operates with little or no

m
opposition.

In general,

the plan

is well accepted by

the people end Indians alike.
1950

Teachers -Harold Taylor ($305.90 per .*.onth)

1951

tSrs. Eva ""aylor (*232.03 per month)

County Head Grades -

Superintendent

lordon D. Cso

PrlsMuy 1— +
Upper 5-0

Students -30 boys and 13 girls
Percent of attendance - 95.6
High school students - 9 (m i ® graduate)

Remarks:

The construction of the new high school at Grand

Haraie got under way after a year or nore of public re
lations work on the part of tie Superintendent, School
Board, and other interested people.

Sine© the Grand

Portage students attend that high school, its construct
ion was a direct asset to this oonrtunity with bus trarvsportatloa solved.

All the schools not; follow the pattern of the Uinrv.
osota Course of Study.
1951

Teachers -Harold Tsylor (332U5 per year)

1952

airs. Eva Taylor (£2695 per year)

County Head - Super intendent Cordon D. Coe
Grades -

Prirnry 1JU
Upper 5-0

Student® - 3 0 boys and 1 7

k

girls

Percent of attendance - 96.1
High school students - 7
Remarks*

(one graduate)

The highest percent of attendance was achieved this
year for a whole year.

Grand Portage has perhaps one o f

the best percentage ratings for schools in the Indian
education field.

A tribute to the students, parents,

teachers, and supervisors.
At this point, mention is made of the fact that since
1937 or 1938 the Grand Portage School has had tiie benefit
of guidance and direction also from the Minnesota Director
and Supervisor of Indian Education cooperating with the
local school district and teachers.
19^2

Teachers -Harold Taylor

1953

Mrs. Eva Taylor
County Head - Superintendent Gordon D. Ose
Remarks 1

Harold and Eva Taylor conducted a summer’s recreational
program at Grand i ortage since 1950.

A carefully planned

program oi activities was conducted which included nature
hikes, arts and crafts instruction, swimming, scouting,
shop TK>rk, canoeing, overnight camping, soft ball, croquet,
volley ball, ii-H projects, recreational reading and story
hours.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Taylor left Grand Portage at the close of ths
school year in June.

'hey will be replaced by Jr. and Mrs. Everett

Johnson both Red Lake Indians and graduates of trie Red Lake High School.
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The Johnson’s took Teachers College training in teaching and have several
years of successful teaching to their credit.
Thus, we find the product of one Indian public school finding a
place in another

CHAPTER VI
RESULTS OF FAMILY SURVEYS
GRAND PORTAGE INDIAN RESERVATION
1938-1953
Summary of Family Survey-1938
The home conditions were found to be fair to poor in this community
with many houses needing repair. There was a lack of inside furnishings
for most families.
About 60 to 75 percent of the families are on work relief and the
majority just get along on their low income. As a whole, the people and
children are well dressed.
The families have practically no machinery, implements, and very few
working tools, There are no farms and very few gardens were planted. The
vegetables grown are mostly potatoes and a few for summer use. Many would
like to have and care for gardens providing a suitable place could be ob
tained.
Blueberries, raspberries and strawberries are abundant and many are
picked and sold during the picking season. So far, very few can enough
for their own use.
Nearly all families have an elementary education through the eighth
grade and speak, read and write English. They are interested in adult
education and many would take part or attend if seme program was planned.
Very few have any kind of books in their hemes and a small majority have
newspapers and magazines. Many would like to have access to the library
in the school. About 50 percent have radios and nearly all families have
a desire to get one when they can afford to do so.
Many families have expressed the desire to have a ninth grade added
to the Grand Portage school since so few get a chance to go away to high
school. Suggested courses would be home economics, industrial arts, agri
culture and music. Many were interested in music. The parents did not
favor sending their children away to boarding schools since most come back
soon after leaving.
All the families had a great desire for sports, socials, and other
)
forms of recreation. They expressed a need for a suitable playground and \
playground equipment for the children. One of the chief handicaps in the
past was lack of facilities, interested instructors, organization, coopera
tion, and leadership. However, with the completion of a recreation building
which vras started much could be done in the f o m of supervised recreation
for both students and adults.
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Submitted Sept. 15, 1939
Erwin F. Mttelholtz
Principal
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Supplemental Survey - 19Ul
Since completion of the previous community survey in March 1939, the
following changes have occurred:
Four new wells have been drilled since 1938 greatly improving the water
supply for the community.
There are 180 Indians living on the reservation at the present time.
There is very little work here for the people since W.P.A. shut down and
the CCC-ID camp has cut its enrollment.
Eight new homes vrare built and 5 repaired since the Spring of 19h0
to September 1, 19U1. In general, the housing conditions for the Indians
has been greatly Improved.
Community activities have increased the past two years with expansion
of the adult educational program as follows*
1.
2.
3.
U.

5.
6.

Community show one night a week.
Community library night and showers once each week.
Music and adult woodworking classes one night each week.
"Young People’s Study Club" organized in January, 19Ul meets once
each week and helps sponsor recreation, educational activities,
dances, and other events to help occupy the young people's time.
Ladies' Sewing Club organized the past year meets once each week.
Contributes to social welfare.
The N. Y. A. sewing project started in May, 19Ul, and gave employ
ment to the young girls as well as taught them methods of sewing.

About 25>0 chickens and h calf projects have been distributed to the
Indian school children from 1939 - 19Ul» This was a school project started
in 1939.

year.

All the school boys plant and care for a garden and potato plot each
School project started May, 1939.

There are U Indian and $ white high school students attending the
Grand Marais high school this jear first Grand Portage. Nine attended last
year. They travel 80 miles round trip each day. Bus arrangement started
in September, I 9 I4O.
The museum building has been completed within the stockade and the
museum collection, made b y the older Indians as a W.P.A. project, has been
moved inside and put in cases. This will be a nice attraction for tourists
and others to see.
Daily boat service to Isle Royale National Park from Grand Portage
started the stunmer of 1939. This makes Grand Portage the logical gateway
to this beautiful park but with a poor entrance road into Grand Portage.
Submitted September, 19Ul
Erwin Mittelholtz, Principal

11?
Supplemental Family Survey - 1953
The housing and home conditions in the community of Grand Portage have
been greatly improved since the survey in 1938* About 75 percent were new
or repaired homes, 20 percent were not improved since 1933, and 5 percent
were untidy or in bad need of repair.
Only about 5 Indians were engaged in commercial fishing. The main source
of their income was from forest culture work, forest products enterprise
labor and other irregular work.
In general, the economic welfare has not
improved although the earnings have increased.
The average per capita earnings was about $300 as compared with about
$100 in 1938.
There was no machinery, implements, and no farming o f any kind.
one garden was known to exist.

Only

The size of the families has reduced in the past 15 years.
Fewer of tie younger generation are staying on the reservation.
go elsewhere for employment and to live.

Many

Hie general standard of living has risen for most families.
The attitude of the parents toward the school continues to be good.
However, some parents felt that younger teachers give more freely of their
time to the community.
Little or no resentment was voiced by the parents to the county re
organisation plan putting all schools of the county under one system with
one superintendent in charge. Most felt that services were good and their
interests not neglected. This county plan was put Into effect in 19U9.
There is less local politics connected with the school under the new
arrangement.
There was a great turn-over of teachers from 19U2 to 19U9 due mainly
to isolation and lack of quarters.
The problem of quarters for teachers still exists and efforts are still
being made to correct the situation.
Nine students have graduated from high school at Grand Marais since
1933. About 20 percent of the students graduating from -the eighth grade
in Grand Portage since 1933 graduate from high school.
Instruction in the school continues to be good and no complaints were
voiced by the parents. Many stated there was a need for better outside
playground facilities as the playground has not yet been properly land
scaped.
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TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF FAMILY CENSUS STATISTICS
GRAND PORTAGE INDIAN RESERVATION
1938 - 1953

December, 1938
Resident census at time of survey
Indian population
White population
Estimated money and "non-money"
Estimated per capita earnings
Average estimated family income
Total graduates to date, high school
Per cent of poor hemes

July, 1953

232

265

199
33

203
52

$21,298
$102

$61,550
$303
$1,000

u

13

$Uoo
60

%

20

Commercial fishermen

6

10

In corrective institutions (minor)

0

3

Families having radios

5o %

75

Families having livestock

l

0

Families having gardens

6

1

Families having no children (old, children
gone, or none)

7

7

26

h6

Indian families
Mixed (husband or wife white)
■White families

19
10

U

23
17
6

Average estimated size of families

lu5

3

5
3
5
l
5
3
3

10
16
7

Heads of families with children

Families having 1 child
Families having 2 children
Families having 3 children
Families having It children
Families having 5 children
Families having 6 children
Families having ? children

U
2

h
1

%

%
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TABLE V I CONTINUED
COMPARISON OF FAMILY CENSUS STATISTICS
GRAND PORTAGE INDIAN RESERVATION
1933-1953

December, 1933

July, 1953

Families having 8 children
Families having 9 children
Families having 10 children

Number o f b ath tubs

1

0
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The Cormunity-School Curriculum
Based on the Community Survey of 1938
Introduction
Grand Portage is an Indian community of some 200 to 2f>0 people located
on the North Shore of Lake Superior in the most northeastern point of the
Arrowhead.

Here exists one of the oldest white settlements in Minnesota

dating back to 1731*
Arriving in Grand Portage on September

1933 to take over the duties

of school principal and teacher, the writer was amazed to find a new large
school building just completed b y the Indian Department.

Here was a new

school, a new community, and a new adventure among Indian people.
The first task started with making a survey of the coinnunity and its
resources for the purpose of expanding the school curriculum.
was divided into two parts.
called the general survey.

The survey

One dealt with the natural resources and was
The other dealt with the human resources and

was called the family survey.

With the cooperation of the parents, Indian

Service officials, and employees of the reservation a very complete picture
of the community was obtained and its needs from an educational viewpoint.
This survey served as an excellent guide and base for building the future
community-school curriculum for Grand Portage.
Of the 33 families visited in 1933> the survey revealed the following
things:
1.

Nearly all members of the families could read and write English.
Most of the parents had an eighth grade education and some more.

2.

Little reading material was available in most homes.

3.

Many members of the families were interested in music and some
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form of recreation.
U.

Few planted and cared for gardens.

Nearly all food was purchased.

Very little canning was done.
Only one family had livestock (as cow, pig, chickens).
6.

Over 90 percent of the food consumed was purchased.

7.

About 90 to 95 percent of the clothing worn were ready made
garments purchased mostly from mail order houses.

8.

Very little furniture was seen in most Indian homes.

9.

Many were interested in sports but had limited facilities and
equipment.

10.

Many were interested in some form of handicraft and adult education.

11.

Only 3 or U high school students had graduated from any high school
in the history of the reservation as far as could be traced.

12.

Over 75 percent of those supporting families were on work relief
as W.P.A. and CCC-ID (Indian Department).

13.

Little or no agricultural land was available due to the topography
and rocky soil condition which resulted in no income from agricul
ture.

Other natural resources are commercial fishing, maple syrup,

berries, and curios but these are seasonal and contributed little
to the general living for most months of the year.
With these things in mind, the work of adjusting the school curriculum
to the community needs is set forth.

The School and It—H Program
One of the first things accomplished was to organize a strong active
li-H Club originating in the school with all school children as members.
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The County A g ric u ltu r a l Agent and County S uperintendent o f Schools a s s is te d
in the f i r s t o rg a n iz a tio n .

P ro je c ts were s e le c te d according to the com

m unity needs and in te re s ts o f th e stu d en ts.
w ere s e t asid e f o r th is program ,
g i r ls .

Three a c t iv it y p erio d s a week

h a n d ic ra ft was taught to b o th boys and

Sewing, baking and canning a ls o became a p a rt o f the school program

and the 1+-J? requirem ents w ere fo llo w ed so th a t each studen t had a g o a l to
reach, and a ls o could com plete an e x h ib it f o r th e county f a i r .
money o ffe re d served as an e x c e lle n t in c e n tiv e .

The p ris e

Local la d ie s , as a d u lt

le a d e rs , came from t h e ir hetaes in to th e school once each week f o r about
two hours and a s s is te d th e teach ers in the program which helped b rin g th e
school and community c lo s e r to g e th e r.
The boys each p lan ted and cared f o r a garden and p o tato p lo t which
helped th e fa m ily o u t by su p p lyin g some o f the veg etab les f o r home use and
reduce th e p ercen t o f food purchased.

The L ib r a r y P ro je c t
The lim ite d amount o f re a d in g m a te ria l in th e hones and th e g re a t
amount o f le is u r e tim e , as re v e a le d b y th e s u rve y, n e c e s s ita te d some p lm
whereby a l l the people o f th e community cou ld b e n e fit e d u c a tio n a lly from
th e school f a c i l i t i e s th a t were a v a ila b le .

A p lan was o u tlin e d to en larg e

th e school lib r a r y and d iv id e i t in to two s e c tio n s .

One s e c tio n being the

school s e c tio n and th e o th e r the community s e c tio n .

Then came th e d riv e

fo r more books and m agazines.

The response was so good th a t in one y e a r

the lib r a r y had grown from 350 volumes to n e a rly 1000 volum es.
to 120k volumes by 1 9 U l.

my

I t grew

magazines were a ls o re c e iv e d so th a t the

re a d e r had about k0 o r more kinds o! books to choc ye. fp m .

Among the most
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complete donations were:

Life from the first issue; National Geographic

from 1930 to 19U0; Readers Digest for the five current years; Natural
History; Good Housekeeping; Saturday Evening Post; Ladies Home Journal;
Sports and Outdoor magazines; Scribners; Look; Popular Mechanics and
Science.

All donations were secured through the cooperation of tourists,

Indian Service employees, Welfare Clubs of Minneapolis and elsewhere, and
local people.
Two nights a week were set aside for this program and the library was
open from 7 *0 0 to 9 *0 0 o'clock P.M . to the adults of the coEmunity.

All

could read at the library from both sections but only books from the com
munity section could be checked out.

One book and 5 magazines could be

taken home by each adult each library night.

Records showed a turn-over

of 75 to 125 books and magazines each library night.
Two different librarians were assigned during the years 1939 through
19l*2 under the

.P.A.

Community Service Program.

Under the guidance of

the school principal they completed the work of classification, arranging
the books properly on shelves, and accessioning.
pared

The librarians also pre

a picture file, pamphlet file, record file, and made three copies

of all Chippewa native designs that could be gathered in the community,
in an effort to preserve this art.

TABLE V II
GROWTH OF SCHOOL LIBRARY

Year
1938
1939
19U0
19U1

Books
250
350
1000
1201*

Volumes
Volumes
Volumes
Volumes

Magazines
1*
20
30
1*0

Titles
Titles
Titles
Titles
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Musical Activities
The Indians in this community, both students aid adults alike, enjoy
music and every effort possible was made to bring this learning into the
curriculum.
The music teacher in the elementary school had charge of all musical
activities.

In addition, piano lessons were offered free to the students

at noon and after school.

Four music periods were conducted during the

week in school hours.
The children benefited greatly from this program and many played
selections.

Groups sand for many of the community functions and school

prograns.
From 1939 to 19Ul one and two evening classes a week were held for all
adults interested in piano and music.

Educational Programs
The school sponsors many educational programs during the year.
of which were:

Some

Achievement Day programs, Halloween Carnival, Thanksgiving

program, Christmas program, health program, and the children*s Field Day
to which the parents were invited.

Some programs were combined with Ii-H

while others were part of community programs. • In some cases, programs
were handled entirely by student leadership.

Community Shows
?'ith the completion of the community recreation building in 1939, an
ideal place was available for the promotion of visual education to both the
students of the school and the people of the community.
pictures were shown in the past, but few.

Some educational

A plan was worked out b y having
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the Grand Portage Band purchase a new 16 ram. sound projector for use in the
cormunity auditorium.
charge made.

C o m unity shows were held once a week and a small

Money over expenses went back to the band until the projector

was paid for.

The school could use it at any time for their needs.

committee of three were in charge.

A show

Educational films were worked in with

regular feature pictures.

Adult Woodworking Classes
The school prepared a good woodworking step in

the basement of the

school and equioped it with a good set of hand woodworking tools.

Adults

were permitted to use it one night a week to make furnishings for their
home.

Shop was taught to the boys during school hours in which they learned

how to handle tools.

Recreation Activities
Recreation activities were provided in the coranunity building two
nights a week from 7*00 to 9*00 o ’clock P.L5.

Both silent and active games

were conducted.
The services of a Recreational Director under the T'/.P.A. Community
Service Program was secured for the year 19Ul.
and the School District were co-sponsors.

The local Indian Council

A program carmittee of five

planned the activities.
This program was only conducted during the winter months.

Community Showers
The survey showed that there was only one bath tub in the entire com
munity of Grand Portage and no m o d e m means of bathing was available in the
homes.

rith this in mind, a plan was worked out to let adults of the com
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m u n ity use th e school showers on th e sane n ig h ts th a t lib r a r y was h e ld .
T h is would p erm it many to take a shower and s t i l l use th e lib r a r y on the
same evenin g.

The;,' were re q u ire d to b rin g t h e ir own tow els and soap.

The re s u lts were v e ry good and many used th e f a c i l i t i e s .
The school c h ild re n had two re g u la r perio d s a week d u rin g school days.
Towels and soap were fu rn is h e d b u t the o ld e r g ir ls laundered th e tow els as
a school p ro je c t.

Young People*s Study Club
This clu b was o rg an ized January 1 9 , 19Ul f o r the purpose o f the improve
ment and en tertain m e n t o f i t s members and f o r th e m oral and s o c ia l im prove
ment o f th e community o f Grand P o rtag e.

M a rrie d o r s in g le persons between

th e ages o f 15 and 35 were p e rm itte d to become members.

The clu b resembled

a community c lu b and a ls o sponsored fu n ctio n s th a t were n o n -ed u catio n al
such as dances, s o c ia ls , e tc .

(See appendix B

pagel63 fo r a com plete

copy o f t h e ir c o n s titu tio n .)

“Good Deed” Club
T his clu b was organ ized in O ctober, 19U0 w ith in th e school by th e
studen ts in each cla s s room.

The o b je c t o f th e club was to t r a in f o r

le a d e rs h ip and to g ive more students more r e s p o n s ib ilitie s by having them
do some sm all deed each day f o r a week.

A t th e end o f th e week a m eeting

was h eld and each had to re p o rt i f th ey c a rrie d out t h e ir d u ty .

Every

deed was done v o lu n ta r ily on th e stu d en t*s p a rt and n o th in g was com pulsory.
The p re s id e n t o f th is club was a ls o e d ito r o f the school news sen t to the
county paper each week.
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L a d le s ' Community Sevring Club
T h is clu b was organized January lU , 19Ul and met once each week from
2 :0 0 to U*00 o 'c lo c k P.M . in the community b u ild in g ,
In d ia n Sewing Committees
M rs. M a rc e lla H ervig

M rs. Id a M ilte n b e rg

i r s , Kate LeSage

M rs. C h ris tin e Sheppard

Members o f th e Sewing Club:
M rs, Nancy C y re tte

M rs. John Rousseau

M rs. Kate LeSage

M rs. A x e l Oberg

Mrs. M a rc e lla Ile rv ig

M rs. Laura Tagtow

M rs. Mary Posey

M rs. E f f ie McLean

M rs. Id a M ilte rib e rg

M rs. Eva Dolan

M rs. C h ris tin e LeSage

Mary M itc h e ll

M iss Emma M ontferrand

M argaret M itc h e ll

M rs. S o fie Crawford

M rs. Grace Johnson

M rs. Mary Deschampe

M rs. M ary Olson

M rs. Nancy Hunter

M rs. Ted Zimmerman

M rs, Mar Jane Duhaime

M rs. V io le t Bramer

M rs. E liz a b e th D ennett

M rs. Jea n ette S pry

M rs. E lean o r Olson
Work Accomplished:
1,

Red Cross k n ittin g arid setwing,

(la rg e q u a n tity com pleted)

2.

F rien d sh ip q u ilt by a l l th e members.

3*

One q u ilt fo r each member.

It.

Setwing fo r In d ia n R e lie f ,

(la rg e q u a n tity )
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5.

Sewing for family use.

6.

Members made a quilt and mattress for home use under the
county program.

Remarks:
This was perhaps one of the finest adult organizations ever or
ganized on the Grand Portage Indian Reservation.

The ladies furnished their

own leadership and organized in a manner unparalleled to any other organis
ation ever witnessed on the reservation.

There was unity, cooperation,

friendliness, and practically 100 percent attendance at every meeting.
Each member was made to feel the importance of his work and the contrib
ution that

being made.

Valuable instruction in methods of sewing was

passed from one member to another.

It was hoped that this would serve as

a stimulus for more sewing within the homes.
available besides the school sewing machines.

Other machines were made
Few machines were in the

homes.
All the members but five were Indian ladies.

Educational Results for 1939
1.

Students sponsored pro grans to raise their own money to buy mater

ials needed for their U-H sewing.

(This was in addition to materials fur

nished by the school in the school sewing classes.)
2.
a sock.
3.

Each girl of club age made a dress, apron, pot holder, and darned
(Home made garments instead of purchased.)
Each girl learned more about baking bread, cookies, and cakes so

as to help with the family baking.
U.

The boys and girls made articles in the school handicraft project
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that could be used In their homes.

(These students won first place in

their handicraft exhibit at the County Fair.)
5.

The students learned to conduct meetings and leadership was devel

6.

The students submitted the best secretary's report book about their

oped.

club in the county*
7.

The students won nearly $100,00 in prize money at the County Fair

for their exhibits in both U-H and school awards which was used mostly to
buy clothing.
8.

The boys learned to prepare, plant and care for a garden and

potato plot*
9.
10.

One calf project was started this year.
The school sponsored its first Annual Achievement Day with local

people encouraged to exhibit.

Educational Results for 19U0
1.

Each girl of club age in the school made a dress, slip, panties,

and patched a usable garment.

The younger girls were taught how to handle

needles and thread in the school sewing class.
2.

Baking was encouraged entirely in the homes this year.

(A shift

from the school to the hones.)
3.

Canning was started as a new project in the school, with only the

older girls participating.
U.

Training for leadership was encouraged b y having junior leaders

(young people out of school) from the community assist adult leaders.
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5.

Four students were started in chicken projects.

The chicks -were

purchased by money earned b y tie students.
6.

Four additional calf projects were added.

through the Indian Extension Service.

Some were received

The first female calf was to be

passed on to another boy.
7.

Articles of furniture were made for the homes in the school

woodworking class.
8.

The school boys and girls won first place in their handicraft

exhibit at the County Fair for the second consecutive year.
9.

The boys planted and cared for individual gardens and increased

the yield and quality of their vegetables nearly 200 percent according to
the County Agent.

The school boys also helped plant and care for a school

garden which produced some vegetables and all the potatoes needed for the
school hot lunch for the entire year.
10.

The boys were tau^it and learned how to treat seed potatoes and

the importance of treating the seed each year.

Only certified seed was

used.
11.

The students took part in many community and county functions

resulting in greater assimulation.
12.

The older members of the community past the eighth grade were

encouraged to take part in some educational work or activity.
13.

The students won £139.00 in prize money at the County Fair for

their school and li-H exhibits.

Educational Results for 19lil
1.

All school girls of club age made a dress, slip, and pajamas or
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panties, or an apron and a ho1>-dish holder.
2.

School girls made three articles for room furnishing for their homes.

3.

lessons in baking were held in the school kitchen one period a week.

U.

The girls were taught about canning fruits and vegetables.

5.

The boys made three articles for their homes besides preparing a

school exhibit in woodworking.
6.

The students again took part in many conmunity and county functions.

7.

The boys each planted and cared for individually garden and potato

plots with excellent results.
8.

The boys cared for their cows, built sheds for them, made hay, and

got milk for their homes.
9.

The boys earned their own money and bought 200 chicks to raise

over the summer.
10.

The students had the highest exhibit ranking in the county at the

County Fair and earned ©150.00 in prize money which they used to buy needed
clothing and other things for themselves.

A budget -was planned in school

b y the students on how they could best spend their money.
TABIE Till
ESTIMATED VALUE OF STUDENT PROJECTS
GRAND PORTAGE SCHOOL

19lil

PROJECT
Gardens
Potatoes
Poultry
Milk
Handicraft
Room furnishing, girls

ESTIMATED VALUE
$ 1 5 0 .0 0
HiO.OO

90.00
96.00
5.00
15.00

TABLE VIII CONTINUED

ESTIMATED VALUE OF STUDENT PROJECTS
GRAND PORTAOF SCHOOL
19U1

PROJECT

ESTIMATED VALUE

Room fu rn is h in g , boys
Sewing
T h r if t
Cake baking
Bread baking
P riz e money earned

%

T o ta l money valu e

$ 7 5 1 .0 0

Number o f students ta k in g p a rt - -

- - -- - 20 to 25

Average estim ated earnings p er stud en t - - - $

11.

2U .00
2 0 .0 0
3 l*.0 0
2 0 .0 0
7 .0 0
1 5 0 .0 0

30.0U

The o ld e r members in th e conmunity p ast th e e ig h th grade took

advantage o f th e a d u lt a c t iv it ie s .
12.

In the e n tir e community, 56 members b e n e fite d from th e educa

tio n a l a c t iv it ie s sponsored f o r t h e ir b e n e fit.
between th e

ages

This l e f t o n ly 10 members

o f s ix and tw enty th a t were n o t a c tiv e ly engaged, b u t

these b e n e fite d from th e library p r o je c t.
13.

The com m unity-school program was c re d ite d w ith making th e out

standing c o n trib u tio n to In d ia n edu cation in th e S ta te o f M innesota fo r
th e y ea r 19U 0-19ltl b y B . A. B la c k , E d u c a tio n a l F ie ld A g ent, C onsolidated
Chippewa Agency, co o p eratin g w ith the S ta te Department o f E d u catio n .

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
1.

The Grand Portage Indian Reservation is a remote and isolated

region truly classified as a "Wilderness Area".
2.

Due to the topography, soil conditions, forested area, and short

growing season, the growing of crops and livestock has proved to be a fail
ure in the past and promises nothing for the future in the way of income
or a source of livelihood.
3.

Fishing, wild life activities such as hunting, trapping and guiding,

sale of forest products, arts and crafts, forest culture work and develop
ment of the resort area are serving as the chief sources of income for most
of the families besides employment elsewhere.
ii.

The per capita income or earnings for the Indians on the Grand

Portage Indian Reservation is far below average in comparison with other
reservations and on the par with just bare existence.
5.

Employment is seasonal and most families go elsewhere to obtain

work enough for a livelihood.
6.

Travel and transportation is very limited on the reservation.

7.

The Indian population has remained stable the past l£ years.

3.

The water supply has been greatly improved since 1938 and is

regarded as satisfactory.
9.

There are no known resources existing under the surface on the

Grand Portage Indian Reservation.
10.

Housing conditions have been greatly improved since the 1938
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survey and generally are better now than those found on other reservations.
11.

Almost all food consumed is purchased except a little -wild game

which is hunted.
12.

Education was carried an in some form or another since 1838 by

the missionaries and with no public responsibility until 1890.
13.

Adult education activities were carried on in this community for

over a half century.
lU.

Few students up to the year 1915 got beyond the third grade due

to poor school facilities and teaching methods.
15.

Activity work increased from 1920 on.

16.

The "community-school" concept started in Grand Portage about the

year 1939 and continued for several years.
17.

The industrial training began for the boys and girls about the

year 1898 and continued from then on in some form -with the housekeeper
of the school giving much of the training to the girls.
18.

Students began to attend boarding schools and public schools

from 1912 on.
19.

High school attendance increases from 19ii0 on with about 20 per

cent of the eighth grade graduates graduating from high school.
20.

Educational leadership has been lacking in the past up to about

the ysar 1925.
21.

Tuberculosis and pneumonia were cannon causes of death in the

early years but improvements in medical attention in recent years has
aided greatly.
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22.

The social life of the Indians is primarily limited to the res

ervation.
23.

The illegitimacy rate for the Grand Portage Reservation is

negligible in the last two decades.

Conclusions
1.

There is a tendency for more Indians to leave the reservation to

go elsewhere to work and earn a living as they increase their education and
their standard of living is raised.
2.

Interest in high school attendance has increased apparently the

last 10 years with improved transportation and better administration of
the public schools.
3.

There is a tendency for the younger generation to ,be self-supporting

and a desire to earn their own way.
U.

Many Indian students and adults will do as well as other people

if put in the proper surroundings and given equal opportunity.
!?.

The younger generation of Indians favor relaxed government ward

ship while some of the older still believe the government has a responsibil
ity according to their treaties.
6.

Apparently most of the parents on the reservation feel that the

school curriculum is fulfilling the needs of their children along academic
lines as no criticisms were voiced during the interviews.
7.

Isolation continues to play an important part in the development

of the area and in the maturity of the students.
3.

Adult education activities have not increased in the past ten years

and apparently have slackened to some degree.
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9.

Agricultural instruction in the form of activity projects during

the simmer have apparently been dropped from the curriculum during the
past ten sears.
10.

Housing for the teachers continues to be a problem dating back

to 1912 and earlier.

Efforts are being made to solve this problem this

coming year.
11.

Isolation appears to be a major factor in getting good teachers

to remain for any length of time in

this coranunity as revealed all through

the school history.
12.

Health conditions in this community improved as increased welfare

services became available to them.
13.

Since most Indians are citizens, the United States Government and

the people have an obligation and a service to perform in seeing that the
Indian’s welfare including education is not neglected.
liu

The Indian is an American and a citizen and, therefore, is

entitled to equal rights with other citizens of this country.
1S>.

The outdoor recreation facilities on the school grounds are in

adequate for the school and conmunity for the development of a good pro
gram.
16.

Married couples, as teachers, appear to have been the best solution

in this community.
17.

Few students got beyond the third grade in the Grand Portage School

up to about 1912 as the methods of teaching and proper personnel were
lacking.

The federal policy also was not encouraging.
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Conclusions Based on Results of the Cconunity-School Programs
1.

Excellent results in the community-school program can be obtained

in an Indian community if students are given the proper guidance and leader
ship.
2.

Indian students can compete favorably with white students in various

types of work if given equal opportunity and responsibility.
3.

A flexible program must be brought into the curriculum with a

variety of activities to hold interest and supported with academic work.
U.

By having selective activity periods in the school program work

can still be accomplished in a voluntary way.
5.

Students need encouragement to continue their education beyond

the eighth grade in an Indian community.
6.

The school is justified in soliciting the aid of interested young

people and adults of the community to help carry on activities for the
children and community as it helps train for leadership which has been
lacking in the past.
7.

Explanation of the school and community program to the parents

at an early time in the school year increases the results of the planned
activities.
3.

Since the surve;, revealed that a few students continued on in

education beyond the eighth grade, the school curriculum should be modified
so as to teach the students things that will them make a better living
within their own community.
9.

The school program should reach out into the hemes.

Therefore,

adult educational activities in a rural and isolated community should be

11*0

brought in to th e school c u rric u lim .
10.

Because o f the lim ite d amount o f read in g m a te ria l in th e community

v e ry l i t t l e

ed u catio n can be gained by th e young people and a d u lts unless

th e school lib r a r y f a c i l i t i e s a re a v a ila b le to them.

Recommendations
1.

O nly experienced te a c h e rs , m arried couples p r e fe ra b ly , should be

sen t to th is community o r re s e rv a tio n in the b e s t in te r e s t o f -the sch ool,
th e community and s tu d e n ts .
2.

Some form o f a c t iv it y program should be continued and k e p t in the

cu rricu lu m because o f th e lim ite d amount o f o th e r a c t iv it ie s in th e com
m u n ity.
3.

Some system should be worked o u t to fu r th e r e v a lu a te p ro p e rly the

work done in an is o la te d community to see i f th e cu rricu lu m is f u l f i l l i n g
th e needs o f th e students and th e c o m u n ity .

h.

S ince th e re c re a tio n f a c i l i t i e s f a r the playground were found to

be inadequate th e y should be g r e a tly improved f o r th e b e n e fit o f the
studen ts and th e community as a w h o le.
5.

The students and a d u lts o f th is community need continued guidance

in nsaiy phases o f t h e ir development and i t appears th ey can g e t i t o n ly
through continued a d u lt e d u c a tio n a l a c t iv it ie s sponsored b y the school
and community f o r t h e ir b e n e fit.
6.

Leadership from among th e young people should be harnessed and

u t iliz e d whenever and w herever p o s s ib le .
7.

A Young P e o p le's Club should be re -o rg a n ize d w ith le a d e rs h ip from

t h e ir own group to h e lp the school plan and sponsor e d u c a tio n a l and

llll
re c re a tio n a l a c t iv it ie s fo r th e community.

Guidance and d ir e c tio n could

come from a com m ittee s e le c te d from in te re s te d people in th e conm unity.
8.

A c lo s e r lia s o n should be k e p t and m aintained between th e school

a d m in is tra tio n and o th e r co o p eratin g agencies such as th e County W elfare
B oard, Highway and Road D epartm ent, C onsolidated Chippewa Agency, lo c a l
T r ib a l C o u n c il, and law enforcem ent o f fic e r s .

T h is is recommended so

th a t each o f these agencies can co n so lid ate t h e ir e ffo r ts to the b est
in te re s ts o f th ese people in an is o la te d re g io n .

A y e a r ly m eeting c a lle d

fo r th is purpose would prove very b e n e fic ia l in w orking o u t a u n ifie d
program o f co o p eratio n .
9.

F o re s t product e n te rp ris e s should be continued and supervised to

g ive em ploynent to the In d ia n s which w i l l be t h e ir c h ie f source o f income
in th e fu tu re .
10.

More work should be done on th e lo c a l le v e l to h e lp solve problems

e x is tin g in th e co n n u n ity o r on th e re s e rv a tio n .
11.

More in te re s te d personnel is needed in th e f ie l d o f In d ia n educa^-

tio n to con tinue th e good work a lre a d y b ein g done.
12.

More research is needed in In d ia n ed u cation to b rin g th is f ie ld

up to d a te .
13.

An expanded program in v is u a l ed u cation should be continued in

a l l In d ia n schools w hether th e y are fe d e ra l o r p u b lic .
lU .

Increased sch o larsh ip s a re needed to h e lp the In d ia n s tu d e n ts ,

w ish in g to e n te r h ig h er e d u c a tio n , g et s ta rte d .
15.

Camsunity resources should be surveyed and u t iliz e d .

1U2
16.

School facilities should be utilized to the fullest advantage

of the community it is serving.
17.

Adequate teacher housing in an Indian community is a necessity.
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APPENDIX A
STATISTICAL SUMMARY
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TABTJE H
HIKHESOTA INDIAN EDUCATION FUND
IN DISTRICTS ENROLLING INDIAN

TO BALANCE BUDGETS

STUDENTS

19U2 - 1952

T o ta l
R eceip ts
In c lu d in g
O b lig a tio n s
C a rrie d Over

T o ta l
E xpenditures
A llo tm en ts
To Schools

Cash
on
Hand

C o n trac t Budget
From In d ia n
O ffic e fo r
In d ia n
E ducation

h,62h.h2

$123,276.00

$127,900.U2

$123,369.75

19U3-UU

2,530.69

139,999.95

160,955.98

15U,799.9U

19UU-U5

6,156.0U

iUo,ooo.oo

1U6,156.0U

139,35U.57

19U5-U6

6,801.U7

1U0,000.00

162,357.17

158,278.33

19U6-U7

U,078.07

3lt0,000.00

1UU,078.7U

136,097.61

19U7-U8

7,981.13

1 6 7 ,1 5 0 .0 0

175,280.88

168,U65.22

19U8-U9

6,815.66

2 2 6 ,9 1 0 .0 0

233,728.66

227,U6U.UU

3919-50

6,26U.22

28! ,000.00

29U,26U.22

28U,762.73

1950-51

9,959.55

3 1 0 ,0 0 0 .0 0

319,959,55

308,U58.86

1951-52

11,500.69

3 0 9 ,9 9 9 .9 6

321,500.65

305,979.70

Y ear

19U2-U3

*

N ote: (See T ab le X f a r m ount s e n t a t th e Grand o rta g e School fear
each o f th e y e a rs . Budget is balanced from t h is f n d .)

Source: D ata f r m
Code X ll-B -2 6

th e Annual R eports to th e O ffic e o f In d ia n A f f a ir s ,
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TABLE X
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR GRAND PORTAGE SCHOOL WITH BUDGET BALANCED FROM INDIAN EDUCATION FUND
19l*2 - 1952

Year

Balance
or
D e fic it
Last Year

S ta te A id
O ther
R eceipts

Local
Tax
R eceipts

In d ia n
Fund

T o ta l
R eceipts

T o ta l
Expenditures

Balance or
D e fic it
Close o f
Year

191*2-1*3

733.05

1*,1*80.30

330.20

1,000.00

6,51*3.55

6,81*9.97

-306.1*2

191*3-1*1*

-306.1*2

1*,1*20.96

810.67

6,806.1*2

11,731.63

12,311*.20

-582.57

19l*l*-l*5

—

5,215.82

827.22

9,500.00

15,51*3.01*

12,611.81*

2,931.20

191*5-1*6

2,931.20

5,253.13

111.05

6,000.00

H*,295.38

12,009.1*8

2,285.90

191*6-1*7

2,285.90

5,325.1*1

1*80.81*

1*,500.00

12,592.15

13,1*78.30

-886.15

191*7-1*8

-886.15

6, 011.80

2,253.90

3,386.15

10,765.70

13,1*21*.20

-2,658.50

191*8-1*9

-2,658.50

5,500.26

2,121* .1*1

12,1*65.82

17,1*31.99

19,81*2.58

-2,110.59

191*9-50

-2,1*10.59

1*,612.53

992.27

18,000.00

21,19l*.21

22,1*27.95

-1,233.71*

1950-51

-1,233.71*

7,228.39

1*,277.08

15,233.71*

25,505.1*7

17,098.78

8 ,1*0 6.6 9

1951-52

8,1*06.69

5,722.31

2,307.85

17,000.00

33,1*36.85

2 0 ,3 6 7 .1*6

13,069.39

Source* Data from the Annual Reports to th e O ffic e of In d ia n A f f a ir s , Code X ll-B -2 6
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TABLE XI
PER PUPIL COST FOR SCHOOLING OF GRAND PORTAGE STUDENTS COMPARISON WITH AVERAGES
OF ALL MINNESOTA SCHOOLS ENROLLING INDIANS BUDGETS BALANCED FROM INDIAN EDUCATION FUND
19l*2 - 1952

Year

Amount Spent at
Grand Portage

Per Pupil
Enrolled

Per Pupil
In A.C.E.*

Per Pupil
In A.D.A.-jhj-

Per Pupil
In A.D.A.
All Minn.
Schools

191*2-1*3

l*,6ll*.80

87.07

102.78

112.83

97.89

191*3-1*1*

7,999.1*9

186.03

19l*.l6

210.51

12U.U7

19l*M*5

6,161.33

110.02

123.1*7

131.93

125.96

19U5-U6

7,796.71*

11*7.11

160.10

179.65

11*2.1*3

191*6-1*7

8,209.1*8

121*.39

139.62

11*7.39

152.01

191*7-1*8

8,1*01.1*3

11*2.1*0

155.01

167.03

153.16

191*8-1*9

# H*,097.21

238.91*

250.81*

275.87

167.36

191*9-90

# 16,015.26

251*.21

268.71

288.56

181*.21

1950-51

# 11,951.35

209.67

231.62

21*6.1*2

192.95

1991-52

# 13,716.27

251*.01

272.15

281*.57

233.58

# Includes Grade and High School
* Average Daily Enrollment
** Average Daily Attendance
Source* Data from the Annual Reports to the Office of Indian Affairs, Code Xll-B-26
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TABLE XII
INDIAN ENROLLMENT BY GRADES - GRAND PORTAGE INDIAN STUDENTS
19lt2 - 1952

Elementary Students
Grand Portage School

Year

g-~

1

2

3

It

5

5

7

1912-13

it

3

it

3

5

5

5

3

1913-Jill

1

5

3

It

3

it

5

19itWt5

2

2

5

3

6

5

19it5-lt6

3

0

2

6

3

19lt6-lt7

5

2

1

3

19it7-lt8

it

2

3

19li8-U9

it

it

19U9-50

6

1950-51
1951-52
TOTALS

Total
All
Total Grades

High School Students
At Grand Marais
Total

Graduated
High
School

9

10

11

12

32

5

0

0

1

6

38

1

It

29

1

1

0

0

2

31

0

It

5

32

it

2

0

0

6

38

0

7

it

3

28

3

5

0

0

8

36

0

6

5

7

6

35

2

3

2

0

7

it2

0

1

2

5

it

3

2lt

7

0

3

2

12

36

2

2

3

1

2

5

3

2it

3

3

1

1

8

32

1

3

5

3

6

2

2

5

32

3

it

1

1

9

itl

1

3

5

It

It

3

6

0

2

27

5

2

1

1

9

36

1

3

3

5

2

5

3

6

0

27

3

3

0

1

7

3it

1

35

29

3it

32

ItO

Itlt

It2

3lt

290

36

23

8

7

7it

36U

7

Source: Data from the Annual Reports to the Office of Indian Affairs, Code Xll-B-26. Data also from
the Permanent Records on file in the County Superintendent's Office, Grand Marais, Minnesota.
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TABLE XIII
ENROLLMENT AND ATTENDANCE DATA - GRAND PORTAGE INDIANS AND NON-INDIAN STUDENTS
COMPARISON WITH AVERAGES OF ALL INDIANS ATTENDING OTHER MINNESOTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
19h2 - 1952

Enrollment and Attendance
Pupils
Enrolled
In
dian

NonIn
dian

19li2-ii3

38

15

1913-lilt

31

19UA5

Average DailyEnrollment
To
tal

Average DailyAttendance

Indian

NonIndian

53

3U-5

10. li

hh.9

31.6

9.3

12

Ii3

29.2

12.

111.2

27.2

38

18

56

35.9

Hi.

h9.9

19ii5-li6

36

17

53

33.8

lii.9

19U6-U7

1|2

2ii

66

37.7

19li7-U8

36

23

59

19li8-li9

32

27

19li9-50

111

195(5-51

Indian

NonIndian

Total

i|0.9

91.6

89.li

91.

79.9

10.8

•
CO

NonIndian

Per cent of
Attendance

Average
Per cent
All In
dians in
Minnesota
Public
Schools

93.1

90.2

92.2

79.2

3U.

12.7

Ii6.7

9U.8

90.9

93.7

81.8

1i8.7

30.6

12.8

It3.li

90.6

86.

89.2

83.7

21.1

58.8

36.1

19.6

55.7

95.9

93.1

9U.9

86.9

32.6

21.6

5U.2

30.7

19.6

50.3

9li.3

91.

9 2 .8

86.li

59

30.9

25.3

56.2

29.

22.1

5l.l

9ii.l

87.li

91.1

87.7

22

63

39.1

20.5

59.6

37.

18.5

55.5

91.5

90.

92.9

86.5

36

21

57

33.2

18.U

51.6

31.3

17.2

U8.5

9U.3

93.6

9li.l

87.5

1951-52 *

27

20

Ii7

25.

18.9

Ii3.9

21*.2

17.9

1*2.1

97.1

9U.9

96.1

87.5

**

7

0

7

6.5

6.1

6.1

93.li

93.li

86. li

Year

6.5

* Elementary Students only.

0

Total

Indian

0

Total

0

** High School Students only
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TADTE XIV
COMPARISON OF PER CENT OF ATTENDANCE OF GRAND PORTAGE
WITH INDIANS AND NON-INDIANS IN A H MINNESOTA PUBLIC SCHOOIS

19h2

Grand
Portage
Indian
Students

Year

- 1952

Indian Pupils
In All
Minnesota
Schools

Non-Indian
In
Minnesota
Public
Schools

State
Averages
All
Minnesota
Schools

191*2-1*3

91.6

79.9

87.5

91

19l*3-U*

93.1

79.2

88.2

91

191*1*—1*5

9l*.8

81.8

88.7

92

191*5-1*6

90.6

83.7

89.7

92

191*6-1*7

95.9

86.9

89.8

93

191*7-1*0

9l*.3

86.1*

90.9

92

191*8-1*9

91*.l

87.7

92.7

191*9-50

9l*.5

86.5

92.2

1950-51

91*.3

87.5

93.9

Elea.

97.1

88.6

92.7

H. S.

93.1*

86.1*

87.7

9l*.02

81*.96

90.3

1951-52

TOTAIS

*

Source* Data from the Annual Reports to the Office of Indian Affairs,
Code Xll-B-26
State Averages*

From the State Department of Education

* Not available at this writing but average is about 92.
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TABIE XV
PER PUPIL COST FOR HOT LUNCH-GRAND PORTAGE STUDENTS
COMPARISON WITH ALL SCHOOLS OF STATE ENROLLING INDIAN STUDENTS
19l*
*2 - 1952

Year

A.D.A.#
of All
Pupils
Fed

Cost
Per
Pupil

Amount
Spent

Cost
Per Pupil
Per Day

Ave.Cost
All Sch.
Indians
Attend

571.1*2

13.97

.081

.088

38.

110l*.26

29.06

.171*

.11*9

19l*l*-l*5

1*6.7

11*60.28

31.27

.188

.161

1915-4*6

1*3.1*

1696.37

39.09

.21*3

.187

191*6-1*7

55.7

201^.95

36.18

.218

.218

191*7-1*8

50.3

1508.70

29.99

.18

.1 6 1

191*8— U9

51.1

1983.00

38.81

.21*1

.175

191*9-50

55.5

2025.31*

36.1*9

.225

.181*

1950-51

1*8.5

1782.1*3

36.75

.221*

.188

1951-52

1*8.2

1827.36

37.91

.220

.21*5

191*2-1*3

1*0.9

191*3-1*1*

(Isolation of Grand Portage must be taken into consideration. The
nearest railroad Is 126 miles away and all food must be trucked up from
Duluth, a distance of 150 miles.)
* Average Daily Attendance —

includes high school students

Source: Minnesota Supervisor and Director of Indian Education.
Reports to the Office of Indian Affairs, code Xll-B-26

Annual
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TABLE XVI

COMPARISON OF PER PUPIL COST FOR TRANSPORTATION
GRAND PORTAGE WITH OTHER SCHOOLS OF STATE ENROLLING INDIA1B*
19U2 - 1952

Pupils
Trans
ported

Amount
Spent

Cost
per
Pupil

191*2-4*3

32

1,663.75

51.99

32.66

19l*3-U*

31

2,200.1*5

70.98

14*.22

19i*l*-i*5

21*

1,893.58

78.90

1*3.96

391*5-4*6

1*6

1,951.75

1*2.1*3

50.12

191*6-1*7

14*

2,791.56

63.14*

1*7.20

191*7-4*8

1*1*

2,357.57

53.58

51.55

191*8-1*9

1*1

3,606.73

87.97

1*5.75

191*9-56

1*5

3,015.58

67.01

50.33

1950-51

1*5

3,189.39

70.88

50.13

1951-52

1*1

3,125.96

76.21*

61.19

Year

Ave. Cost
other schools
Indians Attend

* Source* Supervisor and Director - Annual Reports to the Office of
Indian Affairs, Code Xll-B-26
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TABLE XVII
FIVE YEAR DROP-OUT SURVEY
FOR INDIAN HIGH SCHOOL S1U DENTS
ATTENDING MINNESOTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS*
191*5 - 1951

Reasons for Dropping Out

Not known
Sixteen years of age (Compulsory Age limit)
-»*Mowed
Married (Includes those who became mothers)
**Work (at home or on the job)

Number

169
85
68
59
32

Disliked school

31

Sent to corrective institutions
(such as Red Wing, Sauk Centre, etc.)

30

Completed eighth grade

16

In the service

36

Health

8

Failed

8

Unruly in school

7

Runaway

6

Dropped by school

5

Died

h

Reading difficulty

3

Killed

2

(Continued on following page)

l£6

TABLE XVII
(Continued)*

Reasons for Dropping Out

Nunfcer

School excuse

2

Irregular attendance

2

No place to board

1

Left home

1

School difficulty

1

Illness in home

1

Social adjustment

1

Emotional insecurity

1

Drinking

1

* Survey made by P. J. Broen, Supervisor of Indian Education.
** Reasons for the two students that dropped from Grand Portage
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TABIE X V m
SURVEY OF INDIAN HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ENROIIED
IN MINNESOTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS *
1950 - 1951

Grade

Boys

Girls

Total

7

81*

86

170

8

68

72

11*0

9

102

81

183

ID

63

51*

117

12

31

1*0

71

12

30

33

63

1*

0

Special

TOTAL

382

366

1*

71*8 **

** The total of 71*8 includes the I* special students which makes this
the largest enrollment of Indian boys and girls in the Minnesota hifh schools
to date. In the year 191*8-1*9 there were 6ll Indian boys and girls enrolled
in the Minnesota high schools.
Included in this total are 9 students from Grand Portage attending high
school at Grand Marais, Minnesota, a distance of 1*0 miles.*
* Survey made by P. J. Broen, Supervisor of Indian Education, State
Department of Education, 1950-51*
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TABLE XIX
SUMMAHT - INCOME OF INDIANS
GRAND PORTAGE INDIAN RESERVATION

1912
Total Indiana belonging to the Reservation as per C e n s u s .............
312
Number of Indians iinployed as of July 1, 1912 .......................
200
Total Estimated Money and Non-Money Income ..........................$ 291*50
Estimated f er Capita Earnings ($ 291*50 -y 200).......................... $ ll*7

Source of Income

A.

B.

Otm Operations
1. Fishing
2. Wild Life Activities
3. Fire wood
1*. Gardens and Potatoes
5* Berries-Maple Sugar
6. Live Stock-Farm Crops
7. Arts and Crafts

Working
U
F

20

Money

$ 2,000.
200.
100.
—

All
All
1
All
3

—

10

—
100.

llonMoney

1 560.
800.

56.
300.

56.
366.
—

Total

$ 2,5 00.
1,000.
150.
100.
5o.
300.

100.

Employment for Wages

1 . Minors-Private Parties
a. Construction work
b. Forestry
c. Domestic
d. Labor on Boats
2. Adults-Private Parties
a. Agriculture
b. Forestry
c. Construction Work
d. Clerks
e. Domestic
f. Miscellaneous
3. Government Employees
1*. Irregular Employees

10
56

560.
2,000.

5

1,000.

5oo.
2,000.
56o.
1,000.

12
6
12

2,1*00.
2,1*00.
2,1*00.
300.

2,1*00.
2,1*00.
2,1*00.
300.

10

1
5

500.

300.

300.

3

11,000. 65
810.

11 , 000.65

17

739*35

739.35

25

C.

Government Rations (To Needy)
(56 at $18.00 each)

D.

TOTALS

161*

20

36

26,750.00

810.

960.00

900.00

2700.00

29,1*50.00

Source: Data from the Statistical Annual Report to the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs for the Fiscal year 1912.
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TABLE XX
SUMMARY - INCOME OF INDIANS
GRAND PORTAGE INDIAN RESERVATION

1918
Total Indians Belonging to the Reservation as per C e n s u s .......... .
333
Number of Indians Employed during year ending July 1, 1 9 1 2 ...........
180
Total stimated 'oney and Non-Money I n c o m e ..................... .. . $39,060
Estimated Per Capita Earnings ($ 39*06o ~ 180) . . . . . . ......... . $ 217

Source of Income

A.

b.

C.

Own Operations
1. Fishing
2. Wild life Activities
a. Hunting & Trapping
b. Guiding
3. Fire Wood (300 cords)
L« Gardens and Potatoes
5. Berries-Maple Sugar
6. Live Stock-Farm Crops
7* Arts and Crafts
Employment for Wages
1. Work as laborers
2. Government Employees
a. Forest Guards
b. Police
3. Irregular Employees
li. Miscellaneous
TOTAIS

Working
M
F

15

Money

NonMoney

Total

$ 3,000.

♦ 5oo.

$ 3,500

55b.

5U5.

1,095

All

21
U

120.
100.

All

20

5oo.

All

1
1

20

200.

200.
600.
100.
120.

165.

120
300,
1,100
100,
120,
365,

60

25, 000.

25,000,

2
1
10
25

1 , 200.
360.
800.

1 , 200,
360,
800,

160

5 ,ooo.
20

36, 830.00

5,ooo,
2,230.00

39,060.00

Source: Data from the Statistical Annual Report to the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs for the Fiscal Year 191b.
Data also from Interviews with Indian Families and Old Correspondence
on file at the Raiger Station at Grand Portage.
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ThBTL

m

S M A R T * IHCOHE OP IKBIASS
portage isdtot E E S E m n c H

cmw

1938
Healdent Population, Fecenber, 1838 (Tine of Purvey) • • • • • • • • •
:?ud or of ndians oployod no of July 1, 1'38

199

196
Total 'stlaatod T o m y and Son-Voney Incase • • • • • • • • • • . . . 8 21^290
.ctlnated ?«r Capita Inconk (48U298 ? 199).................
C 107
of
ted g t
pttl
i
c ':" ,f "
1 9 6 ) ...................... ....
90i
I’orfclnc
V
F

Source of Iscoae
A.

-.m perationo
1. Fishing
2. Wild life Activities
a. Hunting ft Trapping
b. Guidixg
3. Fire 'bod - All Uses
li. Garden and otatoes
9. Derri&o-A’aple Syrup
6. Live Stock-Tern Crops
7. Arte and Crafts
8. Rental Funds to Band

B*

!>.playnont for

1.
2.
3*
1.

TOTAIS

TlonT'oney

5 200.

19

i 1,000.

20
9
All

loo.

629.

2

179.
90.
79.

113.

10

190.

10

179.
690.
329.

9
2

9

10c.
79.
129.

Total

t 1 ,200.
1,029.
179.

193.
179.
229.

600.
690.

329.

ages

Euplqytient as Laborers
OsaplagBBEBit for Indians
Indian fervico-Irreg.
Work belief, T
,.ages
a. ? .P.A., 30 per coot
b. CCC-ID, 70 per cent
9. Forests^* Service
6. miscellaneous

C.

money

5
ID

10

$

£

1 ,000.

loo.

1,000.

100.

290.

20
IP
1
30

10

199

la

2,990.
9,990.
1,900.
1,980.

19,630.x

900.
293.
2,99o.

9,990.

1,900.
1,980.

1,668.03

21,298.00

Source* records on rile at l b n & r Station, Grand "ortage, 'Inncsata.
Interviews t&th Indian Service ersonnel, Caer Lake Agency. Interviews with
Indian faailica using questionnaire.
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TABLE X X II
SUMMARY - INCOME OF INDIANS
GRAND POTTAGE INDIAN RESERVATION
1953
Indian Census, 1950 — 2ii6j Resident Indians July, 1953 . . .
White Resident population, July, 1953 . . . . . . .
Number of Indians Employed as of J u l y , ........ ,
Total Estimated Money and Non-Money Income . • . .
Estimated Per Capita Income ($ 61,550 t 203)
• •
Estimated Per Capita Earnings ($ 61,550 ; 201)
• ,

Sources of Income

A.

Own Operations
1, Fishing
2. Wild Life Activities
a. hunting & Trapping
b. Guiding
3. Fire Wood (200 cords)
U* Garden and Potatoes
5, Berries-! Japle Syrup
6, Live Stock-Farm Crops
7, Arts and Crafts
8. Rental Funds to Band

Employment for Wages
Employment as Labors
Employment for Indians
Indian Service-Irreg.
Forest Product Enterprise
5, Forestry Service
a. Employees
b. Blister Rust
c. Tree Planting
d. Trail Work
6, Miscellaneous

Working
H
F

Money

NonMoney

Total

10

$ 9,800.

$ 200.

$ 10,000.

10
10
All
1

200.
300.
50.
-060.

2,000.
200.
10.

2,200.
300.
250.
10.

50*

no.

5
10

10

3,000.
300.

—

—

3,000.
300.

B.

1,
2,
3,
U.

C.

T0TAIS

Ik

3

5

10,000.
6,000.
150.

10,000.
6,000.
150.

30

1 6 ,0 0 0 .

1 6 ,0 0 0 .

5,730.
3,000.
1,500.
1,000.
2,000.

5,730.
3,000.
1,500.
1,000.
2,000.

10

3
20
30
10
10

173

10

28

59,090.

2 ,1*6 0 .0 0

6 i,5 5 o.o o

Sources: Interviews with Consolidated Chippevra Agency Personnel,
Interviews with Foreman of operations. Interviews with Indian Personnel and
Indian Families, Interview with Forest Ranger, Grand Portage, Minnesota.
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Organized «—

January 19, 19Ul
CONSTITUTION

Article I.

Name

The name of this organization shall be the "Young People*s Study Club"
of the Community of Grand Portage,
Article II,

Object

The "Young People*s Study Club" shall have for it's object the improve
ment and entertainment of it*s members; and the moral and social improvement
of the Conn unity of Grand Portage.
Article III.

Membership

*
The membership to the "Young People's Study Club" shall consist of two
classes - active and honorary. Active membership shall be open to all those
between the ages of fifteen and thirty-five, inclusive, who are willing to
sign the Constitution and pay a membership fee of
The dues will be
10^ per month thereafter. The Honorary membership fee shall be
per year
and this membership shall be open to persons past the ages of thirty-five
years of age or to any other person as may be directed by the club.
Article IV.

Officers

The officers of the said club 3hall consist of a President, Vice-Pres
ident, Secretary, Treasurer, and a Sergeant at Arms, elected frcn the active
members of the club at the first semi-annual meeting.
A vacancy in any office may be filled at any meeting for the rest of
the term.
The officers shall assume office at the regular meeting following their
election and shall serve for the period o f six months or until their success
ors are elected and qualified.
Article V.

Committees

There shall be the following standing committees of three members each
and as from time to time seem necessary: Membership, entertainment, pub
licity, refreshment, and clearv-up committees. Members of these committees
shall be appointed by the President at the regular meetings in January and
July and shall serve for six months or until their successors are appointed.
It shall be the duty of the membership committee to secure more desirable
members for the club. The entertainment committee shall provide some sort
of entertainment for each regular meeting and for any special meeting.
The publicity committee shall make and post all posters and notices; secure

and report all Interestin'; news to the *Cook County Tews Herald* each -reek
so that It is In the call by Tuesday nomine; and cooperate in the pronotion
of other C o m u n i t y Activities. The refroataent cocnittee shall provide
refreshments for meetings and programs rSien oo directed b y the club.

Amendment I.

Hntertainraant cocrdtteo to consist of four members.

Amendment 71. A refreshment connittee shall be appointed by the
president for each function when refreshments are served.
Article 71#

’Meetings

There shall be a regular meeting at 7*30 P.K. in the C o m u n i t y Building
on each Wednesday during the year, and the saae shall close not later than
9*30 P.IA. Special meetings may be called by the President, with the consent
of the entertainment committee at such time and place as seesas advisable to
the persons authorised to call such meetings.
Amendment I. Special meetings nay be called b y persons authorised
to do so. One must get the majority consent or written approval
of the active members of the club before spending money in excess
of $ ‘>#00 from tbs Treasury.
/uraen&aent II. Committees desiring to draw none/ from the treasury
must get the signature3 of the President or 7ice-Precident and
the Chairman of the Entertainment Cocxaittea.
Article 711.

Amendments

Proposed sswnctewnts to ibis Constitution oust be in writing at the reg
ular nee tiny, road b y the secretary at such nesting, and left on the table
until the next mooting, when a vote o n such anendnant or eaondnents shall
be taken. If two-tliirds of the mrabens present at the regular meeting,
following the meeting when the amendment or amendments were proposed, vote
in favor of such amondtaent or amendments, this constitution shall be so
amended.

RULES OF THE HEETPJGS
•

Pule 1.
Pule 2#
Rule 3.
Rule U.
Rule 5.
Rule 6.

All nembers are urged to be present at appointed time of meetings
at all times#
hi sparing and talking after the m e t i n g has been called is out
of order.
Every aesaber pledged to the club should take seats at the table
at proper time.
All members should be courteous to one another.
The Sergeant at Arms should be obeyed at all times.
All members are urged to give their opinions or ideas on any subject
at any time.
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MOTTO
So forward never backwards.

PLEDGE
I pledge allegiance to my club
And to the moral and social betterment for which it stands
One club indivisible
With fun and good times for all.

CLUB SOHO
A Song of the Open Country (Sana Tune)
A song of the open country
That we love so well,
T% e r e freedom of the outdoor living
Holds us in its spell,
The splendor of skies at dawning,
The golden sunset's glow,
Our hopes arise 'neatn starlit skies,
All Nature helps us growl

NOTE:

Be a good member and attend all of the meetings.

WRITTEN BY:
Erwin F. Mittelholtz, Principal
Bernard Morrison, President

It6
(Re:

Evidence o f A d u lt Education Program C a rrie d O n.)

COPY
Yearly Calendar for Grand Portage Day School
September, 1913 to June 30, 19114Socials:

One each month on Saturday evening:

7*30 - 9*30 o ’clock

Literary Society*
Friday Evening*

3 to U

Program to be g iven a lte r n a te ly by the d iff e r e n t d iv is io n s o f
th e s o c ie ty .
O b ject: T ra in in g in E n g lis h , P a rlia m e n ta ry P ra c tic e and Expression.
Talks:

To be given by different employees, relating to their special work.
This will be given as part of the social work and includes all
the phases of Indian work at Grand Portage School, Minnesota.
Superintendent*

1.

Teacher*

1.

Farmer*

Housekeeper*

The Reservation of Grand Portage and what
will be required to make it a place of
independent homes.
Grand Portage School and its relation to
•these people.

2.

Temperance - explanation.

3.

Does it pay to keep clean?

1.

How to save seeds?

2.

How to keep vegetables through the winter?

3.

How to prepare soil for crops?

1.

Cleaning house, clothes, person, etc.

2.

Why boys and girls show know how to cook?

3.

Training versus home.

During the visits of Father Larape we expect several talks from him.

This w i l l g ive a t le a s t one program each month. I f p o s s ib le , out
s id e persons w i l l be in v ite d . T h is in clu d es the p h y s ic ia n who is
expected to g iv e s e v e ra l ta lk s on s a n ita tio n .
R e s p e c tfu lly su b m itted ,
s Amos R. Frank
S upt. and S. D . A .

CONSOLIDATED CHIPPEWA AGENCY
CASS LAKE, MINNESOTA

\To, Reservation
tribal land
Population
reservation is located in
L. Fond du Lac
25,395
l743§
St. Louis & Carlton
Grand Portage
399
42,805
Cook
78,629
5. Leech Lake
2,604
Cas s,Itasca,Beltrami,Hubbard
Mille Lac
3,393
U
452
Mille Lac, Aitkin, Pine
79,257
>«- Nett Lake
811
Koochiching & St, Louis
3a White Earth
59,349
10,149
Becker, Clearwater & Mahnomen
Totals
288,828*
15,854
Total acreage Forest l a n d - - - - - - - - - 258,710
Total mileage I.S. roads & trails - - - - 300,02
►Includes 28,718 acres resettlement land,
TOTEi Indian Service Hospitals located on the Fond du Lac, Leech Lake and White
Earth Reservations,
Red Lake and Pipestone are not under the jurisdiction of the Consolidated
Chippewa Agency and are shown above merely to give their approximate loca
tions.
The Nett Lake and Vermillion Reservations are sometimes referred to as the
Bois Forte Reservation,
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GRAND
PORTAGE

NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE

GRAND PORTAGE
NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE
MINNESOTA
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Oscar L, Chapman, S e c r e t a r y
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
Arthur E. Demaray, D i r e c t o r

Over this historic trail passed thousands of travellers,
Indians, explorers, fur traders, soldiers, and mission
aries, helping to open the interior of the Continent.
In the early h is to ry of America, when roads were few or non
existent, waterways provided the principal routes of transportation.
Following these water routes in th e ir canoes and bateaux the early
explorers, traders and missionaries penetrated the in t e r io r of Amer
ica and brought fo rth it s ample produce.
One of the greatest of
these early highways led from the St. Lawrence River in the east
through the Great Lakes to the Pigeon River, which now forms part
of the boundary between the United States and Canada.
Because i t
was the p rincipal gateway to much of the Northwestern section of the
Continent with it s vast stores o f furs, th is route quickly assumed
considerable economic and p o l it ic a l importance, and was highly re
garded by the French, the English, and the Americans who success
ively controlled portions of i t .
One of the in tegral portions o f th is waterway was the Grand
Portage or Great Carrying Place.
The la s t twenty miles of the
Pigeon River before i t empties into-Lake Superior are a series of
f a l l s and rapids which make i t completely impossible to travel by
boat. Hence i t was necessary fo r t ra v e lle r s to carry th e ir canoes
and cargoes around these obstructions. Since the shoreline of Lake
Superior at th is point roughly p a ra lle ls the Pigeon River, i t was
possible to avoid the 20 miles of f a l l s and rapids by carrying
canoes and goods over a c u t - o f f route between the riv e r and the
lake. One such route between the riv e r and the lake was superior
to a ll others because of it s gentler grades and lack of obstruc
tions, and consequently th is t r a i l soon became almost universally
used. The length of th is portage, as such carrying places were
called, was about nine miles, and because of th is unusual distance
i t received its name, Grand Portage.
I t is said that many of the

rocks on the portage were worn by the tramping feet o f the thousands
o f men who, during the boom days o f the fu r trade, tra ve lle d the
portage in both d ire c tio n s , carrying on t h e ir backs canoes, furs,
and supplies.
THE FRENCH PERIOD. The o rig in s o f the Grand Portage are lo st
in a n tiq u ity .
Undoubtedly the Indians had used i t fo r generations
before the f i r s t Europeans v is ite d the area.
Some of the early
French explorers of the middle 1600's may have used i t too, but
there is no positive evidence. The f i r s t white man who d e f in it e ly
is known to have passed that way was the Sieur de la Verendrye who
tra ve lle d the portage in 1731.
In his account, however, Verendrye
refers to the portage by name and seems to indicate that i t was a l
ready well-known. Certainly a th r iv in g fu r trade was developed over
the route within a few years a ft e r tha t date.
THE BRITISH TAKE OVER. Great B rita in became dominant i n Canada
in 1760, and the impact of th is event was soon f e l t at Grand Por
tage. B ritis h traders probably reached the portage f i r s t in 1763.
Pontiac's conspiracy and the re su lting s t r i f e hindered trade fo r a
Entrance to Grand Portage Trail looking northwest.

time, but another B r it is h party d e f in it e ly made the portaqe i n 1765.
In 1767, an explorer reported a temporary trading establishment set
up at the end o f the t r a i l in Grand Portage Bay.
In 1775, another
explorer, Alexander Henry, v is it e d the s ite and reported intense
r iv a lr y among the many traders and trappers whom he met there.
In
th a t year also the American Revolution began, and in order to pro
te c t it s in terest in an annual trade th a t was then estimated at
W),000 pounds and employed 500 men, the B r it is h sent a small de
tachment of troops to the area in 1778. These soldiers constructed
a small f o r t and may also have b u i l t a road across the portage.
THE NORTH WEST COMPANY. The period of greatest a c t i v it y along
the portage came at the close of the American Revolution in 1783.
In that year the North West Company was organized from among the
many competing groups of traders.
In 1785, the North West Company
b u i l t a stockade 24- by 30 rods in size, and enclosing 16 buildings.
Adjoining th is was a wharf fo r the company's lake ship and a canoe
yard.
At the other end of the t r a i l a storage depot named Fort
Charlotte was b u i lt , and gradually the t r a i l i t s e l f was improved
u n t il ox-carts could pass over it .
The peak of a c t i v it y at Grand Portage Bay came each year in
July and August. Then the trappers and traders of the Northwest
came to the company f o r t to exchange t h e ir furs fo r goods and l i q 
uor. At the same time the partners and th e ir helpers from Montreal
came to the f o r t to bring new supplies of goods and to take the furs
back to the East.
Upwards of a thousand people sometimes fore
gathered on these c o lo rfu l occasions, and the rendezvous was f r e 
quently the scene of h ila rio u s celebration as the trappers relaxed
in th e ir one yearly experience with c i v i l i z a t i o n .
AMERICAN PERIOD. Although the Treaty of Paris which formally
ended the American Revolution in 1783 had ceded the land on which
Grand Portage was located to the United States, a technical ity a r is 
ing from fa u lty maps permitted Great B rita in to re tain control of
the portage u n til 1796. In 1797 a riv a l fu r trading company known
as the X.Y. Company moved in and b u i l t a small f o r t at Grand Portage
and probably another at Fort Charlotte.
The competition did not
seriously threaten the North West Company, but indications that the
American Government intended to c o lle c t taxes on the tremendous
amount of goods being brought into the country at th is point caused
the Company to look around fo r another lo cation.
A new route was
found, and in 1801 the North West Company removed it s headquarters
to Fort William in Canada. The X.Y. Company remained at Grand Por
tage u n til i t united with the North West Company in IbO^.
Thereafter Grand Portage rapidly declined in importance.
The
company maintained a local post there u n t il a fte r the War of 1812

when the United States excluded representatives of other countries
from the American fu r trade. John Jacob Astor's American Fur Com
pany purchased the post at th a t time, and for a while i t served as
one of the central stations in the Lake Superior fis h in g industry.
Fishing proved u nprofitable, however, and the post was abandoned,
apparently in the 18^0's.
THF WEBSTER-ASHBURTON TREATY. At the close o f the War of 1812
the peace treaty had provided fo r a commission to make an accurate
map of the t e r r i t o r y and set an exact boundary between the United
States and Canada in the various disputed areas. One of these areas
included the Grand Portage. The B r it is h had wished to retain con
t r o l of h a lf of the portage, but the Americans had refused.
The
disagreement was f i n a l l y se ttle d by the Webster-Ashburton Treaty of
18^2 which set the Pigeon River as the boundary lin e but provided
that c itiz e n s of both nations should have free and open use o f the
portage. This is one o f the few instances in which a recognized
route of travel has been l e f t open, by agreement, fo r the use of
residents of another country without lim it a t io n .
The treaty is
s t i l l in e ffe c t.
THE NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE.
In 185^, the United States set
aside a t r a c t o f land in t h is area as a reservation fo r the Chippewa
Indians.
I t has remained a reservation u n t il the present time.
In
1922, representatives of the Minnesota H isto rica l Society traversed
the s ite of the portage and action was taken to bring i t once more
to the a tte n tion of the Nation. In 1936 the Society directed arche
ological excavations which located the North West Company stockade
at the eastern end, and the next year the h is t o r ic old stockade
post was reconstructed under the auspices of the Bureau of Indian
A ffa irs of the Department of the In te r io r .
The Minnesota Chippewa Tribal Council and the Grand Portage
Band of Indians were also well aware of the h is to r ic significance
of the s ite .
In 1951 conferences between them and representatives
of the National Park Service led to the designation, by the Secre
tary of the In te rio r, of the old t r a i l and the sites at e ith e r end
as Grand Portage National H is to ric Site.
A cooperative agreement
was also signed, f o r the preservation, development, and in te rp re ta 
tio n of these s ig n if ic a n t h is t o r ic features fo r the benefit and
in sp ira tion of the people.

Cover picture— View along restored stockade wall o f old
North Nest Company trading post at Grand Portage Bay show
ing southwest elevation o f museum building.
INT.-DUP. SEC., WASH., D.C.91J
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S e c o n d a ry R oad
Trail

GRAND PORTAGE
NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE
MINNESOTA

The Jbyafceur CCanoeman) vas a colorful fig u re of
the fu r tra d in g period and con tributed much to
the h isto ry of this a re a , h i* habit- was a * color
fu l « • h i* character i a *hor+ s h ir t, a red wsolen
cap, a pair of deer s k in le v in s v h lc h reached
from h i* a n k ie * a little above the knees and ane
held up by s trin g * attached to a b elt about h is
w aist, the a *i5 n Cbreechcbth) of the
J p A
Indians, and deerskin mocassins vorn
| without stocking*. -His foichs vere
g—tZ in fw
I bare. He also vone a blue Capote
w v K M I'
(coat vlth hood \ a taud>
'a s h V a beaded b ac..’

irand Rortade tra il travelled m a n y
illu s trio u s ch aracters df the period
:xploration - the sam e period which
to cf exploitation cf th e Indians’
X e r th is tra il passed a succession
lu res - Sioux, Cree.SH Chippewa
'ankees* french, tn d lis h ,V Scotch
In d ian si can
voyadeur, sin^ind Kis characteristic
explorers!
m any fid u re s the m ention of
French ch
b the blood of readers. Storm s, toil,
whose n
y , r iv a lr y h o s tile Indian bands
illness, c
cf th e adventurous characters who
all took t
axes canoe ro u te . Only the m o st
plied the
lllustrio) are mentioned here b u t fo r every one o?
the illus dus , there were scores less illu strio u s
who could te ll*a tale df ad ven tu re and incident
RADISSOI V GROSEILLIERS may have passed a
the portage in 1660 b u t it c a n n o t be prcMzn.
riv e r alonb W orth shore cf Lake S uperior appe
on TreixH m aps a s GroseUiiers River (GroseUTk
in French means Gooseberry bushes and i f cou
have been the present Gooseberry River) \ ttx
th e identification of th is riv e r is questionable

Alexander Henry O lder) refers to the Pidzon River
as G roseilliers R iver in his acco u n t cf his firs t
trip up Pigeon R iver on -July 8 ,1 7 7 6 . Radioson V,
Groseil liens were toranted th e c h a rte r fo r th e
Hudson's Bay Co. in 1670.
P IE R R E G A U L T IE R DE V A R E N N I S (S ie u rd e La
\fcrendrye) crossed the portahe in 1751 to build Ft
$t. Pierre on Rainy Lake. A y ea r later he b u ilt
Ft. St. Charles on the West side c f Lake-cf-theVoods. He rem ained in theW rstfor many years Vt
gained fame for his explorations in Canada Y Dakota.
JONATHAN C A R V E R , an English explorer. M aj. Rofclt.
Rogers in command a t M ackinac promised Caiver,
without a u th o rity , supplies fo r exploration amonic
the S ioux. He spent th e V in te r 07GG-17«7) amonc
the Sioux n ear Bhakopee, planning in the 5princ
to follow the M ississippi to it6 so u rce, p o r t a l
to Bed Rives, thence to Canada V W estward ty
J ' th e "O ura^an" o r Columbia River V
th e Pacific Ocean, b u t the l^uides

enfcaiped were afraid cf the Sioux so they led the
party up the Chippewa River instead, V th£ncc to
Lake Superior. They arrived a t Grand Portage in
duly 17»7 w ith supplies exhausted. Vhilc exploring
the area, word reached them th a t no supplies
were coming so they returned to M ackinac.
JOHN A S K IN cleared a spot for a fo rt at
Grand Portage in 17(38. He la te r became the
com m issary a t M a c k in a c .
ALEXANDER HENRY C tld cr) and a nephew b y
the same name arrived a t Grand Pbrta^e in 1775.
They were some of the fir s t tntyishm en into the
Ytest a fte r Canada was taken from the French.
Later Alexander Henry CVbunher) directed activities
of the Northwest Co. in Red River V illey G600-1806).
ALEXANDER M A C K EN ZIE was one cf the lead
ing tra d e rs , fir s t with the Northwest Co. and
later w ith th e XY Go. He i« more famous for his
explorations, beink the firs t person to cross the
continent in the U d rth em latitudes. He discovered
the Mackenzie River in 1789, the Pacific Ocean in <795.
DAVID THOMPSON, Astronomer, explorer, and
_
(Vt trader, is sometimes

Ifert Charlotte waa located a t the Western end /fe jL ^ a g » J
Y rc jt p o rtag e a t the p o in t w here i t
jc W
met the Pifcjror. R iver. Here was a n o th e r
stockade enclosing several b u ild in g where t h e 7 ^ S $ 7
feoods vere stored u n til the trad ers started fo r
th e ir w intering Grounds. The XY Co. m aintained
M l
A a post here fro m f797 to 1804, ( I b a
^ 4 8 3 ^ . while the main post of th e O fr 3 & Y* .
%
^or"to v e *t
b u ilt

%

—

/

RemmiCan va« the
\ \
food th at made the use
^
o f the Grand Portage canoi^-—
route possible. Pem m ican was
\
made of dried buffalo meat pounded fup v lth dried berrle* and mixed w ith j \
melted m arrow f a t i i t vas prepared •
without s a lt so th a t it could be eaten |
w ithout resu ltan t th ir s t. I t was
J
packed In raw hide b a^s u n til used.*
Food from Canada could not be
I
transported beyond Qrand P o rtag e •

y the Northwest Co. a- Grand
P o rtag e, seventy canies were
instructed /a n n u a lly -or
se in the f& r trade . Tta
dians^Jgreh-bark caroe
,RC
«
was the onl>
Ftical vehicle fo r the ,
fu r trad er's -ren tier I
/^ ^ .b e c a u s e it could)
be carried
I
.• B S ^easiiv a t the /

I activity In t
: white man’s
Indian access
An early application for t
be- lists the follovinb trade
POO ballons RumYoiandy
►*961Mbs ball Y Shot, 15
/W au n s, fc Trunks O r j r ,
^ Goods, 12 Nests Bf5i
L
kiettles.

5

lliii,'.

The firs t church a t (
\Q rand Porta be v js v b ry
\ a lob church built irT 1865 by the^
\ y-. _ Jesuit Father, Rev. u OukA
'• / f y Q
, R anquct. This church s till sia
w
aiffjouMh the lobs have b e e n ^
^ jiK B M U
-covered with
r

GRAND

i* speared fis h here a t
ni^ht by the li$ht o f i
\ birch bark torches^ A

= V -^ /
Pigeon River was so named
- '
because of the (^peat flocks of w ild
pideons found in the a re a by explorers in the
ifl tb century. The pigeon# are now extinct. TV*
ga.y pj Acon R iver was used durinb the e a rly lumtwrir^. y s a r e , 1895 to 1924, to flo a t or d riv e lobs
from the interior to Pigeon bay where they \te re
tied in r a fts and towed b y steam tubs fo th e
m ills on the G reat L ake*. This riv e r is known tc
lobbers as one of the m ost d iffic u lt and hssard
ous in Noi th America
t ilt iuo di ive» because
of the rubbed co u rse, cascades, and fa lls . The
^
Pigeon R iver form s a p a rt of th e internahonal
boundary betw een th e United States V Canada

July V A u g u st, Qrand
V in te r a rriv e d fro m M o n treal acc
th e M o n treal p a r tn e r * who m e t +
and o th e r tra d e rs c o m in g in fro m
th e N o rth w e s t. The com pany's arm
here to m ake a rra n g e m e n ts Y abre
/e a r's b u s in e s s . On th e re tu rn io
ibadcs hauled th e baled fu rs d( th e

" - A typlca
-ies of th e
M ed icin e*
In d ian s
number made w ith cedar and white
with shingles of Gedar \L P in e , me
c/i these buildinb* are store houses
Shops, comptin t house V rocas ho

Pf?
fa t h e r

'

w ent to

Grand S
and bap
M

opened by lath er Francis

X. Piers - I t vas abandoned in 1839 b u t he started
another on Piheon River fo r the same Indian hroup
in 1842. He was recalled in the Fall
th a t sarhe
year. In 1846 three Jesuits reopened the M ission
on Pitoeon River only to remove it a fte r one year
to F t v illia m . Despite the interm ittent character of
these missions many Indians became Christians
and m issionaries continued to v is it them once a yean

v a s th e scene
larb c canoes
i of tne ensuinJ

Grand Bforta^e was th e Vestern headquarters fo r the N o rth v e s t Co.- a f u r
tra d in b compariy, o rg an ize d in 1776 and ab so rb ed into the Hudson's Bay Go
in IfiSlT i t b u ilt its stockade in 1765 and c a rrie d on a flo u ris h in g business
d u rin b the next-tw enty years. The lines df the old stockade were traced o u t
by foe Minnesota! Historical Society in the afternoon shadov df M t. R ose,Y C.CC.restoned the »tock-ade in B 4 L Ihe foundation* r f Ihe original docks used b y ttu
■for traders s till exist beneath the su rface of the w afers o f Lake S uperior anc
are used a * foundations for the present reconstructed dock. At th e peak dj th
f u r trad in g era a G rand Fbrtabe there were probably 1000 men employed here
B u t the N o r th * :* r Co. did not hold a monopoly a t Grand ftjrtatas» th e X Y Co.
operated here frejm 1797 u n til i t m erged w i+h th e N o rth w e s t Co. in 1 8 0 4 Johr
A m erican Fur Qa v a s th e p rin c ip a l com petitor a ft e r 1823. Deference to
ay Co. p o sts on Minnesota soil is alm ost in variab ly to th e k io rth v e s t Co.

tra d * canoss, so pemmican was made a t
a iric fo rts , p a rtic u la rly on the Assinibolne
ver, and Shipped by canoe to Qrand Tbrta^.e

Mississippi, the Lake Superior Chippewa ceded J
to the U.5 -Gov’t, a ll land previously owned by
I
them in common w ith the Chippewa
the Miss- *
isslpoi lyin4 East of the G t Louis \ Ifermllion Rivet*
to the shores <* Lake Superior. By the seme treaty |
the Lake Superior Chippewa relinquished to the. J
Chippewa df the Mississippi a ll claim to lands I
previously owned in common ly ln ^ "Meet c# th is i
Tine. The United S tates agreed to s e t a p a rt A i l
withhold from sale the follow ing described tract*.
land for the Grand Portage b in d i'b e ^ in n in ^ 1
at a rock a little East df the Eastern e x tre m ity <* j
Grand P o rta ^ bay, running thence alond the
I
lake shore to th e m outh
a s m a ll stream called,
by th e In d ian s M a v -s k e -q v a v - c a v - m av- s e -b e ,»
or Cranberry M arsh R iv e r, thence up s a id
i
s tre a m , across th e point to Pigeon R iv e r,
.
thence down P itaon R iver to a p o in t opposite |
th e s ta r tin g r>olnt, and thence across to the-a
place <£ beqinninltt.. * The stream which the
Indians called M a v -S k c -^ w a v -c a w -m a v -s e -b o ^ t
o r C ranberry M arsh River is n o v named

historical recrerd*.-He la te r became s
o f the In te rn a tio n a l B oundary Comm
This is an interesting sidelight on tfe
tre a ty - the ending of A rt. 2 o f the V
Ashburton tre a ty of 1842 : I t bcin$.
stood th a t a ll w a te r com m unications
ihe usual p o rta g e s alond, th e line f r
Superior to th e Lake - o f - th e -V x x d s , <
G rind F b rta d e , fro m the shore rf Lak
to the PAeon R iver, as now a c tu a l ly u
be free and open to the u se of the cl
sub jects of b o th c o u n tr ie s .1
In 1796, an American garrison occupk
and it w as rum ored a revenue officer
stationed a t Grand fb rtato e to collect
North
B ritis h V ***® enterin g -me U .S . there
w est Co. behan looking aro u n d fo r -l
ro u te to th e in te r io r And the K a m i*
route was discovered - in 4801 e re c tv Dn of new
hcadouarters a t f o r t V illia m a t th e m outh o f
tn e rsarmnisnq ia be d a n . The XY Cb. rem ained
a t G rand P o rt te u n til i t merded v itih th e
N o rth w est Co. h 1 8 0 4 . The G rand Porta b e h a*
since th e n b u t i t c j in S till
been little u *e

Sill® is the last and highest of a series df foils
p id s in the Pitoeon River between Tort Charlotte
^ and Pldcon bay w hich made it necessary
& T to establish the Grand P brtade in o rd er
.
to use the bonder lakes canoe route from i
La.ce Superior to the Lake - of-the-W ood*. M

The (Qrand IP orta^-, a nine
J
J f m ile tr a il, connected Lake S u p e rio r.to th e < £ /
Pitecon River above th e principal fa lls . Over
flo w ed th e t r a f f ic d? h a lf a c o n tin e n t. I t v a s the
of th e V bya& eur, th e life -lin e o f th e f u r in d u s try for
■cf a c e n tu ry , a busy th o ro u g h fa re to an em p ire
With life and in c id e n t a s lo n d a s th e f u r tr a d e
flo u ris h e d , and the h i& h v a / fo r a d v e n tu re rs and
o e c c o o explorers in s e a rc h
a N o rth w esters
e= r

called the Greatest practical land
rapher
the world Has produced. He a rriv e d a t Grand
Partake on July 2 2 , 1797 to jo in the North-west
Co. a fte r a fourteen year apprenticeship with
the Hudson's bay Co. 1he W o rth ie s t Company
commissioned him to follow th e 4 9 ts parallel
and determ ine the location of the com pany's
posts in re la tio n th e re to . He d eviated from
4-he parallel YL returned from the Canadian North
west through Red Lake, Turtle L ik e , Sandy
Lake, and Lake S u p e rio r- he m apped th is
entire area. -He always kept accurate d ia rie s
and no one ever doubted his in te g rity : Indians,
voya& eurs, clerks, bourgeois - a l l knev th a t h*
wouldn't tra ffic In liquor, cheat an In d ia n , nor
p u t a false e n try in his book. He read th e
scrip tu res to his voya&eurs on S unday. He
returned to Quebec province in 1012 b u t v a c
back in Qrand Fbrtabe in 1822 a * a b r itis h
m em ber o f th e International boundary Commiesion,
D R . JOHN J . D IG S b Y travelled w ith the David
Thompson p a rty as an A rtis t-P h y s ic ia n . He
have th e f ir s t au th en tic picture record cf the
bonder waters and his sketches of th e Indians
„ alonfc the canoe ro u te are a v a lu a b le conU
_
trib u + io n to

in^ in the Illinois cou
d; <3 British m ilita ry e
Qrand
e about June 1, 1776.
/lackinac, wrote to M.
/e s t Co. a t G rand Po
d a detachm ent: there fo r the
omas B en n ett
E ig h t h R e g im e n t
v '* ->
men b u ilt a sm all
f o r t a t Grand Fbr1
B i _ u t a road acro ss
the p o rta g e . Appa
■Hy th e y le ft a ^ a in in th e Tail
because re c c e s i:
:ate th a t a n o th e r re q u e s t fo r
a detachmen'*’ th e
TovinO S p r in b wa6 not granted
because imrr.ineni
in h e r
a tta c k a t M ackinac
forced them to h c ._ a___________
_______
ir tro o o s th
e re fo r th e protection
o f th a t p o st. This v a s th e o n ly m llita
w ith in rhe ;;ro*errt boundaries
th e
d u r in g th e American R e v o lu tio n a ry

brow n. Six
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